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Abstract 
The use of composite materials in primary aerospace structures is continually increasing 
due to their high stiffness and high strength to weight ratios. However, composite 
laminates are susceptible to delamination which can lead to the loss of global stiffness 
and potentially to catastrophic failure. Delamination is therefore a critical damage 
mechanism to account for when determining the durability and damage tolerance of 
composite materials. A large amount of research has already been carried out to 
investigate delamination and a number of failure criteria have been developed to predict 
delamination growth. However, the majority of these criteria are not based on the 
physical mechanisms that cause interlaminar fracture. Thus to be able to confidently 
predict delamination growth in real world applications a physically based failure criteria 
would be more appropriate.  
The key to developing physically based criteria is through fractographic observations to 
determine the dominant failure mechanisms of delamination. Thus the purpose of this 
research was to characterise the failure process of mode II shear fracture, and in 
particular to determine the formation of cusp features prevalent to mode II dominated 
fracture.  
A polyvinylchloride foam was used to macro-simulate mode II interlaminar failure of 
composite laminates. The in-situ fracture process was characterised successfully and the 
energy absorbed during cusp formation was determined. Results were compared with 
cusp formation in two carbon-fibre/epoxy laminates and the post fracture morphology 
of all the materials was similar. In addition the influence of parameters such as, material 
type, inter-fibre spacing, fibre diameter and ply orientation on the frequency, 
morphology and size of cusp formation were also investigated. 
Results indicated that cusp formation was via the initiation, saturation and propagation 
of tensile microcracks and that neither the cusp formation process nor the energy 
associated with crack formation was found to be influenced by the parameters studied. 
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Nomenclature 
            
Latin: Description Units 
a precrack length mm 
a0 initial precrack length mm 
B specimen width mm 
Bt bend-twist coupling in laminates - 
C specimen compliance m/N 
d loading arm dimension in 4ENF fixture mm 
DC bend-bend coupling in laminates - 
Dij bending stiffness matrix coefficient Nm 
E Young‟s modulus of elasticity N/m2 
G shear modulus of elasticity N/m
2 
G0 
failure value equal to the total mode-I components in Surface 
Roughness criterion 
- 
GI mode I strain energy release rate J/m
2
 
GII mode II strain energy release rate J/m
2
 
GIII mode III strain energy release rate J/m
2
 
GIC critical mode I strain energy release rate J/m
2
 
GIIC critical mode II strain energy release rate J/m
2
 
GI/IIC 
critical strain energy release rate at GI/GII=1 used in Surface 
Roughness criterion 
J/m
2
 
GC critical strain energy release rate J/m
2
 
G  
critical SERR due to fibre/matrix debonding in Geometric 
criterion 
J/m
2
 
G  resin surface area relation in Geometric criterion J/m2 
h specimen half thickness mm 
I inter-fibre spacing  μm 
Ii Interaction Parameter, parameter in the Interaction criterion - 
KI mode I stress intensity factor N/m
2.√m 
KII mode II stress intensity factor N/m
2.√m 
KIC critical mode I stress intensity factor N/m
2.√m 
Nomenclature 
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KIIC critical mode II stress intensity factor N/m
2.√m 
L specimen length mm 
L cusp depth μm 
P applied load N 
S shear strength N/m
2
 
Vf fibre volume fraction - 
   
Arbitrary Constants: k, m, n 
 
 
Greek: Description Units 
β cusp tilt angle  ° 
∂m surface energy of the resin in Geometric criterion J/m
2
 
ν Poisson‟s Ratio - 
ρ material density g/m3 
ζ stress N/m2 
η shear stress N/m2 
Ψ0 
phase angle due to elastic mismatch across a bi-material interface 
in Surface Roughness criterion 
- 
Ψ phase angle of applied loads in Surface Roughness criterion - 
ω 
slope of fracture surface roughness, in the Surface Roughness 
criterion 
- 
   
Arbitrary Constants: α, β, γ, δ, ε, κ, ξ, θ, χ 
 
 
Abbreviations: 
4ENF Four-point end-notched flexure 
CFRP Carbon-fibre reinforced plastic 
LEFM Linear elastic fracture mechanics 
PEEK Polyetheretherketone 
PMI Polymethacrylimide 
PTFE Polytetrafluroethylene 
PVC Polyvinylchloride 
SEM Scanning electron microscope 
SERR Strain energy release rate 
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Specimen Nomenclature: 
Curve-5 curved notched foam specimen with 2.5mm radius  
Curve-15 curved notched foam specimen with 7.5mm radius  
Flat foam specimen with no notch 
H200 PVC foam specimen with density 200kg/m
3 
H216 PVC foam specimen with density 216kg/m
3 
M8552-0 miniature IM7/8552 specimen with delamination between 0/0 
M8552-90 miniature IM7/8552 specimen with delamination between 0/90 
M9772-0 miniature IM7/977-2 specimen with delamination between 0/0 
M9772-90 miniature IM7/977-2 specimen with delamination between 0/90 
S8552-0 standard IM7/8552 specimen with delamination between 0/0 
S8552-90 standard IM7/8552 specimen with delamination between 0/90 
S9772-0 standard IM7/977-2 specimen with delamination between 0/0 
S9772-90 standard IM7/977-2 specimen with delamination between 0/90 
Square Square notched foam specimen 
WF51 PMI foam specimen with density 52kg/m
3 
WF110 PMI foam specimen with density 110kg/m
3
 
Width-31 curved notched foam specimen with 31mm width 
Width-51 curved notched foam specimen with 51mm width 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The use of composite materials in primary aerospace structures and industry is 
continually increasing due to their high stiffness and high strength to weight ratios. 
However, composite laminates are susceptible to delamination that can lead to a loss of 
global stiffness and potentially to catastrophic failure
1-3
. Delamination is thus a critical 
damage mechanism to account for when determining the durability and damage 
tolerance of composite materials
3
. 
In general, delamination is characterised by partitioning the applied strain energy 
release rate (G) into three modes; opening mode I, shearing mode II and tearing mode 
III. This is then compared to the critical strain energy release rate (GC) of the material 
and delamination growth is predicted where G≥GC 
2,4,5
. Previous research indicates that 
both the mode II and mode III critical strain energy release rate (SERR) of 
thermosetting carbon-fibre reinforced polymer (CFRP) laminates greatly exceeds the 
mode I critical SERR
6-9
. 
Fractographic analysis
10
 reveals that different fracture patterns are prominent on the 
fracture surface of CFRP laminates after their subjection to mode I or mode II loading, 
which could indicate the difference in SERR. In particular mode I fracture tends to 
exhibit fibre fracture and fibre bridging and mode II fracture tends to exhibit cusp 
formation and fibre/matrix debonding
2
. Detailed examination of the fracture surfaces 
can help to clarify the importance of the different energy absorbing mechanisms, which 
can be incorporated into a delamination growth criterion.  
Although a range of failure criteria have been developed
11-15
, several criteria are 
empirically based. Whilst these failure criteria are able to model the pure mode and 
mixed-mode fracture toughnesses of composite laminates successfully
1,12,16
, their use as 
a predictive tool for delamination growth is limited without first experimentally 
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determining any empirical constants. Thus to be able to confidently predict 
delamination growth in real world applications a physically based failure criteria would 
be more appropriate. 
To develop reliable physically based failure criteria, it is necessary to characterise the 
fracture processes involved in pure mode and mixed mode fracture to understand the 
relevant mechanisms and energy absorbing processes involved. The focus of this 
research was to investigate the formation of cusp features in CFRP composites that 
result from mode II shear loading. In particular, to characterise the fracture process of 
mode II interlaminar failure and to address the validity of mode II fracture toughness as 
a material property, given that cusps theoretically initiate by a series of tensile 
microcracks
17-20
. This has led many researchers to propose that mode II interlaminar 
fracture can be described entirely by local mode I components
11,17,21
 or mode I material 
properties
19,22,23
. 
In the future there is possibility to extend the research to characterise mode I and mixed 
mode I/II fracture using similar analytical techniques and materials. 
1.2 Aims 
The purpose of the research detailed in the following chapters was to further the current 
knowledge of mode II interlaminar fracture in CFRP laminates. The aims of the 
research were three fold; to characterise and understand the process and mechanisms 
involved in mode II fracture and to determine the energy associated with the mode II 
fracture process with view to develop a predictive model for matrix fracture in CFRPs. 
The aims were realised by experimentation of a polyvinylchloride (PVC) foam and 
CFRP laminates.  
First, a literature survey was undertaken and a summary of the current knowledge of 
mode II interlaminar fracture in CFRP laminates is presented (Chapter 2). 
Second, the mode II fracture process was characterised by testing PVC foam under 
shear loading (Chapter 4). This material was utilised to capture and detail the in-situ 
fracture process of cusp formation and the post fracture morphology of the cusp features 
was investigated. The energy associated with the cusp formation process was 
determined from the load-displacement response of each specimen and the influence of 
specimen geometry, material properties, precracking and fibres in the foam, on the 
frequency, morphology and size of cusps was established. 
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Third, the mode II interlaminar fracture process was characterised for two different 
carbon-fibre polymer laminates (Chapter 5). For both materials the in-situ cusp 
formation was captured and detailed and the post-fracture surfaces were analysed. The 
influence of resin type, ply orientation and inter-fibre spacing on the frequency, 
morphology and size of cusp formation was established. The mode II critical SERR of 
each material was also determined.  
Lastly, the results of the PVC foam fracture and composite interlaminar fracture were 
compared and a detailed discussion ensued (Chapter 6). The use of PVC foam as an 
observational tool for mode II fracture was determined and comparisons were made 
between the results of this and previous research (Literature Review – Chapter 2). In 
particular, the discussion endeavours to determine if mode II fracture is actually mode I 
at an angle, as postulated by many researchers, and if cusp formation is the energy 
absorbing mechanism of mode II fracture.  
In summary the aims of the research were to: 
 Characterise mode II fracture of composite laminates 
 Determine the energy required for cusp formation of composite laminates 
 Determine the influence of parameters (e.g. inter-fibre spacing and material) on 
the frequency, morphology, size and shape of cusp formation 
  Develop a predictive model for matrix fracture in composite laminates 
1.3 New and Unique Aspects 
Prior to this research there has been extensive investigation on the fracture of composite 
laminates, including the development of failure criteria (Section 2.1.4) and 
fractographic analysis (Section 2.2.2.1). However this research utilises a novel 
observational technique to characterise and understand the micromechanisms involved 
with mode II fracture of composite laminates, adding to the current knowledge
24,25
.  
As mode II failure of composite laminates and adhesives occurs on a micro-scale, 
previous attempts to capture the initiation of the fracture process have been 
limited
17,26,27
 (Chapter 2). Therefore it was necessary to develop a new observational 
technique to capture this process. Prior to this research a PVC foam material was 
observed to have developed cusp-like features on its fracture surface after shear 
loading
28
, though the fracture process had not been observed. By comparison to cusp 
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features in composite laminates (3-9μm), the cusp features in the PVC foam were more 
than a thousand times larger (17mm). 
Initially, a small set of experiments were conducted to replicate the shear tests using the 
same PVC foam, specimen dimension and test method. The specimen fracture indicated 
that cusp formation developed in each specimen loaded in shear and that the fracture 
process was visible by eye. Consequently a methodology was determined so that the in-
situ fracture process could be captured using video analysis and correlated with the 
load-displacement response of the material (Chapter 4.2.2). The mechanisms and energy 
involved with mode II fracture of PVC foam was then discerned as a novel alternative 
to investigating the mode II interlaminar fracture in composite laminates (Chapter 
4.2.3).  
Further investigations were carried out to determine the influence of specimen 
geometry, material properties, precracking and the inclusion of fibres, on the energy, 
frequency, morphology and size of cusp formation in the PVC foam (Section 4.3 to 
4.6). In addition the in-situ and post fracture cusp formation in two composite laminates 
was investigated to determine the influence of resin type and ply orientation (Chapter 
5). This provided a direct correlation between cusp formation in PVC foam and cusp 
formation in composite laminates. The use of PVC foam to investigate mode II 
interlaminar fracture in-situ proved a success as cusp formation could be observed and 
recorded with cameras and no fibres were present in the structure (except in the 
fibre/foam specimens) to restrict the view, as happens in CFRP laminates. 
To investigate the in-situ cusp formation in composite laminates a miniature four point 
bend test fixture was designed and manufactured so that a series of end notched flexure 
(ENF) specimens could be loaded and contained within a scanning electron microscope 
chamber (Section 5.3), while under load. The miniature 4ENF configuration enabled 
crack initiation and cusp formation to be observed within two CFRP materials so that 
the cusp size could be measured and compared with the in-situ fracture process of PVC 
foam. 
1.4  Terminology (Scale) 
As introduced in the previous sections both PVC foam and CFRP laminates were used 
in the investigations discussed in this thesis. By comparison the cusp features forming 
in the CFRP specimens were on a μm-scale and the cusp features forming in the PVC 
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specimens were on a mm-scale. Thus the fracture surface features are referred to as 
micro-fractographic and macro-fractographic within the thesis. A comparison of the 
inter-fibre spacing and fibre diameter scales are as follows: 
 The average inter-fibre spacing was 13μm in the CFRP specimens and 41mm in 
PVC foam specimens. 
 The average fibre diameter was 5μm in CFRP specimens and 12mm in PVC foam 
specimens.  
 The average inter-fibre spacing and fibre-diameter was the same in the standard 
4ENF and miniature 4ENF specimens. 
1.5 Thesis Content/Lay-out 
To realise the aims of the research the thesis is composed as follows.  
Chapter 2 commences with an overview of delamination, detailing how it is quantified 
and describes some of the current failure criteria used to predict delamination growth. A 
detailed literature review then ensues regarding the mode II fracture of composite 
laminates, adhesives and other materials. This literature review includes details of 
previous fracture mechanisms and details of fractographic features prevalent in 
materials due to mode II interlaminar fracture.  
Chapter 3 introduces the materials used within this research, detailing the necessary 
material properties, such as strength and toughness of the five materials used; one PVC 
foam, two polymethacrylimide (PMI) foams and two carbon-fibre polymer laminates. 
This chapter allows a comparison to be made between each of the materials used, 
particularly between the foam and the resin properties of the carbon-fibre polymer 
composites. 
Chapter 4 includes the experimental methodology, data analysis and results for the shear 
testing of foam. This chapter is divided into five sections; first experiments of the 
benchmark PVC configuration are detailed (Section 4.2), then the influence of specimen 
geometry (Section 4.3), material (Section 4.4), precracking (Section 4.5) and fibres 
(Section 4.6) on the cusp formation in foam is detailed. Results and differences in the 
load-displacement response, the in-situ fracture process, and the energy required for 
cusp formation and post-fracture morphology of each specimen is detailed. A summary 
of results (Section 4.7) concludes Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 5 includes the experimental methodologies and data analysis techniques for the 
mode II interlaminar fracture of two carbon-fibre polymer laminates (Section 5.2 to 
Section 5.4). The Chapter is then divided into two sections to study the influence of 
matrix properties (Section 5.4) and ply-orientation (Section 5.6) on cusp formation in 
CFRP laminates.  A summary of results (Section 5.7) concludes Chapter 5.   
Chapter 6 combines the literature review and experimental research in a detailed 
discussion. This chapter determines the use of PVC foam as a macroscale model of 
mode II interlaminar fracture in composite laminates, explores the similarities and 
differences of cusp formation between adhesives, composite laminates and foam, and 
discusses the influence of material parameters on cusp formation. The characteristic 
fracture process is detailed and the energy associated with cusp formation in PVC foam 
and CFRP laminates is detailed. 
The thesis concludes with a summary of the main findings (Chapter 7) and a short 
discussion regarding the implications of the current work and possible areas of future 
study to develop this work and other areas of research. 
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2 Literature Survey  
2.1 Delamination in Composite Materials: An Overview 
2.1.1 Introduction 
One of the most important types of damage within composite laminates is the 
occurrence of interlaminar debonding, or delamination (Figure 2-1)
12,29-32
. Delamination 
can occur as a result of impact damage or due to the presence of discontinuities in the 
composite structure
33
. Even if a delamination does not result in complete failure, it will 
lead to a loss of global bending stiffness and strength, and potentially expose the load 
bearing layers to degradation
2,3
. 
0° Ply
0° Ply
Interlaminar delamination
(ply debonding)
Intralaminar cracking
(ply splitting)
90° Ply
 
Figure 2-1: Interaction between intralaminar (matrix cracking or ply splitting) and interlaminar 
(ply debonding) damage mechanisms. 
A delamination usually advances in three stages
6,34,35
. First, damage initiates at sites of 
discontinuity within the laminate, at for example a ply drop-off, a free-edge, a notch 
boundary or a joint
33,34,36-39
. Delamination can also initiate under compressive loads that 
cause buckling, or due to impact. Second, the initiated damage will begin to develop 
and propagate in regions where the energy supplied to the crack tip exceeds some 
critical value associated with crack resistance
40,41
. As long as this condition is satisfied 
cracks will continue to propagate, leading thirdly to ultimate failure of the laminate. 
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The critical value associated with a laminate‟s ability to resist interlaminar crack 
propagation is generally quantified by the fracture toughness, or critical stress intensity 
factor (KC), which is related to the critical strain energy release rate (SERR), Gc, of a 
material. For isotropic materials, such as metals and polymers, KC and GC are related by 
Equation 2.1, under plane strain or plane stress conditions
2,4,5
. The recognised approach 
is to separate the critical SERR into three modes; opening, shearing and tearing (modes 
I, II and III respectively)
4,42
. When the available SERR (G) in the material is greater 
than, or equal to, the critical SERR (i.e. where G≥GC and GC is a function of all modes) 
crack growth is deemed to occur. This provides a tool to predict delamination growth.  
 
Plane stress 
 
Plane strain 
(Equation 2.1) 
2.1.2 Interlaminar Fracture Modes 
The fracture modes (I, II and III) associated with interlaminar delamination are depicted 
in Figure 2-2 which illustrates the different loading conditions prevalent to each mode. 
Figure 2-2 shows that the stresses at the crack front are predominantly tensile in mode I 
and perpendicular to the fracture plane, and in mode II and mode III in-plane shear 
stresses are dominant, but act parallel to the crack growth direction in mode II and 
perpendicular to the crack growth in mode III. This causes the laminae either side of a 
delamination to open up and effectively peel apart in mode I, to slide over each other in 
mode II and to slide and tear in mode III
7,13,14,42,43
.  
   
Figure 2-2: Representation of fracture modes observed in interlaminar delamination of (a) mode I 
opening, (b) mode II shear-sliding and (c) mode III shear-tearing
44
 
In isotropic materials, such as metals, mode I offers the lowest fracture energy in 
comparison to mode II and mode III, meaning that cracks tend to propagate by this 
mode via reorientation
13,42
. In anisotropic materials, such as composite laminates, 
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however, cracks tend to be constrained by the fibres and therefore propagate by a 
combination of mode I, mode II and mode III fracture
2,14,45
. This signifies the 
importance of considering all three delamination modes when quantifying the fracture 
toughness of a laminate at different mode-mixities to produce accurate failure loci. 
As with isotropic materials, mode I fracture toughness is generally smaller than both the 
mode II and mode III fracture toughness in composite laminates
4,12,42,46
. The increase in 
fracture toughness in mode II and mode III is commonly associated with an increase in 
plastic zone size (or damage zone) forming ahead of a crack tip, which allows an 
increase in the production of energy absorbing mechanisms, and thus the dissipation of 
fracture energy. As more energy is absorbed within the laminate, it ensues that a higher 
SERR must be applied before delamination growth occurs. This results in the larger 
fracture toughness observed in mode II and mode III
6-9
. 
Furthermore, the mode III fracture toughness tends to be much larger than the mode II 
fracture toughness due to the fact that the matrix tearing is often restricted by the 
presence of nested fibres in the composite laminate
9,33,47,48
. As a result delamination 
tends to preference mode I, mode II and mixed-mode I/II fracture which require less 
energy absorption for delamination growth to occur. Consequently mode III failure 
tends to be omitted from failure criteria that predict delamination growth.  
2.1.3 Quantifying Fracture Toughness 
To develop a failure criterion for mixed mode I/II it is typically necessary to quantify 
the critical SERR for a material under mode I, mode II and selected mixed mode I/II 
loading conditions. Data is usually gathered using a series of specimens manufactured 
from the desired composite laminates and load is applied using different test fixtures.  
To date, much research has been carried out on the standardisation of test procedures to 
determine the interlaminar fracture toughness of composite laminates. Currently, the 
mode I critical SERR is standardised by the widely used double cantilever beam (DCB) 
test
49
. The loading applied to a DCB specimen is illustrated in Figure 2-3.  
In contrast, there has been much debate concerning the standardisation of a test method 
for mode II interlaminar fracture. This has arisen due to the need to develop a test 
condition where the crack tip of the specimen experiences pure mode II loading, where 
crack growth can develop in a stable manner and where the influence of friction in the 
specimen arms is minimal
50-54
. Three widely used mode II tests include the three point 
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end notched flexure (3ENF) test, the 4ENF test and the end-loaded split (ELS) test. The 
loading condition on the 4ENF and ELS specimens are illustrated in Figure 2-4. In the 
3ENF specimen the dimension (d) in the 4ENF specimen is equal to zero so that the 
load is applied at one point, centrally on the specimen. 
 
Figure 2-3: Illustration of a mode I double cantilever beam (DCB) specimen 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 2-4: Illustration of a mode II (a) four point end-notched flexure (4ENF) specimen and (b) an 
end-loaded spilt (ELS) specimen. 
 
 
Figure 2-5: Illustration of a mixed mode bending (MMB) specimen. 
The mixed mode I/II critical SERR is generally quantified using the mixed mode bend 
(MMB) test developed by Reeder and Crews
55
, which has been standardised by the 
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ASTM organisation
53,56
. The MMB fixture combines the DCB and ENF loading 
conditions and an illustration is given in Figure 2-5. The length (c) is adjusted to vary 
the mixed mode loading ratio (GI/GII) from pure mode I to pure mode II.  
2.1.4 Failure Criterion 
As introduced in Section 2.1.2 delamination in composite laminates commonly occurs 
by a combination of peel (mode I) and shear sliding (mode II) under mixed-mode 
loading
14,45
. The critical SERRs associated with mode I, mode II and mixed-mode I/II 
are consequently used to determine failure criteria for predicting delamination growth. 
To date, a range of failure criteria have been developed to predict delamination growth 
but a majority of these criteria are empirically based, omitting the physical mechanisms 
involved with interlaminar fracture. The Linear Law
1,12,57
 and the Power Law
12-14,58,59
 
are examples of two such criteria and are widely used in industry (Table 2-1).  
Table 2-1: A representation of empirically based failure criteria 
Criterion Name Condition for Crack Propagation to Occur 
Linear Law 1
IIc
II
IC
I
G
G
G
G
 
Power Law 
1
IIc
II
IC
I
G
G
G
G
 
where α and β are curve fit parameters 
Interaction 
011
IIc
II
Ic
I
i
IIc
II
Ic
I
G
G
G
G
I
G
G
G
G
 
where Ii is a curve fit parameter modelling the interaction between 
mode I and mode II loading 
 
Both The Linear Law and the Power Law are determined by the curve fitting of data 
gathered from experimental pure mode and mixed mode coupon testing of composite 
laminates. Whilst these criteria are easy to use the Linear Law gives the poorest 
delamination prediction for a wide range of CFRPs
1,12
. This is due to the fact that it does 
not accurately model the mixed-mode I/II critical SERR as the proportion of mode I 
increases with respect to mode II, in epoxy based CFRPs
12
. 
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The Interaction criterion
8,12,29
 is another example of an empirically based failure 
criterion (Table 2-1). Similar to the Power Law this criterion considers that an 
interaction exists between the mode I and mode II SERR and that as the mode II loading 
component increases so too does the critical SERR of a laminate. This relation is 
expressed by an empirically determined interaction parameter (Ii), and when Ii >> 1 a 
strong synergistic interaction exists between mode I and mode II
8
. The interaction 
parameter can be extended to have linear dependence on the mode I critical SERR to 
predict delamination in a wider range of composite laminates
12,29
. 
In addition to empirically based failure criteria a number of physically based criteria 
have been determined that include some of the physical processes involved in 
interlaminar fracture. Such processes include fibre fracture, fibre/matrix debonding and 
matrix fracture (micro-cracking or cusp formation) resulting in increased roughness at 
the fracture surface. An example of these failure criteria include the Bilinear criterion
12
, 
the Geometric Failure criterion
43
, the Surface Roughness criterion
11,60 
and the Crack 
Opening Displacement (COD) criterion
32
 (Table 2-2). 
In the Bilinear, Geometric Failure and Surface Roughness criteria the changes in 
fracture surface morphology observed between pure mode I and pure mode II are 
considered and incorporated into the criteria. The Bilinear criteria
12
 simply assumes that 
the variation in fracture morphology between mode I and mode II is due to a change in 
failure mechanism and so consequently two linear failure criteria are determined. The 
intersection of the two criteria indicates the point where the fracture mechanisms alter. 
The Bilinear criterion was developed further by Davidson and Zhao
61
, so that limited 
experimental input was required to predict delamination growth fairly successfully.  
The Geometric Failure
14,43
 criterion considers that pure mode II fracture morphology 
shows a higher area of fractured material than the pure mode I, attributed to cusp 
formation, the extent of which increases as the mode II loading component increases. 
Consequently the Geometric Failure criterion is based on the surface area due to cusp 
formation, where a unit area of crack extension is determined by (A) and related to the 
cusp angle (KI/KII) by Equation 2.2, where Vf is the fibre volume fraction. The criterion 
also includes the critical SERR associated with fibre/matrix debonding (G') and the 
energy related to the resin surface (∂m). A limitation of the model however, is that it 
does not hold when there is considerable resin plasticity and as a result cannot be used 
to predict delamination in CFRPs with toughened epoxy matrix
6
. In addition the criteria 
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predicts that the mode II critical SERR to be infinite, so that is it unsuitable as a mixed-
mode failure criterion. 
 
(Equation 2.2) 
 
Table 2-2: A representation of physically based failure criteria 
Criterion 
Name 
Condition for Crack Propagation to Occur 
Bilinear 
Failure 
IcIII GGG  
IIcIII GGG  
Where δ and ξ are arbitrary constants 
Geometric 
Failure 
2''' 1 IIIIII KKGGGG  
Where G  critical SERR due to fibre/matrix debonding 
and fm
VG 12
 relation of the surface energy of the resin 
Surface 
Roughness 
0
22
0
2
0 sinsincosIII GGG  
Where ψ, ψ0 and ω are the mode-mixity, phase angle across the surface 
mismatch and the slope of the fracture surface, see Equation 2.3 to 2.5 
COD 
Critical 
Crack 
Opening 
Displacement 
IC
I
I
IC
IC
II
G
G
G
G
E
E
G
G
11
22
3
1
  
critical mode-I crack opening 
IC
II
II
IC
I
IIC
IC
I
G
G
G
G
G
G
E
E
G
G
2
22
113  
critical mode-II crack shearing 
 
Similar to the Geometric Failure criterion the Surface Roughness criterion
11,60
 considers 
that the number of fracture features (surface roughness) increases as the mode II 
component of loading increases. The surface roughness criterion assumes that mixed 
mode fracture is related to a total mode I component (G0), primarily equal to a global 
mode I SERR and a secondary sliding component (Equation 2.3). G0 relates the mode I 
and mode II SERR via the surface roughness slope (ω) and reduces to G0=GIC under 
pure mode I loading and the Linear Law under pure mode II loading. The final failure 
criterion (Table 2.2) combines the surface roughness parameter (ω), mode-mixity (ψ) 
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and the phase angle (ψ0) resulting from the mismatch of elastic properties across the bi-
material interface at the crack tip (Equation 2.4 and 2.5). 
2sinIIIO GGG  
(Equation 2.3) 
 
(Equation 2.4) 
 
(Equation 2.5) 
By contrast the COD criterion considers that a plastic zone forms ahead of a crack tip 
under different loading conditions and that the plastic zone and crack tip are subject to 
tensile and shear stresses that result in crack opening
12,32
. Critical crack opening 
displacements result under mode I and mode II control (Figure 2-2) and are calculated 
using the Dugdale plasticity model
32
. The COD criterion consists of two criteria and 
when either criterion is satisfied delamination propagates in that particular mode. 
2.1.5 Discussion 
Although a range of failure criteria have been developed, the examples presented in 
Section 2.1.4 show that several criteria contain parameters determined by curve fit to 
experimental data. Whilst many of these failure criteria are able to model the pure mode 
and mixed-mode fracture toughness of composite laminates successfully
1,12,62
, the 
criteria‟s use as a predictive tool for delamination growth is limited without first 
collating the required experimental data to determine the arbitrary constants. To 
improve on the failure criteria currently in use, it would be beneficial to develop criteria 
that do not require extensive coupon testing to determine any empirical constants, and 
that can be applied to a wide range of materials and geometries. Developing criteria 
with a purely physical basis is one possibility.  
Of the examples given in Section 2.1.4 three such criteria were introduced, the 
Geometric Failure criterion, The Surface Roughness criterion and the COD criterion. 
Each of these criteria consider that a change in fracture process occurs when a mode I or 
mode II loading is applied to a laminate, but each criterion models a different aspect of 
the fracture process to predict delamination growth. In particular the Geometric Failure 
criterion accounts for the resin fracture energy, fibre/matrix debonding energy and 
fracture surface area due to cusp formation, the Surface Roughness criterion accounts 
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for an increase in surface roughness under mode II loading due to a mode I component 
and the COD criterion accounts for crack opening according to the plastic zone ahead of 
a crack tip. 
However, investigations into the applicability of different failure criteria reveals that the 
Power Law, Interaction criterion and the Bilinear criterion give better predictions of 
delamination growth in epoxy based CFRPs
1,12
 than the physically-based failure criteria 
detailed in this section. But these criteria only produce good results in hindsight of 
experimental investigations (i.e. they are empirical). 
To improve confidence in a failure criterion two possible approaches can be made. The 
first is to choose different failure criteria for different material types and the second is to 
determine a generally applicable physically-based failure criteria. The first approach 
would require fitting each current criterion to the experimental failure loci of a wide 
range of composite laminates and then categorising the best criterion for different 
classes of materials (e.g. for brittle epoxies, toughened epoxies or thermoplastics). The 
second approach would require determining a new physically based failure criterion that 
captures the true energy associated with the fracture processes of mode I, mode II and 
mixed-mode I/II loading. The second method could potentially produce a generic failure 
criterion for all composite laminates. 
The key to developing physically-based criteria is through fractographic 
observations
10,63
. Using fractographic techniques the dominant failure mechanisms 
associated with interlaminar fracture, such as fibre breakage, fibre/matrix debonding 
and resin deformation or fracture can be determined for a range of loading conditions. 
The energy absorption associated with the critical mechanisms can then be determined 
using suitable tests and appropriately incorporated into a delamination growth criterion. 
2.2 Mode II Interlaminar Fracture in Carbon-fibre Polymers 
2.2.1 Introduction 
In general, the mode II interlaminar fracture toughness of CFRP laminates is higher 
than the mode I fracture toughness
36
. This trend is most noticeable in brittle CFRP 
materials were the mode II toughness is more than double the mode I toughness; but as 
the matrix toughness increases the mode I toughness increases and the difference 
between the mode I and mode II toughnesses falls
17,26
. 
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One of the most prevalent features of mode II interlaminar failure is the formation of 
cusps on the fracture surface of CFRP laminates with a thermosetting epoxy matrix. 
Cusps are assumed to be the main energy absorbing process of mode II interlaminar 
fracture
6
. The formation of cusps also indicates that mode II crack growth is more 
complex than the sliding of two plies across each other and initiates by a series of mode 
I tensile cracks
17-19
. This has led many researchers to suggest that mode II fracture 
toughness is not a true material property and that the mode II fracture toughness can be 
related to the mode I material properties
11,17,19,64,65
. 
In the following section the characteristic features prevalent to mode II fracture are 
illustrated and the influence of resin and fibre type, fibre volume fraction and laminate 
stacking sequence on the fracture toughness are discussed (Section 2.2.2). The influence 
of these parameters on the frequency, morphology and size of cusp formation is also 
discussed. Lastly, the main failure mechanisms for mode II fracture in 
adhesive/adherend systems and brittle CFRPs are identified and discussed (Section 
2.2.3). 
2.2.2 Mode II Interlaminar Fracture and Cusp Formation 
2.2.2.1 Fractographic Features Prevalent to Mode II Interlaminar Fracture 
Under mode II loading plies in a composite laminate are subjected to shear stresses and 
fracture occurs within the resin matrix of the material, near the fibre/matrix interface. 
Cusp features (or hackles) are one of the most prevalent features of mode II interlaminar 
fracture (Figure 2-6) and form via a series of microcracks that develop in the resin 
matrix, ahead of the delamination front. Theoretically these microcracks are tilted at 45° 
to the plane of the laminate and as they coalesce, cusp features are formed and the 
delamination front advances
10,17
. 
After complete fracture of the laminate two matching fracture surfaces result in one that 
is matrix dominated (many fibre imprints) and one that is fibre dominated (many 
fibres)
63,66
. The cusp features are observed between either the fibres or imprints and a 
scallop feature (cusp scar) is left imprinted on the matching fracture surface where the 
matrix resin has been pulled away (Figure 2-6). Looking closely at the cusp feature in 
Figure 2-6 a number of feather lines
10
 are observed on the matrix, and can indicate the 
flow direction, particularly if they exhibit a fan shape that has an origin point. Feather 
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lines generally stop at river lines where they meet another set of feathers from a 
different plane. 
 
Figure 2-6: (a) shear cusp and (b) scallop features in a toughened matrix (IMS/6376)
63
 
The cusp tilt, with respect to the plane of the laminate, can often indicate the direction 
of shear loading and consequent movement of the matching fracture surface, for 
instance, cusps that lean to the left indicate that the matching fracture surface moved 
from left to right (Figure 2-7). In addition the cusp tilt angle can be used to infer the 
crack growth direction; so that cusps tilt away from the crack growth direction on fibre 
dominated surfaces and towards the crack growth direction on matrix dominated 
surfaces (Figure 2-7). 
 
Figure 2-7: shear direction (single head arrow) and crack direction (double head arrow) on (a) 
fibre and (b) matrix dominated fracture surfaces
63
 
The cusp tilt angle also indicates the proportion of mode I loading in a system. As the 
percentage of mode I decreases with respect to mode II the cusp tilt angle increases, 
from zero, at pure mode I to more than 45° at pure mode II
7,20
. 
As well as matrix fracture and deformation resulting in cusp formation, fibre/matrix 
debonding is also prevalent in mode II interlaminar fracture
13,63
 as illustrated by the 
smooth fibres in Figure 2-6. The strength of the fibre/matrix interface is thought to 
influence the development of serrated feet (or tuft features) in the resin near the fibre 
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which develop into crows-feet on the cusp face edges (Figure 2-6). As the fibre/matrix 
interface strength decreases the number of serrated-feet and crows-feet decreases
27
. 
According to Hibbs and Bradley
20
 fibre/matrix debonding is insensitive to the loading 
condition so that the amount of debonding is the same in mode I, mode II and mixed 
mode I/II. 
The frequency, morphology, and size of the cusp, crows-feet and serrated feet features 
are all influenced by changes in fibre and matrix content as well as external 
environmental factors, such as moisture and temperature. The influence of fibre and 
resin content, fibre-volume fraction (inter-fibre spacing) and stacking sequence are 
discussed in the following sections. 
2.2.2.2 Influence of Fibre and Resin Content on Cusp Formation 
By comparison both the mode I and mode II fracture toughness of thermoplastic (e.g. 
PEEK based) composites are noticeably higher, by an order of magnitude, than the 
fracture toughnesses of brittle thermosetting (e.g. epoxy based) composites
14,36
. But, the 
ratio of mode II critical SERR to mode I critical SERR (GIIC/GIC) is smaller in 
thermoplastic materials than in thermosetting materials
17,37,67,68
. Typically GIIC/GIC<2 
for thermoplastic materials and 2<GIIC/GIC<10 for brittle and toughened thermosetting 
materials
13,14,17,20,43,68
. This implies that different micromechanisms of fracture are likely 
to dominate at the crack tip in the two classes of material. Indeed, thermosetting resins 
are brittle and exhibit a small plastic deformation zone (damage zone) and thermoplastic 
resins are tough and exhibit a larger damage zone. The increase in damage zone 
consequently allows the initiation of more energy absorbing mechanisms
26
. 
The fracture morphology of brittle thermosetting composites and tough thermoplastic 
composites as a result of interlaminar shear loading is found to be very different  
(Figure 2-8) which also indicates that the fracture process is different
63
. In the brittle 
material sharp cusp features are prevalent, but in the tough material no cusp features are 
present and instead the matrix is drawn into fibrils by a large amount of ductile drawing. 
In toughened thermosetting composites the matrix ductility tends to increase so that the 
sharp cusp features observed in the non-toughened matrix become more granular
17,69,70
, 
and the mode II fracture toughness increases
36,69
. 
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Figure 2-8: (a) sharp cusp features in a brittle thermosetting resin (3501) and (b) fibrils in a tough 
thermoplastic resin (APC2)
63
 
Altering the type of fibre or resin in a laminate can also influence the strength of the 
fibre/matrix interface. Materials with a strong fibre/matrix bond tend to exhibit matrix 
dominated fracture, and more crows-feet and serrated-feet develop along the 
fibre/matrix interface before debonding
27,71
. Materials with a weaker fibre/matrix bond 
tend to exhibit fibre/matrix dominated fracture and the matrix debonds from the fibres 
so that fewer crows-feet and serrated-feet develop
27,71
.  
According to Heutling et al
18
 the difference in stiffness between the fibre and matrix 
leads to additional stress concentrations that also initiate fracture at the fibre/matrix 
interface. Heutling et al
18
 suggested that an increase in the fibre strength causes an 
increase in the in the number of cracks initiating at the fibre/matrix interface and also an 
increase in the mode II interlaminar fracture toughness. Research by Hiley
72
 however 
does not show a trend in fracture toughness as fibre strength increases, implying that 
fibre/matrix bond strength has more influence on the fracture toughness than the fibre 
strength. 
2.2.2.3 Influence of Inter-fibre Spacing and Inter-ply Thickness on Cusp 
Formation 
When fibres are introduced into a resin system the plastic zone size of the resin is often 
reduced, due to the constraints of the fibres
71
. If the plastic zone size is restricted the 
resin toughness is not fully transferred to the laminate
36,71
, although this is usually more 
noticeable in mode I interlaminar fracture, where the plastic zone can spread over many 
ply layers, than in mode II interlaminar fracture where the plastic zone tends to be 
elongated and contained within the ply layers
26
. Both the inter-fibre spacing and the 
inter-ply spacing influence the development of the plastic zone in the resin matrix.   
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Research by Davies et al
73
 indicated that as the fibre volume fraction increases, in 
glass/epoxy laminates, the inter-fibre spacing decreases and the toughness reduces 
substantially. As the inter-fibre spacing decreases fewer shear cracks are observed to 
develop on the fracture surface as illustrated in Figure 2-9. Davies et al
73
 proposed that 
fewer matrix cracks form as the fibre volume fraction increases (above 55%) due to an 
increase in fibre/matrix dominated behaviour. As the inter-fibre spacing decreases the 
influence of matrix dominated fracture, where the plastic zone can fully form, decreases 
resulting in the initiation of fewer microcracks, less energy dissipation and consequently 
a reduction in toughness and cusp frequency. 
 
Figure 2-9: Influence inter-fibre spacing on cusp formation, illustrated in (a) 42% and (b) 62% 
fibre volume fraction in glass/epoxy
73
 
Similarly, research by Russell
42
 indicated that the mode II fracture toughness increases 
in brittle carbon/epoxy, as the inter-ply thickness (resin region) increases. Fractography 
revealed that as the inter-ply thickness increased the cusp height also increased but the 
cusp spacing was uninfluenced. Russell also noted that for an increase in cusp width 
(inter-fibre spacing) that the cusp spacing increased proportionally. Research by Lee
65
 
also determined that the cusp size increases as the inter-fibre spacing increases.  
The cusp tilt appears to be independent of the inter-fibre spacing
63
. 
2.2.2.4  Influence of Fibre Orientation on Cusp Formation 
The influence of fibre orientation above and below a crack tip on the mode II fracture 
toughness is not entirely clear. At 0/ζ interfaces it is evident from a number of 
investigations
72,74,75
 that the toughness decreases as ζ increases up to 90º, particularly in 
brittle laminates, but other investigations indicate that little or no influence is 
exhibited
71,72,76. At ζ/-ζ interfaces, increase in ζ generally results in an increase in the 
mode II fracture toughness
75,77
, however ply jumping of the crack tip is often observed 
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to neighbouring 0/ζ interfaces which contributes to the calculated fracture toughness. 
Research by Hiley
72
 demonstrated that fibre type, and thus the fibre/matrix interface 
strength, likely plays an important role in the fracture toughness at 0/ζ interfaces. Hiley 
found that as ζ increased the mode II fracture toughness increased in T800/8552 (high 
strength fibre), decreased in IM7/8552 (mid-strength fibre) and remained unchanged in 
AS4/8552 (low strength fibre). Olsson
71
 also indicates that fibre orientation further 
away from the interface plies influences the local stress state at the crack tip, which may 
explain the different trends observed by various researchers.  
In previous research, fractography showed that the 0-ply of 0/ζ interface laminates were 
all fibre rich when the 0-ply was loaded on the compressive side of the specimen
7,72
 
(Figure 2-10).  
 
Figure 2-10: The compressive (C) and tensile (T) side of a specimen ahead of delamination 
In all specimens a number of microcracks were observed to initiate on the lower surface 
(ζ-ply) and deviate to the upper ply (0-ply) so that the delamination ran along the 0º-
fibre boundary. As the size of ζ increases, up to 90º, the fracture surface appears more 
cross-hatched and a number of ribs were observed where the cracks deviate from the 
lower surface to the upper surface. These features are particularly noticeable at 0/90 
interfaces where the ribs are at 90° to the crack propagation direction (Figure 2-11).  
 
Figure 2-11: 0/90 interface in a carbon/epoxy laminate at (a) the upper surface and (b) the lower 
surface, (crack propagation direction indicated by arrows)
7
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Ribs are also observed in specimens with ζ/-ζ interfaces in addition to intralaminar 
fracture where the delamination migrates through the ζ interface. Delamination 
migration is hindered if the crack front reaches a 0° ply and interlaminar fracture 
continues
77
. The driving forces involved with rib formation and delamination ply 
migration are discussed in Section 2.2.4.4. 
The cusp tilt appears to be independent of stacking sequence, as Greenhalgh
78
 measured 
the cusp tilt to be the same at both 0/0 and 0/90 fracture surfaces in T800/924. 
2.2.3 Mode II Interlaminar Fracture Mechanisms 
In fibre/resin systems and adherend/adhesive systems mode II interlaminar fracture 
occurs in the matrix (resin or adhesive) between the stiff fibres, or adherends.  
Macroscopically a delamination advances through the matrix as the fibres slide across 
each other, as a result of interlaminar shear loading. However, microscopically mode II 
failure involves the initiation of a series of tensile matrix fractures (microcracks) that 
propagate and coalesce so that the global crack front appears to advance by ply 
shearing. The coalescence of the matrix fractures is responsible for the cusp formation 
observed in the fracture surface of adhesive layers and CFRP materials. 
The formation of cusps, microcrack spacing and the prominence of a local mode I 
component in mode II interlaminar fracture are discussed in the following sections, with 
reference to the fracture of adhesive layers and CFRP materials. 
Thermoplastic CFRPs (e.g. carbon-fibre/PEEK) tend to exhibit ductile matrix failure as 
a result of mode II interlaminar shearing, which does not lead to the formation of cusp 
features
17,20,69
. Consequently the failure mechanisms involved with mode II fracture of 
these materials are not considered in this particular research. 
 
The following notation is used for Section 2.2.3: 
 
a Initial microcrack length 
L Microcrack spacing 
t Inter-ply thickness/adhesive thickness 
ζ Microcrack orientation 
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2.2.3.1 Microcrack Initiation and Cusp Formation 
In adhesive/adherend structures and fibre/matrix laminates, the applied shear load is 
assumed to be carried by the stiff adherends, or fibres, and is transferred to the matrix
42
, 
as illustrated in Figure 2-12. As the applied shear stress increases the principal tensile 
stress in the matrix also increases and at a critical stress microcrack initiation occurs. 
The microcrack initiates on a plane normal to the tensile principal stress, at 45° to the 
shear loading direction
17-20,42,65
. 
 
Figure 2-12: Shear fracture at a crack tip and the resulting crack formation.   
As the applied shear stress increases the number of microcracks initiating along the 
inter-ply region also increases. The cracks tend to have a spacing (L) which is 
influenced by the shear lag (the distance over which the shear stress in the matrix 
increases from zero at one crack tip to a value sufficient to initiate the next crack
19
). The 
initiated cracks then extend until they impinge on the boundary of the shear region, 
imposed by the fibres above and below the inter-ply layer
17-19,65
. This causes the crack 
direction to adjust so that S-shaped ligands (S-ligands) develop which coalesce to form 
cusp features as the loading continues. As the S-ligands coalesce the delamination front 
grows, leaving a series of cusp features on the fracture surface. The general mechanism 
is illustrated in Figure 2-13. 
 
Figure 2-13: left-right (a) microcracks form at spacing L apart (b) microcracks propagate towards 
the interface to form S-ligands (c) S-ligands coalesce through shear bands in the top and bottom of 
the material and finally (d) Coalesced ligands form cusps that rotate as shear continues 
Based on the fracture mechanism illustrated in Figure 2-13, Fleck
22
 proposed a complex 
analytical model to determine the path of crack propagation and the point of crack 
coalescence in brittle adhesive layers. For the proposed model, a periodic array of 
isolated microcracks with spacing L were assumed to initiate with a crack length to 
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crack spacing ratio a/L=0.1, and a fracture angle of 45°. The microcracks were then 
assumed to propagate step wise by Δa/L=0.2 with a curvature determined so that the 
mode II stress intensity (KII) was zero at the crack tip. Crack growth was considered to 
stop if the microcrack tips reached within 0.05L of each other (i.e. crack coalescence 
was assumed). 
Xia and Hutchinson
23
 also developed a fracture model based on the mechanism in 
Figure 2-13. Xia and Hutchinson
23
 proposed a model for adhesive layers that could 
account for secondary crack initiation and crack tunnelling in a system that already 
contained a series of microcracks. In this model the crack spacing was determined to 
decrease linearly (i.e. L, L/2, L/4, etc.) and when the ratio of adhesive thickness to crack 
spacing (t/L) exceeded 8.3 no more cracks initiated in the adhesive or tunnelled through 
the adhesive. 
Both Fleck
22
 and Xia and Hutchinson
23
 determined that under pure shear loading a 
series of 45° microcracks would develop into S-ligands and coalesce when the ratio of 
crack length to crack spacing (a/L) exceeded 2.6. In addition Fleck
22
 determined that the 
maximum cusp height would be 0.84L and Xia and Hutchinson
23
 determined that cusps 
would form if the adhesive thickness was greater than 0.81L. 
2.2.3.2 Microcrack Angle 
Although theoretically, microcracks initiate at 45° to the shear loading direction the 
cusp tilt angle, with respect to the fracture plane, is often measured to be much greater. 
In particular Hibbs and Bradley
20
 found that cusp features forming in brittle 
graphite/epoxy were almost perpendicular to the fracture surface. But in-situ 
investigations revealed that the microcracks initiated at angles closer to 45°, suggesting 
that significant rotation occurs in the S-ligands before final coalescence takes place to 
form cusps
20,68
. 
In contrast, research by Leffler et al
79
 measured microcrack angles in an epoxy based 
adhesive layer to be less than 45° before much rotation had occurred at the crack face. 
Leffler et al determined that this was not due to compression stresses acting at the crack 
tip or residual stresses in the adhesive, and commented that as the first microcracks 
were observed along the specimen the adherends moved apart. This indicates that a 
mode I component was present in the system, which could explain the shallow 
microcrack angles; as an increase in the stress perpendicular to the crack propagation 
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direction would rotate the direction of maximum tensile stress clockwise and reduce the 
fracture angle from 45° (Figure 2-12). Leffler mentions that the microcrack angle at 
initiation could not be discerned, so it is not clear if the mode I component initiated the 
fracture or whether fracture had already occurred and the mode I component drove the 
crack propagation. 
According to Heutling et al
18
 microcrack formation is defined by the shear stress 
parallel to the crack plane and the opening stress perpendicular to the crack plane. As a 
result the tilt angle (ζ) of the microcracks is defined by Equation 2.7. Hence under pure 
mode II loading the tilt angle is restricted to 45°. 
 
(Equation 2.7) 
In other research the cusp tilt angle, measured from the fracture surface, was found to be 
between 44° and 76°, for a range of CFRP materials. In particular, Greenhalgh
78
 
measured the cusp tilt for T800/5245 and T800/924 to be 73° and 76°, respectively, 
Gilchrist and Svensson
67
 measured the cusp tilt to be 54° in T300/914 and 
Charalambides et al
11
 measured the cusp tilt to be approximately 45° in both carbon-
fibre/epoxy and carbon-fibre/PEEK. Only Greenhalgh
78
 however, reported as to how the 
cusp tilt angle was measured so it is difficult to make a direct comparison for these 
results. These results also do not consider that some rotation of the fracture surface 
occurs before microcrack coalescence.  
2.2.3.3 Microcrack Spacing 
The microcracks tend to form at a set spacing (L) apart, which is determined by the 
distance over which the shear stress in the matrix increases from zero at the first 
initiated microcrack to a shear stress sufficient to initiate the next crack
17-19,65
. 
According to Russell
42
 the crack spacing (L), and consequently the cusp spacing, should 
increase as the inter-ply thickness (t) increases (Figure 2-12). Russell found however, 
that only the cusp height increased with inter-ply thickness.  
In a failure model developed by Lee
19
 the microcrack spacing (L) was determined using 
shear lag theory under three fracture conditions; ductile tearing (e.g. in PEEK), fracture 
with significant plastic deformation (e.g. in epoxy), and fracture with localised plastic 
deformation (e.g. in ceramics). These three conditions are illustrated in Figure 2-14; 
where η* is equivalent to the local maximum shear stress required for crack initiation, ηy 
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is the resin shear yield stress, G is the shear modulus of the resin and t is the resin 
thickness.  
Ductile Tearing Plastic Deformation Localised Plastic Deformation 
 
 
 
   
Figure 2-14: Shear stresses at the resin/adherend interface ahead of a microcrack in relation to the 
resin yield strength to determine microcrack spacing (L) in ductile fracture, plastic fracture and 
localised plastic fracture conditions. 
Further investigations by Lee
65
 demonstrated that the microcrack spacing was not only 
influenced by the plasticity of the resin, but also the fibre arrangement. Lee determined 
that the presence of fibres affected the stress concentrations in the neighbouring resin 
constraining the region of microcrack formation, which consequently dictated the 
number of cusps that were able to form. Thus, as the inter-fibre spacing decreases the 
cusp region and cusp size also decreases (Figure 2-15). 
 
Figure 2-15: Influence of inter-fibre spacing on the cusp formation region in a resin
65
. 
The microcrack spacing can also be influenced by material flaws such as weaknesses or 
voids in the resin. 
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2.2.3.4 Microcrack Driving Force 
During mode II specimen testing (e.g. ENF tests) the mechanism illustrated by Figure 
2-12 and Figure 2-13 is slightly altered due to the bending conditions applied by the test 
fixtures. This bending induces compressive loading on one side of the delamination 
front and tensile loading on the other; and the microcrack tips are driven towards the 
compressive face
63,72,75
. If the compressive face is parallel to the crack growth direction 
(i.e. 0º ply) macrocrack growth is constrained to move forward along the compressive 
face, otherwise the crack tip can be driven through the ply until it reaches an interface 
with a 0º ply uppermost (Figure 2-16). As the driving mechanism forces crack 
propagation along the compressive ply, the resulting fracture surface tends to be fibre 
dominant on the compressive ply and fibre-imprint (or matrix) dominant on the tensile 
ply
66
. 
 
Figure 2-16: Illustration of the crack tip driving force at 0/θ and θ/0 interfaces63 
The presence of the crack tip driving force explains why fracture is often observed close 
to or along the fibre/matrix interface of laminate specimens
42,63
. It also explains the 
formation of ribs on the fracture surfaces of 0/ζ and ζ/ζ interfaces (Section 2.2.3.2); 
where cracks have initiated on or near the angled fibres in the tensile ply and are driven 
through the matrix to the compressive ply. As the proportion of applied shear stress 
decreases in mixed-mode loading the driving force also reduces until the driving force is 
no longer sufficient to drive the crack front and the crack tip is able to migrate towards 
either the upper or lower ply
72
. 
2.2.4 The Relation between Mode I and Mode II 
The theory that mode II failure initiates by a series of tensile microcracks has led many 
researchers to query the validity of the mode II fracture toughness as a material 
property
11,17,19,21,65. In particular, O‟Brien17 suggests that only pure mode I and mixed 
mode I/II critical SERR should be used to determine failure criteria. However, other 
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researchers have attempted to relate the mode II critical SERR to the mode I material 
properties
11,43,65
. 
To quantify the mode II critical SERR in terms of mode I, Charalambides et al
11
 
proposed that the slope of the fracture surface (ω) could be introduced to determine the 
mode I component of mode II fracture (GII sin
2ω). This was combined in a mixed mode 
I/II failure criterion (Equation 2.8) so that failure occurred when the total mode I critical 
SERR equalled a failure value (G0). Under pure mode I loading the surface roughness is 
assumed to be flat (ω=0°) but under all other loading conditions the surface roughness is 
determined experimentally.  
 
(Equation 2.8) 
The failure model proposed by Charalambides et al
11
 provides good agreement with the 
failure loci of both carbon-fibre/epoxy and carbon-fibre/PEEK laminates, but does not 
provide the best model for some toughened-epoxy laminates
1
. In addition the surface 
roughness was determined to be 45° in both the epoxy and PEEK materials, which 
given the difference in fracture morphology (Figure 2-8) is quite unlikely. 
Investigations by Paris and Poursartip
21
 determined that for a unidirectional AS4/3501-6 
laminate at least 25% of the mode I critical SERR of the laminate contributed to the 
global mode II critical SERR, indicating that the nominally pure mode II loading is 
significantly influenced by a mode I component. By measuring the crack opening 
displacement (COD) and crack shear displacement (CSD) Paris and Poursartip
21
 were 
able to demonstrate that the local mode I opening was caused by wavy crack faces being 
forced over each other (Figure 2-17). Measurements also showed that the crack 
waviness (surface roughness) increased as cracks grew beyond the end of an insert up to 
a maximum surface roughness height. One can assume that this limit was due to the 
fibre constraint above and below the crack tip. In comparison to experimental data, 
Paris and Poursartip
21
 found that the data scatter in mode II critical SERR was much 
reduced when including the critical SERR associated with the local mode I opening. 
 
Figure 2-17: Illustration of crack opening displacement under nominally pure mode II loading. 
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Similar to the opening displacement observed by Paris and Poursartip
21
 in AS4/3501-6, 
Leffler et al
79
 also observed the adherends in a toughened-epoxy adhesive/adherend 
system to open when a pure shear was applied. Leffler et al
79
 indicated that the 
adherends began to move apart when cracks initiated in the adhesive layer. However in 
contrast to Paris and Poursartip
21
, Leffler et al
79
 determined the opening to be due the 
fact that the initiated cracks occupy volume in addition to the non-cracked adhesive, 
rather than due to rough surfaces sliding over each other.  Leffler et al
79
 did not measure 
the mode I opening displacement, but the observation indicates that the mode I crack 
opening contributes to the global mode II critical SERR.       
Lee
19
 assumed that the crack tip stresses, microcrack formation and microcrack 
coalescence involved in mode II fracture were dependant on the resin deformation and 
fracture between the laminae. Consequently Lee derived the mode II critical SERR as a 
function of the resin mode I critical SERR, shear modulus and shear yield stress 
(Equation 2.9). Comparisons with experimental results showed that the resin GIC 
contribution to the mode II critical SERR was not dominant. Research by Bradley
68
 also 
demonstrated that the mode II critical SERR was not sensitive to the resin mode I 
critical SERR. 
 
0 < m < 1 (Equation 2.9) 
As previously introduced (Section 2.2.3.1) both Fleck
22
 and Xia and Hutchinson
23
 
proposed analytical failure models to describe the mode II fracture of brittle adhesive 
layers in terms of mode I material properties. Fleck
22
 modelled the crack path, via the 
initiation and propagation of microcracks to form S-ligands and cusp features, and 
determined that the mode II critical SERR of brittle adhesives was equal to 2.7GIC. By 
comparison, Xia and Hutchinson
23
 determined the mode II critical SERR as a function 
of the SERR of crack growth and crack tunnelling. They found that the mode II critical 
SERR was equal to 3.1GIC or 4.2GIC depending on whether the adherends, either side of 
the adhesive, were free to open (mode I displacement) or whether the adherends were 
fixed. Both models gave a fair correlation for experimental values of brittle adhesives; 
however changes in the resin plasticity were not considered, which would influence the 
mode II fracture toughness.  
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In contrast to the failure model proposed by Xia and Hutchinson, Wang
80
 proposed that 
in adhesive joints relatively little energy absorption was required for microcrack 
initiation and that the majority of energy absorption was due to plastic deformation of 
the un-cracked S-ligands. Wang
80
 determined that the mode II critical SERR was equal 
to the mode I critical SERR of the adhesive and the energy due to plastic formation 
(Equation 2.10); assuming that ligament failure occurred when tensile stresses 
developed in the ligament. However the plastic model proposed by Wang did not 
consider that cracks can form into cusp features.   
 
(Equation 2.10) 
The plastic model proposed by Wang
80
 showed a good comparison with experimental 
results for a ductile adhesive, but poor comparison with the experimental results of a 
brittle adhesive. It is possible that the mode II critical SERR for brittle adhesives was 
underestimated as Wang did not account for the fact that brittle adhesives can form cusp 
features, which would influence the energy absorption process by comparison to the 
ductile adhesives that do not form cusp features. 
2.2.5 Discussion 
Macroscopically in the mode II interlaminar fracture of CFRP laminates it is assumed 
that two plies slide over each other so that delamination growth is between the plies. 
However microscopically mode II fracture involves tensile microcrack initiation in the 
matrix in addition to the shearing of fibres from the matrix
7,14,17
. 
In each of the failure models discussed in Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.2.4, fracture was 
only assumed to occur in the CFRP matrix or adhesive layers; ignoring the potential 
influence of the fibre/matrix, or adherend/adhesive, interface bond strength on the 
fracture surface and the fracture toughness. As discussed in Section 2.2.2.2, research by 
Heutling et al
18
 and Hiley
69
 demonstrated that the fibre type and the fibre/matrix bond 
strength, influenced the measured mode II fracture toughness.   
In addition, most of the matrix failure models assume that fracture occurs in the resin-
rich region between fibres (i.e. in the inter-ply region). However Lee
65
 proposed that 
cusp formation occurs in the inter-fibre region in a ply layer (Figure 2-15) which 
implies that microcrack formation also occurs in this region. Closer inspection of the 
fracture morphology of brittle CFRPs illustrates that cusp features are located either 
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between the fibres or appear to be pulled from between fibres (Figure 2-6 and Figure 
2-8), suggesting that Lee‟s theory is plausible. Indeed the cusp region proposed by Lee 
(Figure 2-15) also illustrates that the macrocrack growth is along the lower edge of the 
cusp region and along the base of the fibres. This is consistent with the fact that the 
crack tip would be driven towards the compressive side of the fracture (Section 2.2.3.4); 
in this case the upper side of the cusps.  
Nevertheless, given that microcrack formation should occur ahead of the macrocrack 
tip, it is more likely that the cusp formation region is partially across both the inter-ply 
region and the inter-fibre region of the compressive ply. This implies that cusp size is 
limited to the inter-fibre region and is consistent with the literature (Section 2.2.2.3).  
Collectively, the expected mode II failure mechanism is via the initiation, propagation 
and coalescence of tensile microcracks, for which reason the mode I contribution to the 
mode II fracture toughness is often considered significant. In particular, research by 
Paris and Poursartip
21
 demonstrated that up to 25% of the mode I critical SERR of a 
brittle CFRP laminate contributed to the global mode II critical SERR (Section 2.2.3.5). 
As introduced in Section 2.2.4 this has led some researchers to determine the mode II 
critical SERR by mode I material properties, but often with limitations. For instance, 
Charalambides et al
11
 and Xia and Hutchinson
23
 did not consider the influence of resin 
plasticity and Lee
19
 and Wang
80
 determined the mode II SERR using three resin 
material properties, thus requiring more experiments than the original global mode II 
fracture toughness test. Charalambides et al
11
 also used a measure of the surface 
roughness to calculate the mode I component of mode II, which given the different 
angles in cusp features (Figure 2-6) is a somewhat ambiguous measurement. 
As discussed in Section 2.2.4, each of the investigations estimated the mode II critical 
SERR using mode I material properties or loading components, successfully, but for a 
limited range of CFRP laminates. The results indicate that it could be better to use 
different methods to calculate the mode II critical SERR for thermosetting and 
thermoplastic CFRPs.  
Previous research also indicates that although the energy associated with tensile 
microcrack formation appears to contribute to the majority of energy absorption in 
mode II fracture, the influence of plasticity in the matrix ligaments (S-ligands) should 
also be considered. It would thus be important to determine the proportion of energy 
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contributions due to microcrack initiation, propagation and coalescence. Potentially this 
could provide a more accurate measure of the mode II critical SERR. 
2.3 Mode II Fracture in PVC Foam  
2.3.1 Introduction 
In addition to cusp formation in brittle CFRP laminates and adhesive layers discussed in 
Section 2.2 cusp features have also been exhibited on the fracture surface of a 
polyvinylchloride (PVC) foam
28
 (Figure 2-18). By comparison the cusp features in 
CFRPs are microscopic in scale, with micrometre (μm) dimensions, whilst the cusp 
features in PVC foam are macroscopic in scale, with millimetre (mm) dimensions.  
 
Figure 2-18: PVC H200 foam previously observed to demonstrate cusp formation after shear 
loading. (specimen length 300mm). 
The particular foam observed to exhibit cusp features as a result of shear loading was a 
Divinycell® H200 PVC foam, manufactured by DIAB
81
. H200 is a closed-cell foam 
that exhibits cell-wall dominated behaviour (Section 2.3.2.2). In Section 2.3.2 the 
general manufacture process of closed-cell foam and the cell-wall dominated behaviour 
of PVC foam are summarised. Specific material properties of H200 PVC foam are then 
summarised in the following sections. In particular the material strength, Poisson‟s 
ratio, mode I and mode II fracture toughness and the cell size of the material are 
discussed.  
 
The panel notation used in this Section: 
 
Direction 1 In-plane longitudinal direction 
Direction 2 In-plane transverse direction 
Direction 3 Through-thickness direction 
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2.3.2 Closed-Cell Foam 
2.3.2.1 Manufacture 
In general foams are manufactured by containing a mixture of hot polymer, hardener 
and foaming agent (e.g. carbon dioxide or nitrogen) into an open mould
82
. As the 
mixture cools gas bubbles rise up through the mixture and cross-linking occurs between 
the polymer chains. The resulting foam contains a mixture of gas pockets (cells) 
surrounded by polymer material. Cells are usually elongated in the rise direction and are 
consequently stronger in this direction so that the material fracture toughness is 
dependant on the direction of crack propagation. 
Foams can be classified as either open-cell foams, where individual cells are open to 
each other through holes in the cell walls, or closed-cell foams, where the cells within 
the foam are completely surrounded by polymer material and are closed off from each 
other
83
. Under compression the gas trapped within closed-cell foams influences the 
stress-strain behaviour of the foam, particularly in low density foams where gas-
dominated behaviour prevails. But in high density foams, the cell-walls tend to 
dominate and control the material behaviour. 
2.3.2.2 Cell-wall Dominated Fracture 
Under cell-wall dominated behaviour different failure mechanisms are prevalent under 
compression, tension and shear loading
84,85
. In compression failure the cell structure 
tends to collapse and cell buckling initiates at the peak load. As compression strain 
increases the cell walls plastically fold and as opposing cell walls come into contact the 
stress-strain curve increases rapidly (densification).  
In tensile failure the strength of the cell-wall dominates and crack initiation occurs in 
regions of weakness in the cell walls. Once a crack initiates stress concentrations build-
up leading to fast crack propagation and brittle type fracture
85,86
.  
Lastly, in shear failure the cell walls are loaded half in tension and half in compression, 
so that shear failure is at 45º to the compressive and tensile forces. As the cell walls are 
less strong in compression, buckling and folding of the cell-walls tends to dominate 
(compression failure) until the strain increases sufficiently for the tensile stresses to 
increase and fast crack propagation occurs (tensile failure). According to Branner
85
 the 
shear strength of a foam is equivalent to half the tensile strength of the foam, but 
according to Gdoutos
84
 the shear strength is equivalent to the average of the two 
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compressive strengths in the directions of the shear-plane. For instance the shear 
strength of the foam in the 13-panel direction would be equal to the average of the 
compressive strength of the foam in direction-1 and direction-3. 
In cell-wall dominated foams the material mechanical properties can be related to the 
relative density through Equation 3.1
82,87,88
, where; X is the mechanical property 
normalised with the property for the bulk material, ρ is the density of the foam, ρs is the 
density of the bulk polymer and α is an empirical constant. 
 
with 1 < n < 2 (Equation 3.1) 
As material density increases the cell size tends to decrease so that the influence of the 
cell wall dominated behaviour (e.g. buckling) also decreases
87
. At lower density there 
tends to be more cell-wall and edge buckling compared to higher density where there 
tends to be more plastic hinge formation.  
2.3.3 Polyvinylchloride (PVC) Foam 
2.3.3.1 Material Properties 
According to the technical data for H-grade PVC foam
81
, the material strengths and 
elastic moduli increase linearly with density between 100kg/m
3
 and 250kg/m
3
. 
However, research by Gdoutos et al
84
 and Viana & Carlsson
89
 demonstrated that the 
behaviour of PVC foam failure is density dependant, where an increase in density 
causes an increase in the anisotropy of the material. 
In particular Gdoutos et al
84
 found that H100 PVC foam behaves nearly isotropically 
whereas H250 PVC foam behaves anisotropically and satisfies the relation of elastic 
anisotropy (Equation 3.2). The mechanical properties of H250 foam were found to be 
40% greater in strength (compression and tension) in the through-thickness direction 
and the elastic modulus 65% larger. The findings by Gdoutos et al
84
 indicate that a 
H200 PVC foam could exhibit anisotropic material behaviour with higher material 
properties in the through-thickness direction. Extrapolating the results indicates that the 
through-thickness strength could be 26% larger than the in-plane strength and the elastic 
modulus 43% larger. 
 
(Equation 3.2) 
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Research by Figueras Civit
90
 however found that, for a H200 foam, with a density of 
166kg/m
3
, that the through-thickness compression strength was 32% larger than the in-
plane compression strength (5.2MPa compared to 3.9MPa). This indicates that the 
relationship between material density and material properties are not linear for H-grade 
foam. Figueras Civit
90
 found the elastic modulus to be 12-22% higher in the through-
thickness direction; increasing from 214MPa and 234MPa in-plane to 262MPa through-
thickness. However the test specimens used by Figueras Civit
90
 were all smaller than 
the minimum requirements stipulated in the ASTM Standard D1621
91
. This may have 
influenced the results.  
Research by Perillo
92
 demonstrated that specimens smaller than the minimum 
requirement, determined by the ASTM standard
91
, can be used to determine the elastic 
modulus, only if the full surface strain can be captured using digital image correlation 
and the influence of the free-edges of the specimen are negated (Appendix A). The full 
surface strain was captured by Figueras Civit
90
, but the influence of the free-edges was 
not removed. 
2.3.3.2 Poisson’s Ratio 
Limited information has been published regarding the investigation of Poisson‟s Ratio 
in H-grade PVC foam. In most cases the Poisson‟s Ratio was assumed to have a value 
of 0.32 irrespective of material plane direction
85,93
. Research by Gdoutos et al
84
 
determined the in-plane Poisson‟s Ratio (ν12=ν21) to be 0.31 for H100 foam and 0.2 for 
H250 foam. Gdoutos stated that the through-thickness Poisson‟s Ratio for H250 foam 
had the relation ν31>ν13 by Equation 3.1, but neither value was given. 
Also, research by Figueras Civit
90
 showed that for H200 foam, with a density of 
166kg/m
3
, that the in-plane Poisson‟s Ratio (ν12) was 0.24, the through-thickness 
relation ν31>ν13 was slight (ν31=0.33 and ν13=0.31) and that ν32>>ν23 (ν32=0.35 and 
ν23=0.28). Again the specimens tested by Figueras Civit
90
 were smaller than the 
minimum requirement, possibly influencing the results, but the findings also correlate 
with the values determined by Gdoutos
84
. 
Perillo
92
 revealed that under compressive loads H200 foam exhibits extensive barrelling 
at the specimen edges (Appendix A), possibly influencing the Poisson‟s Ratio 
measurement. Perillo determined that as the specimen size reduced the Poisson‟s Ratio 
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increased, but that the influence of barrelling on the specimen size also increased. The 
influence of barrelling was not mentioned by Gdoutos
84
 or Figueras Civit
90
. 
2.3.3.3 Fracture Toughness 
Like the tensile, shear and compressive properties of PVC foam, previous research 
demonstrated that both the mode I and mode II fracture toughness values increase with 
material density
88,89,94
. Research by Kabir et al
95
 related the mode I fracture toughness 
to the relative material density by Equation 3.3. Equation 3.3 indicates that for H200 
PVC foam (ρ=200kg/m3) that KIC=0.47MPa√m. Indeed other researchers have 
measured the mode I fracture toughness of H200 to be between 0.37MPa√m and 
0.56MPa√m88,89,94. 
 
(Equation 3.3) 
 Research by Stibe
94
, indicates that the mode I fracture is directionally dependant and 
that the in-plane transverse fracture toughness (direction-1) is higher than the 
longitudinal fracture toughness (direction-2). The difference between the fracture in 
direction-2 and direction-1 was 4% in H100, increasing to 22% in H200 foam
94
. Noury 
et al
96
 however, measured the difference to be larger in direction-1 for an AIREX 
C70.200 PVC foam. Given the similarity between C70.200 and H200 in other 
mechanical properties, it is likely that the materials fracture in the same way. In fact 
there is a strong cross-correlation where the mode I fracture toughness measured by 
Stibe
94
 in direction-1 was 0.47MPa√m and in direction-2 by Noury96 was 0.485MPa√m. 
The cross-correlation also holds in the opposite directions (0.56MPa√m and 
0.515MPa√m) so it is possible that the panel directions have been mistaken. 
In contrast to these findings Zenkert et al
88,97
 measured the in-plane mode I fracture 
toughness of H200 to average 0.42MPa√m and noted that there was very little 
difference in toughness between direction-1 and direction-2. Zenkert & Backlund
97
 also 
found that the mode I fracture toughness was not influenced by specimen thickness, but 
increased slightly with specimen size and loading rate. Research by Kabir et al
95
 
demonstrated that the mode I fracture toughness of PVC foam is influenced by loading 
rate, but only in the in-plane direction. Kabir determined that the fracture toughness was 
27% greater in the through-thickness direction compared to the in-plane direction for 
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H130 foam. This could indicate that the through-thickness toughness is as much as 
0.43MPa√m for H200. 
Compared to mode I fracture of foam there is limited research on mode II fracture 
toughness. In general, research has shown that mode II fracture toughness of PVC foam 
is smaller than mode I toughness
96,98
. Research by Noury et al
96
 found that the mode II 
fracture toughness for C70.200 foam was 0.236MPa√m average, with a fracture 
toughness ratio of KIIC/KIC=0.47. Research by Grenestedt et al
98
 however, found that the 
mode II fracture toughness of H100 PVC foam was 0.206MPa√m with a fracture 
toughness ratio of KIIC/KIC≈0.8. Together this indicates that the difference between KIIC 
and KIC increases with density. 
Further research by Noury
96
 found that the mode II fracture toughness was not 
influenced by in-plane fracture direction, where; KIIC=0.239MPa√m in direction-1 and 
KIIC=0.232MPa√m in direction-2. 
Unusually, the mode II fracture toughness of PVC foam was determined to be smaller 
than the mode I fracture toughness
88,95-98
. However in all experiments used to determine 
the mode II fracture toughness the crack tip deviated from pure shear at crack initiation, 
and it is therefore likely that the measured fracture toughness did not represent the mode 
II fracture toughness of the material.  
2.3.3.4 Cell Size 
The average cell size in PVC foam is observed to decrease with increasing 
density
89,94,98
. For H200 PVC foam the average cell size has been measured between 
0.2mm and 0.4mm
89,94,97,98
. Usually cells are elongated in the rise direction, and 
research by Viana and Carlsson
89
 measured the in-plane cell dimension to be 0.3mm 
and the through-thickness cell dimension to be 0.4mm for H200 foam. This gives a 
shape anisotropy of 0.75 (ratio of smallest to largest cell dimension), where a ratio of 1 
is found in an isotropic material.  
According to Stibe
94
 cell dimension does not influence the in-plane fracture toughness. 
In contrast however Zenkert and Backlund
97
 demonstrated that a decrease in cell size 
causes a slight linear increase in mode I fracture toughness. This is due to the 
assumption that crack growth propagates one cell at a time so that fracture toughness is 
therefore a function of cell size
88
. 
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2.3.4 Discussion 
Previous research from the literature indicates that H200 PVC foam is expected to have 
a slightly anisotropic behaviour with stronger material properties in the through-
thickness panel direction, compared to the in-plane panel directions (Section 2.3.3.1). 
The degree of anisotropy can be determined from the shape anisotropy ratio (shortest 
cell size to longest cell size) and for other H200 materials was measured to be 0.75 
(Section 2.3.3.4).  
Research by Gdoutos et al
84
 and Figueras Civit
90
, indicates that the compression 
strength and Young‟s Modulus of H200 is expected to be approximately 30% larger and 
17% larger, in the through-thickness direction. Also the research by Figueras Civit
90
 
indicates that there may be at least 10% difference in the in-plane compression strength 
and Young‟s Modulus.  
The Poisson‟s Ratio of H200 PVC foam is generally assumed to be 0.32 in all directions 
(Section 2.3.3.2). However, research by Gdoutos et al
84
 and Figueras Civit
90
 indicates 
that the Poisson‟s Ratio in the in-plane direction (ν12) is between 0.2 and 0.32. 
Extrapolating the results by Gdoutos indicates that the in-plane Poisson‟s Ratio of H200 
is 0.24, which corresponds to the measurement by Figueras Civit. 
Finally, the mode I and mode II fracture toughness of H200 are likely to be larger in the 
through-thickness direction than the in-plane directions (Section 2.3.3.3). Research by 
Kabir et al
95
 estimates that the mode I fracture toughness of H200 is approximately 
0.47MPa√m (Equation 3.3) and that the through-thickness toughness could be as much 
as 27% larger. Previous research (Section 2.3.3.3) also indicates that it is possible to 
assume the fracture ratio will lie between 0.47<KIIC/KIC<0.8 for H200. As the mode II 
fracture toughness was measured to be 0.206MPa√m for H100 foam the estimated value 
for H200 should be greater. It is not clear from previous research if the two in-plane 
panel directions have different fracture toughness values.  
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3 Materials 
3.1 Introduction 
Five different materials were used in the experimental investigations of this research; 
one polyvinylchloride (PVC) foam, two polymethacrylimide (PMI) foams and two 
carbon-fibre/epoxy prepreg materials. A summary of the material properties are given in 
this Chapter. 
The PVC foam was chosen to be the same foam previously observed to exhibit cusp 
formation after shear loading
28
 and was used to understand the process of mode II 
fracture. The two PMI foams were chosen to investigate the influence of material type 
on the frequency, morphology and size of cusp formation.  
The two carbon-fibre/epoxy prepreg materials were chosen to investigate in-situ cusp 
formation in composite laminates and to study the influence of resin type on the 
frequency, morphology and size, of cusp formation. Both CFRP prepreg materials are 
used in primary aircraft structures and are known to produce cusp features.  
 
The panel notation used in this Chapter: 
 
Direction 1 In-plane longitudinal direction 
Direction 2 In-plane transverse direction 
Direction 3 Through-thickness direction 
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3.2 Foam 
3.2.1 Polyvinylchloride (PVC) Foam 
A PVC Divinycell® H-Grade foam 200 (H200) was supplied by DIAB for this research. 
H200 is a closed-cell foam with a nominal density of 200kg/m
3
 and shear modulus of 
85MPa
81
. PVC is a tough, strong thermoplastic polymer and a summary of the polymer 
properties
99
 are given in Table 3-1. H200 foam is manufactured from PVC polymer 
(Section 2.3.2.1) and the H200 foam exhibits cell-wall dominated behaviour absorbing 
energy via bending and stretching of the cell-walls during loading
83
 (Section 2.3.2). 
H200 exhibits a ductile behaviour with a high strain to failure ratio and pronounced 
plastic regime
88
. 
Table 3-1: PVC solid polymer properties
99
 
 Units PVC 
Density g/cm
3 
1.4 
Tensile Modulus GPa 2.4-3.0 
Tensile yield strength MPa 40-59 
Mode I fracture 
toughness 
MPa√m 2.45 
 
Two 25mm thick H200 panels were used during this research. The first panel had an 
average density of 166kg/m
3
 and the second panel had an average density of 216kg/m
3
. 
Despite both densities varying from the nominal 200kg/m
3
 both are acceptable to be 
classified as a H200 foam, where the shear strength must be above 3.2MPa
81
. Density 
variation usually occurs during manufacture and can be measured across both the area 
and thickness of panels. Throughout the remainder of the thesis the two panels shall be 
labelled as H200 and H216 to distinguish specimens manufactured from panel one 
(166kg/m
3
) and panel two (216kg/m
3
), respectively. 
The first panel (H200) was used to manufacture the majority of specimens throughout 
this research and the material properties are given in Table 3-2. The shear properties of 
the second panel (H216) are also given in Table 3-2. The through-thickness 
compression and shear properties were determined using the ASTM 1612 and ASTM 
C273 Standardised test methods
91,100
 and the in-plane fracture toughness was 
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determined using the ASTM D5045 Standard test method
101
. Further details are given in 
Chapter 4 and Appendix A. The material properties were collated by the thesis Author 
and Perillo
92
.  
Table 3-2: Through-thickness material properties of PVC foam – H200 and H216 
 Units H200 H216 
Technical 
Data
81
 
Density kg/m
3 
166 ± 6% 216 ± 4% 200 ± 10% 
Compression Modulus (E33) MPa 251 ± 19% - 240 
Compression strength MPa 4.7 ± 8% - 4.8 
Shear Modulus (G13=23) MPa 84 ± 4% 89 ± 8% 85 
Shear strength (S13=23) MPa 3.27 ± 2% 3.68 ± 5% 3.5 
Poisson‟s Ratio (ν13) - 0.12 ± 39% - 0.32 
In-Plane Mode I Fracture 
toughness 
MPa√m 0.34 ± 9% - - 
In-plane Cell Size mm 0.36 - - 
Through-thickness Cell Size mm 0.47 - - 
 
Previous research indicates that the material property data in tension, compression and 
shear is easily recorded and that experiments can be repeated fairly successfully in 
different test environments
84,85,89,94,102
. The material properties for H200 given in Table 
3-2 compare well with the Technical Data for H200 PVC foam
81
. 
As shown in Table 3-2 the Poisson‟s Ratio (ν13) for H200 was measured to have a value 
of 0.12, much lower than values given in previous research (Section 2.3.3.2). 
Investigations by Perillo
92
 revealed that under compressive loads the H200 exhibited 
extensive barrelling at the specimen edges (Appendix A), possibly influencing the 
Poisson‟s Ratio measurement. As a result the Poisson‟s Ratio measurement in Table 3-2 
is considered invalid. 
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Combining the literature discussion (Section 2.3.4) with the experimental and Technical 
data provided in Table 3-2, the following material property assumptions are made for 
H200 with a density of 166kg/m
3
:  
 Elastic Modulus: E11=E22= E33=251MPa  
 Tensile Strength: 7.0MPa 
 Poisson‟s Ratio: ν13=ν23=0.32 and ν12=0.24 
 Fracture Toughness: KIC=0.43MPa√m and KIIC/KIC=0.64 (through-thickness) 
3.2.2 Polymethacrylimide (PMI) Foam 
Two PMI Rohacell® WF-grade foams, WF51 and WF110, were supplied by Evonik 
Industries for this research. Both WF51 and WF110 are closed-cell foams and have a 
nominal density of 52kg/m
3
 and 110kg/m
3
 respectively
103
. WF51 and WF110 are rigid 
foams with a homogeneous cell structure resulting in isotropic cell properties
88,103
. In 
comparison to PVC foam, PMI foams have a similar microstructure
88
 but behave as 
brittle elastomeric foams with energy absorption via the bending, buckling and 
stretching of cell walls during loading
83
. No plastic deformation is displayed in WF 
materials. 
Both the WF51 and WF110 panels had a thickness of 25mm and an average density of 
51kg/m
3
 and 107 kg/m
3
 respectively. Similar to PVC foam, PMI foam behaves in a 
linear density-dependant manner, whereby; increase in density causes a linear increase 
in all the material properties (i.e. Young‟s Modulus, Shear Modulus and strength). The 
experimentally determined through-thickness compression and shear properties and in-
plane fracture toughness properties for WF51 and WF110 are listed in Table 3-3. 
Further details are given in Chapter 4 and Appendix A. The material properties were 
collated by the thesis Author and Perillo
92
. 
Previous research indicates that the material property data in tension, compression and 
shear can be easily recorded and repeated fairly successfully in different test 
environments
87,88,104
. Most of the experimental data summarised in Table 3-3 shows a 
good correlation with the technical data. An exception is observed for the compression 
strength and shear strength of WF110 where the experimental values are 19% and 33% 
smaller, than the expected values. The lower values are likely to be due to specimen 
manufacture and problems during testing. In particular, Perillo
92
 noted that under 
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compression loading the WF110 material compressed in the upper-half of the specimens 
only. This unsymmetrical loading likely contributed to an inaccurate failure and the 
consequent lower failure strength. During the shear loading of WF110 some debonding 
occurred between the loading plates and specimen, which would also have influenced 
the failure.  
Table 3-3: Through-thickness material properties of WF51 and WF110 
 Units WF51 WF110 
Technical Data
103
 
WF51 WF110 
Density kg/m
3 
51 ±2% 107 ± 2% 52 110 
Compression Modulus 
(E33) 
MPa 60 ± 7% 188 ± 17% 75 180 
Compression strength MPa 0.7 ± 1% 2.9 ± 7% 0.8 3.6 
Shear Modulus (G13=23) MPa 21 ± 14% 72 ± 7% 24 70 
Shear strength (S13=23) MPa 0.72 ± 3% 1.65 ± 9% 0.8 2.4 
Poisson‟s Ratio (ν13) - 0.21 ±12% 0.21 ± 12% - - 
In-Plane Mode I 
Fracture toughness 
MPa√m 0.06 ± 17% 0.16 ± 20% - - 
In-plane Cell Size mm 0.73 ± 6% 0.92 ± 4% - - 
Through-thickness Cell 
Size 
mm 0.89 ± 3% 1.08 ± 6% - - 
 
3.3 Carbon-fibre/epoxy prepreg 
Two unidirectional carbon-fibre toughened epoxy resin prepreg materials were supplied 
for this research. IM7/8552 was supplied by Hexcel Composites Ltd and IM7/977-2 was 
supplied by Cytec Industries. Details of the fibre and resin properties and the laminate 
properties are given in the following sections. 
3.3.1 Carbon Fibre and Resin Properties  
The nominal material properties for IM7 carbon-fibres and 8552 and 977-2 resin are 
given in Table 3-4. The IM7 fibres are fairly round in shape with a fibre diameter of 
5.2μm and have a carbon content of 94%105. Both prepreg materials used in this 
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research had a tow filament count of 12K and the fibre weight has a nominal value of 
0.446g/m. The 8552 and 977-2 resins contained in the prepregs were both toughened 
epoxies that formed a high number of cross-links during the cure cycle of laminates. 
Table 3-4: Technical material properties of IM7 fibre
105
, 8552 resin and 977-2 resin
106,107
 
 Units IM7 8552 977-2 
Density g/cm
3 
1.78 1.301 1.31 
Tensile Modulus GPa 276 4.67 1.34 
Tensile strength MPa 5570 121 478 
Fibre diameter μm 5.2 - - 
Mode I fracture 
toughness 
MPa√m - 
1.6 1.34 
Mode I critical SERR J/m
2
 - 680 478 
 
3.3.2 IM7/8552 and IM7/9772 Prepreg 
3.3.2.1 Laminate Properties 
IM7/8552 is a high strength carbon-fibre polymer composite with an amine cured 
toughened epoxy resin. It exhibits good damage tolerance and is used in primary 
aerospace structures
107
. IM7/977-2 is a high strength carbon-fibre polymer with a 
toughened phenolic epoxy resin
106
. It exhibits excellent temperature and fire resistance 
and is used in both primary and internal aircraft structures. 
The nominal laminate properties of IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 are given in Table 3-5 and 
noticeably the material properties of the two prepregs are similar. In comparison to the 
IM7 fibre properties and the 8552 and 977-2 resin properties (Table 3-4) the ply 
properties are clearly matrix dominant in the 90º laminate direction (transverse to the 
fibres).  
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Table 3-5: Technical Data for the laminate properties of IM7/977-2 and IM7/8552
106,107
 
 Units IM7/8552 IM7/977-2 
Laminate Density g/m
3 
1.57 1.5 
Ply Thickness mm 0.131 0.140 
Fibre Volume % 57.70 57-63 
0º Tensile Modulus (E11) GPa 164 165 
90º Tensile Modulus (E22) GPa 12 8.3 
0º Tensile strength MPa 2724 2690 
90º Tensile strength MPa 111 81 
0º Compression Modulus (E11) GPa 150 152 
0º Compression strength MPa 1690 1580 
Shear Modulus (G12) GPa 4.5 4.2 
In-plane Shear Strength (S12) MPa 120 134 
3.3.2.2 Mode I and Mode II Interlaminar Fracture Toughness 
In unidirectional IM7/8552
50,61,72,108
 the mode I critical SERR (GIC) was previously 
measured to be between 208J/m
2
 and 209J/m
2
 and the mode II critical SERR was 
measured to be between 1100J/m
2
 and 1700J/m
2
. Hiley
72
 also investigated the influence 
of ply orientation, above and below a crack, on the fracture toughness and found that 
there was a slight decrease in mode I and mode II critical SERR as ζ increased at a 0//ζ 
interface. In particular the mode I critical SERR was 209J/m
2
 at 0//0 and 182J/m
2
 at 
0//45 and the mode II critical SERR was 941J/m
2
 at 0//45 and 727J/m
2
 at 0//90. 
In unidirectional IM7/977-2
12,46,54,61,109,110
 the mode I critical SERR was previously 
measured to be between 250J/m
2
 and 420J/m
2
 and the mode II critical SERR was 
measured to be between 1260J/m
2
 and 1515J/m
2
.  
Compared to the mode I critical SERR for IM7/8552, it is noticeable that the mode I 
critical SERR for IM7/977-2 is higher, despite the resin fracture toughness being 
smaller (Table 3-4). The mode II critical SERR is similar for  both IM7/8552 and 
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IM7/977-2, but the scatter in the measured mode II critical SERR is much larger than 
for the mode I critical SERR.  
3.3.2.3 Inter-fibre Spacing 
The inter-fibre spacing is estimated by considering that fibres in a unidirectional prepreg 
have a hexagonal close packing sequence. An example of packing in a maximum fibre 
volume (packing density π/√12 ) and a less than maximum fibre volume is illustrated in 
Figure 3-1.  
 
 
Figure 3-1: Fibre packing at (a) maximum fibre volume and (b) less than maximum fibre volume. 
The inter-fibre spacing in the maximum close packing system is zero, but at other fibre 
volume fractions the inter-fibre spacing (x) is estimated by rearranging Equation 3.5 to 
give Equation 3.6, where r is equal to the fibre radius, 5.2μm. 
 
(Equation 3.5) 
 
(Equation 3.6) 
The IM7/8552 prepreg supplied for this research had a fibre volume fraction of 67%. 
Under perfect (or ideal) packing conditions an estimate for the inter-fibre spacing 
would be 1.7μm. The IM7/977-2 prepreg supplied for this research had a fibre volume 
fraction of 65%. Under perfect hexagonal packing conditions the estimated inter-fibre 
spacing is calculated to be 1.8μm.   
In reality it is very unlikely that a prepreg material would have a perfect packing 
structure and the inter-fibre spacing is likely to vary from zero upwards. 
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4 Experimental Studies: Macro-Simulation of Mode II 
Fracture 
4.1 Introduction 
The experimental research detailed in this chapter was designed to determine the 
physical processes involved in the cusp formation in foam, with the intent of mimicking 
the mode II dominated interlaminar fracture of carbon-fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) 
laminates. The mode II fracture of foam was utilised as a novel macroscopic technique 
to observe the in-situ initiation and deformation of cusps that form under shear loading.  
Throughout this research the mode II fracture of foam is defined as macroscopic to 
distinguish the difference with the microscopic mode II interlaminar fracture of CFRP 
laminates; foam produces cusp features of millimetre (mm) dimensions, whilst CFRPs 
produce cusp features of micrometre (μm) dimensions. The fractographic features 
associated with mode II failure of foam and CFRPs are therefore defined as macro-
fractographic and micro-fractographic in this research. 
As introduced in Chapter 2 the motivation of the macro-experimentation detailed in this 
chapter was three fold. First, there is a need to develop physically based failure criteria 
to increase confidence in composite structures and thus there is a need to understand the 
detailed physical processes involved in composite fracture. Second, mode II fracture is a 
highly energy absorbing process, in comparison to mode I fracture, and cusp formation 
is thought to be the main energy absorbing process of mode II fracture. Third, the 
fracture morphology of a particular PVC foam exhibited cusp formation as a result of 
shear loading, in a previous investigation.  
Although macro-fractographic cusp features had been observed in PVC foam prior to 
this research, the particular process of cusp formation had not been witnessed. 
Consequently, shear fracture of PVC foam was utilised as a means to macro-simulate 
mode II interlaminar fracture in CFRP laminates. A replica of the specimen illustrated 
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in Figure 2-18 (section 2.3) was used as the benchmark specimen for this research and 
the experimental methodology was designed to determine the process and energy 
required for crack initiation, cusp formation and cusp deformation in foam.  
Chapter 4 is divided into five case studies; cusp formation in PVC foam (Section 4.3) 
and the influence of specimen geometry (Section 4.4), precracking (Section 4.5), 
material (Section 4.6) and fibres (Section 4.7) on cusp formation. The result of each 
case study are divided into five parts; comments on testing and analysis, the influence of 
specimen configuration on the load-displacement response of the material, the in-situ 
process of cusp formation, the energy required for cusp formation and observations of 
the macro-fractographic cusp features. 
 A methodology and description of the data analysis techniques used in each 
investigation are detailed in Section 4.2 and a summary of the results is discussed in 
Section 4.8. A detailed discussion is provided in Chapter 8.  
4.2 Experimental Methodology 
4.2.1 Shear Test Method 
Divinycell® H200 was tested in shear according to the ASTM standard test method C-
273
100
. According to the test standard the load path passes through diagonally opposite 
corners of the specimen so the test does not produce pure shear. But the length of the 
specimen is sufficient to minimise the influence of secondary stresses (e.g. normal 
stresses) that may develop during loading
100
. The thickness of the steel loading plates 
was increased from the Standard 25mm thickness to 50mm, to prevent bending during 
the loading of the high strength H200 material. The test fixture designed and utilised for 
this research is illustrated in Appendix B. 
Each specimen was bonded between two milled steel loading plates using Araldite 420 
cured at room temperature for at least 24 hours. To obtain an adequate bond between the 
foam and loading plates it was essential to increase the surface roughness of the loading 
plates by milling the top surface of each plate. After degreasing the bonding surfaces a 
thin layer of adhesive was applied to the foam and the steel plates. The specimen was 
sandwiched between the loading plates, and a 10kg weight (width 75mm and length 
300mm) was placed on top to apply an even pressure along the bonding faces, aiding 
adhesion. After bonding, the face of each foam specimen was marked with 10mm 
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increments along the length of the specimen, so that the position of crack initiation 
could be discerned. 
The loading plates and bonded specimen were attached to the test machine fixtures via a 
simple tongue and groove joint, and secured with four bolts (Appendix B). The moving 
loading plate was chained to the top of the test machine by two bolts, to prevent the 
loading plate damaging the test machine (or person) in the event of sudden failure of 
either the specimen or adhesive bond (Figure 4-1).  
All the tests were carried out at room temperature under displacement control, at a 
crosshead displacement rate of 3mm/min using a 100kN Instron loading frame. During 
testing the load-displacement response of the crosshead was recorded as load was 
applied. In addition, a linear variable displacement transducer (LVDT) was also used to 
measure the deflection of the foam material along the specimen length. The LVDT was 
attached to the fixed loading plate, according to the ASTM standard
100
 (Figure 4-1), and 
rested on a box attached to the side of the moving plate. As load was applied, the 
moving loading plate travelled downwards and the LVDT lengthened. The displacement 
of the LVDT was recorded as the deflection of the material (i.e. the difference in 
displacement between the fixed and moving loading plates was equal to the material 
deflection). 
 
Figure 4-1: Benchmark specimen bonded between two steel plates and loaded in the test fixture. 
The uppermost loading plate moves with the cross-head (RHS). 
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Two video cameras were used to simultaneously capture the fracture process on both 
sides of the specimens. The Voltage output recorded by the test machine was displayed 
in the field of view of both cameras (Figure 4-1).  
Load was applied to each specimen until complete fracture occurred and the loading 
plates had separated from each other. In this way the loading plates, with foam attached, 
could be removed from the test machine individually, preserving the fracture surface. 
4.2.2 Data Analysis Techniques 
4.2.2.1 Shear Stress-Strain Response 
The true load-displacement response of each specimen was determined using the 
methodology described by Kalidindi et al
111
. According to this method the machine 
displacement (δTOT) was determined as the sum of the true material displacement (δS) 
and the loading system displacement (δC) at the same applied load (F). The true material 
displacement was then calculated by Equation 4.1.  
)()()( FFF CTOTs   (Equation 4.1) 
To determine the displacement of the loading system (δC) an aluminium plate, of known 
elastic modulus, was loaded in tension between the upper and lower fixture of the test 
rig. This enabled all possible movement in the fixture pins, joints and machine cross-
head to be captured. The load-displacement response of the machine was then compared 
to the theoretically calculated load-displacement response of the same aluminium plate 
loaded in a perfect situation (i.e. no machine or fixture compliance), Figure 4-2. 
 
Figure 4-2: Load-displacement response of an aluminium plate showing (a) the machine 
displacement and (b) the theoretical material displacement. 
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The loading system displacement (δC) was calculated as the difference between the two 
curves and thus the load-displacement response of the machine compliance (δC/P) was 
deduced. Lastly, the machine compliance was removed from the load-displacement 
response of each specimen, using Equation 4.1, giving the true load-displacement 
response of the material. An example of load-displacement response before and after 
correction is illustrated in Figure 4-3. Noticeably the true load-displacement response 
was very similar to the LVDT load-displacement response, as expected. 
 
Figure 4-3: Load displacement response for a typical benchmark specimen (a) before data 
correction and (b) after data correction. 
The corrected load-displacement response was then used to determine the shear stress-
strain response of each specimen. The applied shear strain was calculated using the 
corrected displacement. The shear stress acting along the length of each specimen, for 
increasing displacement, was determined at seven planes through the thickness of the 
specimens; where the thickness equalled 0mm, 2mm, 4mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm and 
12.5mm (mid-plane). The average shear stress was then determined by averaging the 
seven shear stress responses. Consequently the average shear stress-strain response was 
determined for each specimen.  
The average shear stress-strain response of each specimen was used to determine the 
shear modulus, peak shear stress and peak applied shear strain. The peak applied shear 
strain was defined as the applied shear strain at the peak stress. 
4.2.2.2 In-Situ Fracture Process: Cusp Formation 
From the videos captured during testing, the position of cracks along the length of each 
specimen and the time that each crack initiated was recorded. The voltage associated 
with the applied load during testing was also recorded and from this the video time (T
V
) 
that corresponded to the maximum applied load (T
V
max) was determined. 
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The applied displacement of each crack was then determined by Equation 4.2; where T
V
 
is the video time (sec), δS is the specimen displacement (mm) and the subscripts crack 
and max refer to first crack initiation and peak load, respectively. The loading rate 
0.05mm/sec (3mm/min) was included in Equation 4.2. From the converted data the 
applied displacement (δScrack) associated with crack initiation (first crack) and crack 
saturation (last crack) was determined for each specimen. 
 
(Equation 4.2) 
The recorded position of each crack along the length of the specimen was used to 
determine the crack spacing and S-ligand spacing, where; cracks were categorized as all 
cracks to initiate, but S-ligands were categorized as only the cracks that grew to form S-
shaped cracks and cusps.  
The crack density was determined as the total number of cracks to initiate along the 
face-edge of each specimen divided by the specimen length over which cracks could 
form (300mm for the benchmark). 
Where possible the angle of the propagated cracks, with respect to the loading plates, 
was determined.  
4.2.2.3 Energy Absorbed During Fracture 
The load-displacement response for each specimen was used to determine the energy 
absorbed by the foam before crack initiation, during crack formation and during cusp 
formation and deformation.  
First, two specimens with benchmark configurations were tested under load-unload-
reload at various applied displacements between O and S (Figure 4-4) to determine the 
behaviour of PVC foam. Up to crack initiation the unload response of the foam 
followed a similar trajectory as the initial stiffness of the foam, but with a permanent 
offset (Figure 4-4: Line AI). Similarly the unload response after crack initiation and 
before crack saturation, was also aligned to the initial stiffness. Thus the unloading lines 
were assumed to have the same gradient as the initial stiffness of the specimen. The 
approximately parallel response of the load-unload lines implied that there was little, or 
no, change in compliance between crack initiation (I) and crack saturation (S) in the 
shear tests.  
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Figure 4-4: Typical load-displacement response of the benchmark specimen demonstrating the 
energy regions associated with crack initiation, crack formation and cusp formation  
The load-unload behaviour of the foam was then used to determine three regions of 
work (Figure 4-4); work done for crack initiation (OIA), work done during crack 
formation (AISB) and work done during cusp formation (BST). The work done (Nm), 
or total energy required, in these regions was equivalent to the respective area under the 
load-displacement response bounded by the load-displacement curve and the 
appropriate unload line(s). Each result was converted into the work done per unit 
volume (J/m
3
) so that all specimens could be compared.  
In general the work done to crack initiation calculated the energy absorbed due to 
elastic-plastic deformation of the specimen and first crack initiation. The work done 
during crack formation calculated the energy absorbed due to crack formation between 
initiation and saturation, some crack propagation and further plastic deformation.  The 
work done during cusp formation calculated the energy absorbed due to crack 
propagation, crack coalescence and deformation of the cusps.  
4.2.2.4 Post Fracture Morphology 
After complete failure of a specimen the loading plates were removed individually from 
the test machine so that the fracture surface of each specimen could be observed and 
photographed.  
A Sony DSC-W35 digital camera was used to capture images of the fracture surface of 
each specimen and lighting was used where necessary. Details of the different fracture 
features observed were documented for each specimen.  
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4.3 Case Study I: Benchmark/Reference Configuration 
4.3.1 Aims 
The aim of the benchmark testing was to observe and detail the in-situ and post fracture 
initiation, deformation and elongation of cusp formation in PVC foam. The benchmark 
specimen was taken as an exact replication of the specimen geometry and material 
previously observed to form cusp features and used as a point of reference (benchmark) 
throughout the research. The curvature of the specimen was used to mimic the presence 
of fibres in a matrix of CFRP materials. 
The experimental methodology detailed in this section was designed to determine the 
physical processes and energy involved with crack initiation and cusp formation in 
foam, with the intent of making a direct comparison of fractographic features forming 
under similar mode II loading in CFRP laminates. The test method detailed in Section 
4.2.2 was a replication of the shear test in which the PVC foam was previously observed 
to form cusp features. 
4.3.2 Specimen Configuration and Materials 
The cross-sectional profile of the benchmark specimen for this study (Figure 4-5) had 
curved slots (side-grooves) along the sides with a curvature (R) 6mm and width (W) 
41mm. Each specimen was 300mm in length. The benchmark specimens were made 
from Divnycell® H-grade 200 PVC foam material (H200) and cut to size using a band 
saw. The two side-grooves were milled using a 6mm ball ended diamond cutter. The 
diamond cutter was allowed to cool after milling one edge, to reduce any heating effects 
to the material. Six nominally identical benchmark specimens are reported in this 
research. 
 
Figure 4-5: Profile shape and dimensions of the curved-profile benchmark specimen 
The Divinycell® H-grade 200 PVC foam material (H200) was supplied by DIAB for 
this investigation with a panel thickness of 25mm. A summary of the material properties 
are given in Chapter 3. 
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4.3.3 Results 
4.3.3.1 Comments on Testing and Analysis 
In general the benchmark specimen tests were repeated successfully. A number of other 
benchmark specimens were tested outside of those reported here but some problems 
were encountered, namely; specimen debonding due to both an inadequate adhesive 
layer and inadequate surface roughness of the loading plates. 
A problem was also encountered in discerning the exact location and instant of crack 
initiation along the lengths of the benchmark specimens. Whilst the video analysis 
allowed the in-situ measurement of crack propagation the resolution of the video images 
sometimes prevented the exact instant of crack initiation to be determined. This resulted 
in an error margin for the exact location of crack initiation on the load-displacement 
response, and is reflected in the scatter in the load at which crack initiation occurred. 
Furthermore, specimens were marked with 10mm increments along the length and thus 
the position of an initiating crack was estimated to the nearest millimetre, more precise 
measurements would have been impossible by eye. Note that: The problems due to 
discerning crack initiation and exact location along the specimen length carry through 
all the foam experiments detailed in Chapter 4.   
Lastly, the camera recording the fracture of the back face-edge of the specimen was 
limited to a 250mm viewing window (50mm short of the specimen length) due to space 
limitation behind the test machine. As a result, data collected from this video camera 
was only used to determine the average crack and S-ligand spacing and to compare the 
position of cracks along the length of the specimen with the position recorded by the 
front camera, between 0mm and 250mm. Full characterisation using video analysis, was 
available on the front face-edge of the specimen.  
The average density of the H200 material used in this research was measured to be 
164kg/m
3
, smaller than the nominal 200kg/m
3
 produced by Divinycell®. However the 
foam can still be classed as H200 as the shear strength was measured to be greater than 
3.2MPa (Chapter 3). It is not uncommon for the panel density to vary by at least 30 
kg/m
3
 through the thickness
112
. 
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4.3.3.2 Shear Stress-Strain Response  
The characteristic shear stress-strain responses of each specimen are illustrated in 
Figure 4-6 and the average shear modulus, peak applied shear strain and peak shear 
stress is given in Table 4-1.  
 
Figure 4-6: Shear stress-strain response for all benchmark specimens (average represented in bold)  
Figure 4-6 demonstrates that the general shape of the shear stress-strain response was 
similar for all benchmark specimens and had three distinct regions; firstly the shear 
stress increased linearly with increasing shear strain, with an average shear modulus of 
53MPa (Table 4-1), up to an onset of non-linearity at about 1.7MPa. Secondly, the 
response continued to increase up to an average peak shear stress of 2.3MPa at an 
average applied shear strain of 0.15ε. After peak shear stress (thirdly), the shear stress 
reduced fairly rapidly until a final knee in the curve was observed and the shear stress 
reduced more slowly to zero as the shear strain continued to increase.  
Table 4-1: Average shear stress-strain data for H200 benchmark specimens 
 Units Average CV (%) 
Density kg/m
3
 165.22 0.9 
Shear modulus MPa 53.33 1.9 
Applied shear strain at peak 
shear stress 
- 0.15 6.0 
Peak Shear Stress MPa 2.33 1.7 
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Most noticeably the shear modulus was similar for all specimens, but at the onset of 
non-linearity variations in each specimen became evident and the shear stress-strain 
curves diverged, particularly after the peak shear stress. The average peak shear stress 
was calculated to be 2.33MPa. 
Table 4-1 shows that the data scatter was not more than 7%. Due to the linear material 
property behaviour of PVC foam, one would expect variation in density to influence 
specimen stiffness and consequent fracture behaviour. 
The average shear stress-strain response is highlighted by a bold line in Figure 4-6. This 
was used as the benchmark reference for all consequent chapters and sections of this 
research, to which the shear stress-strain response is referred. The data collated from all 
benchmark specimens was used for statistical comparison. 
4.3.3.3 In-Situ Fracture Process 
4.3.3.3.1 Cusp Formation 
Study of the video, after testing, revealed that the fracture process occurred in four 
stages; peeling of the foam near the loading plates, crack initiation along the length of 
the specimen, crack propagation to form S-ligands and consequent deformation to form 
cusps. These stages are described in the following paragraphs and a schematic 
representation of the events, with respect to the load-displacement response of the 
typical benchmark specimen, is shown in Figure 4-7. 
 
Figure 4-7: Fracture process depicted on the typical load-displacement response of a benchmark 
specimen; 10mm increments are marked on the images 
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First, peeling of the foam was heard to initiate at approximately the same time as the 
first onset of non-linearity in the load-displacement response. The peeling was not 
visually observed until just after the slope of the load-displacement response reduced 
(Figure 4-7). The peeling occurred near the loading plate/foam interface at both ends of 
the specimens as illustrated in (Figure 4-8). Post fracture observations confirmed that 
peeling and crack propagation into the specimen (parallel to the interface) was not due 
to adhesive bond failure, and extended across the width (W) of the specimen (41mm). 
The peeling at each end of the foam extended no more than 25mm along the length of 
the specimen and coalesced with the cracks that formed at either end of the specimen 
length after crack saturation. The peeling event did not influence the fracture process as 
discussed in Appendix C. 
 
Figure 4-8: Location and shape of the crack associated with peeling during the shear testing of 
benchmark H200 specimens 
Second, the load increased linearly until the first cracks initiated at an average applied 
displacement of 3.25mm (Table 4-2), labelled as the point of crack initiation on Figure 
4-7. These cracks initiated on the specimen faces along the mid-plane and were 
approximately parallel. After crack initiation the number of cracks increased up to a 
point of crack saturation (Figure 4-7) at an applied displacement of 5.15mm (Table 
4-2). In all benchmark specimens crack initiation occurred before the peak load was 
reached and crack saturation occurred after the peak load. The variance in the applied 
displacements associated with crack initiation and crack saturation was greater than 
10% (Table 4-2).  
Third, each crack to initiate along the length of each benchmark specimen began to 
propagate at different rates, towards the loading-plate/foam interfaces, reaching a 
maximum 5mm length as crack saturation was reached. After crack saturation some 
cracks continued to propagate towards the loading-plate/foam interface, at angles of 40⁰ 
to 60⁰ to the loading plates, whilst other cracks closed or coalesced to form crows-feet 
(see Section 4.2.4.4). As the displacement continued to increase the crack faces opened 
up and the crack propagation direction changed so that S-shaped ligands developed that 
bridged the specimen thickness.  
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Table 4-2: In-situ fracture data for H200 benchmark specimens 
 Units Average CV (%) 
Density kg/m
3
 165.22 0.9 
Applied Displacement at 
Peak Load 
mm 3.90 7.4 
Applied Displacement at 
Crack Initiation 
mm 3.25 17.1 
Applied Displacement at 
Crack Saturation 
mm 5.15 13.8 
 
Finally, at applied displacement above 10mm, cusps began to form via the rotation and 
detachment of the S-ligands. As the cusps developed the load carrying capacity of the 
foam decreased and at applied displacement above 20mm the weight of the loading 
plates caused the moving loading-plate to pull away at the top of the specimen more 
than the bottom. Eventually all of the cusps bridging across the loading plates broke 
away from one surface and the moving loading plate fell away. 
4.3.3.3.2 Crack Spacing 
During the fracture process it was noticed that the spacing of the initiating cracks was 
not uniform along the specimen length. Table 4-3 shows that for all benchmark 
specimens the average crack spacing was 10mm, varying from 2mm to 22mm. 
Noticeably the data scatter was 10% less for the S-ligand spacing, and consequently the 
cusp spacing, compared to the crack spacing. The crack density was measured to be 
0.108cracks/mm with a 16.7% data scatter.   
Table 4-3: In-situ fracture data for H200 benchmark specimens: Crack Spacing 
 Units Average 
CV 
(%) 
Range 
Density kg/m
3
 165.22 0.9 - 
Crack Density cracks/mm 0.108 16.7 - 
Crack Spacing mm 10 21.2 2 - 22 
S-Ligand Spacing mm 17 11.2 11 - 28 
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An example of the crack spacing and S-ligand spacing, for one benchmark specimen, is 
characterised in Figure 4-9 whereby; the dotted lines represent the position of cracks 
and S-ligands forming along the length of the benchmark specimen and the numbers 
represent the numerical order in which cracks initiated. Figure 4-9 clearly demonstrates 
the variation in spacing between cracks and S-ligands, with the latter having a more 
even spacing.  
 
Figure 4-9: Schematic representation of the position of crack initiation along the length of a 
benchmark specimen for (a) cracks that form S-ligands and (b) all cracks observed to initiate along 
the specimen length (Numbers 1-14 represent the order of crack initiation) 
Figure 4-9 shows that the first crack to initiate (number 1) formed at a position of 
170mm along the length of the specimen, near the specimen centre. According to this 
schematic representation the crack density is smallest in the region 120mm-170mm and 
at the specimen ends. Analysis of all the benchmark specimens revealed a similar trend 
with a reduced crack density at the specimen ends and the specimen centre. In some 
cases more than one crack initiated at the same time (e.g. crack number 7, Figure 4-9). 
The position of the first crack was between 168mm and 189mm for four benchmark 
specimens and at 65mm for two benchmark specimens. Further investigation of the 
crack-by-crack initiation process of the benchmark specimens did not produce 
conclusive evidence of any particular, repeatable pattern in crack initiation along the 
length of each specimen. An example of this analysis is represented in Appendix D. 
4.3.3.3.3 Fracture Pattern across the Specimen Width 
The fracture pattern captured by the video cameras on the front and back edge-faces of 
the benchmark specimens were compared to determine if cracks initiated at the same 
load and position along the specimen length.  
By comparison (Table 4-4) the average crack spacing and S-ligand spacing between 
front and back faces was 17mm and 16mm, respectively. The crack density was similar 
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for both the front edge-face and the back edge-face at an average of 0.099cracks/mm 
and 0.109cracks/mm, respectively.  
Further evaluation of the position of cracks and S-ligands along the length of the 
benchmark specimens for both the front and back faces did not indicate a direct 
correlation (Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11). Despite a similar number of cracks initiating 
along the front and back faces of the benchmark specimens, the exact position of each 
crack was not equivalent (Note that video of the back face was only able to capture the 
range of 0-250mm along the length of the specimen due to limited space behind the test 
machine).  
Table 4-4: In-situ fracture data for the front and back face of the benchmark specimens 
 Units Front face Back-face 
Crack Density cracks/mm 0.099 ± 16.7% 0.109 ± 15.7% 
Crack Spacing mm 10 ± 21.2 %  9 ± 16.4 % 
Crack Spacing Range mm 2 - 22 2 - 27 
S-Ligand Spacing mm 17 ± 11.2 % 16 ± 6.1 % 
S-ligand Spacing Range mm 11 - 28 9 - 20 
 
 
Figure 4-10: Schematic representation of crack position along the length of a benchmark specimen 
on (a) front face edge and (b) back face edge between 0mm and 250mm. 
Post fracture morphology of the benchmark specimens (Section 4.3.3.5) revealed that 
cracks travelled inwards from the specimen faces and joined by either a „smooth’ or 
„stepped’ surface. The „smooth‟ surface generally resulted from S-ligands that were 
approximately aligned on the front and back faces of the specimen (Figure 4-11: 
highlighted crack one), compared to the „stepped‟ surface which generally resulted from 
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S-ligands that were staggered on the front and back edge-faces of the specimen (Figure 
4-11: highlighted crack two).  
 
 
Figure 4-11: Schematic representation of S-Ligand position along the length of the benchmark 
specimen on (a) front face edge and (b) back face edge (Cracks marked in bold represent S-ligands 
forming a ‘smooth’ and ‘stepped’ fracture plane, across the width of the specimen) 
4.3.3.4 Energy Absorbed During Fracture 
The results (Table 4-5) indicate that more energy was required for cusp formation, than 
both crack initiation and crack formation, and that the energy required up to crack 
initiation and during crack formation were almost equivalent. Up to crack initiation 
plasticity of the foam contributed to most of the 166kJ/m
3
, during crack formation 
further crack initiation and some crack propagation contributed to the 169kJ/m
3
 and 
during cusp formation the coalescence and deformation of S-ligands contributed to the 
226kJ/m
3
. 
Table 4-5: Energy absorbed during cusp formation in the benchmark configuration  
 Units Benchmark 
Work to Crack Initiation kJ/m3 166 ± 30.5% 
Work for Crack Formation kJ/m
3
 169 ± 21.2% 
Work for Cusp Formation kJ/m
3
 226 ± 14.0% 
 
The region of cusp formation also included the energy required for the uppermost 
loading plate to pull away from the lowermost loading plate. The pulling motion 
occurred after cusp formation and at applied displacements in excess of 20mm and in 
comparison to the total energy absorbed in the region of cusp formation the energy 
required by the pulling motion was insignificant.  
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4.3.3.5 Post Fracture Morphology 
Post fracture morphology of the benchmark specimens revealed that cracks had 
extended across the width of the specimen having propagated in from the edge-faces via 
S-ligands. In general the S-ligands coalesced across the width of the specimen by either 
a „smooth‟ or „stepped‟ fracture plane. The „smooth‟ surface generally resulted from S-
ligands that were approximately aligned on the front and back face-edges of the 
specimen, compared to the „stepped‟ surface which generally resulted from S-ligands 
that were staggered on the front and back edge-faces of the specimen. Figure 4-12 
illustrates the „smooth‟ and „stepped‟ S-ligand coalescence in a typical benchmark 
specimen.  
 
Figure 4-12: Smooth and stepped fracture path through the width of a typical benchmark specimen 
The S-ligands bridging the width of the specimen produced the complete formation of 
cusp features on the fracture surface of the benchmark specimens. The cusps had an 
average spacing of 17mm and in most cases, the cusps remained on the uppermost 
(moving) loading plate after testing and a scalloped imprint was left on the lowermost 
loading plate, where the material forming the cusps was removed. The cusps generally 
broke away from the lowermost loading plate due to the weight of the uppermost 
loading plate pulling the fractured material. Noticeably, the weight of the loading plate 
impinged on the experiment after S-ligand coalescence and was not considered to 
influence cusp formation. The typical fracture surface of a benchmark specimen is 
represented in Figure 4-13.  
 
Figure 4-13: Typical fracture surface of the benchmark specimens representing (a) the top profile 
with the cusp and scallop features labelled, (b) side profile and (c) aspect profile 
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Closer inspection of the individual cusp features revealed that a number of cracks were 
present on the face-edges of the cusps. These cracks initiated along the length of the 
specimen during fracture, but did not form S-ligands or propagate into the width of the 
cusp (Figure 4-14). The cracks on the cusp face are like crows-feet (cracks that have 
merged together). 
 
Figure 4-14: Crows-feet on the face edge of a typical benchmark fracture surface 
4.4 Case Study II: Influence of Specimen Geometry on Cusp 
Formation 
4.4.1 Aims 
The aim of the experiments detailed in this section was to observe and detail the 
influence of specimen geometry on the frequency, morphology and size of 
macrofractographic cusps in PVC foam. This was achieved by varying in the specimen 
geometry in profile shape, profile curvature and profile width. It was anticipated that 
this would mimic the influence of fibre shape, fibre diameter and inter-fibre spacing in 
CFRP laminates.   
In a similar manner to the benchmark testing, detailed observations of the in-situ and 
post fracture initiation, deformation and elongation of macrofractographic cusp 
formation in each specimen configuration were recorded. Results were then compared 
directly with the benchmark results in Section 4.3.  
4.4.2 Specimen Configuration and Materials 
The profile shape was altered simply by changing the side-grooving along the length of 
the specimen. This was achieved by considering specimens with either a  square side-
groove or no side-groove, labelled; square and flat, and comparing these two 
configurations with the curved side-groove benchmark configuration. The dimensions 
for the flat and square specimens are given in Figure 4-15 and for the benchmark 
specimen in Figure 4-16.  
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The profile curvature was altered by changing the curvature radius dimension (R). Two 
curvatures were chosen, with radius 2.5mm and 7.5mm, and the configurations were 
labelled; curve-5 and curve-15 respectively. The dimensions for these specimens are 
given in Figure 4-16 and compared with the benchmark R=6mm (curve-12).  
 
Specimen 
Name 
D (mm) W (mm) 
Flat - 75.0 
Square 12.0 41.0 
   
Figure 4-15: Profile shape and dimensions for flat and square specimens 
In a similar manner the profile width was altered by changing the width dimension (W). 
Two widths were chosen, with dimensions 31mm and 51mm, and the configurations 
were labelled; width-31 and width-51 respectively. The dimensions for these specimens 
are given in Figure 4-16 and compare with the benchmark W=41mm (width-41). 
 
Specimen 
Name 
R (mm) W (mm) 
Benchmark 6.0 41.0 
Curve-5 2.5 41.0 
Curve-15 7.5 41.0 
Width-31 6.0 31.0 
Width-51 6.0 51.0 
 
Figure 4-16: Profile shape and dimensions for curved profile specimens 
All specimens were manufactured from Divinycell® H-grade 200 PVC foam material 
(H200) and three nominally identical specimens were prepared for each of the different 
geometries. The specimens were cut to size using a band saw and the side grooving for 
each specimen was machined using a 2.5mm or 6mm ball ended diamond cutter or a flat 
diamond cutter as necessary. 
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4.4.3 Results 
4.4.3.1 Comments on Testing and Analysis 
In general the specimens and test procedure were repeated successfully for the 
benchmark, flat, square and width-31 specimens. In both the width-51 and curve-5 
configurations one of the three specimens tested for each configuration failed in an 
unusual manner with debonding occurring along the loading-plate/foam interface. For 
this reason results are stipulated in terms of the minimum and maximum values 
recorded for the two specimens, and the statistical variance in data was not calculated. 
For the curve-15 specimen, two of the three specimens tested, experienced debonding 
with no crack initiation observed. The results for the curve-15 configuration relate to 
one specimen only and have no statistical relevance. 
The problems due to discerning crack initiation and exact location along the specimen 
length carry through all the foam experiments as detailed in Section 4.3.3.1. 
4.4.3.2 Shear Stress-Strain Response 
The shear stress-strain response of each specimen was characterised after testing and the 
average responses are illustrated in Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-18. Comparisons of the 
shear modulus and peak shear stress are illustrated in Figure 4-19. 
The most significant change in the shear stress-strain response, in comparison to the 
benchmark specimen, was demonstrated by change in profile shape. Figure 4-17 clearly 
shows that the flat specimen had a steeper shear modulus in comparison to both the 
square and benchmark specimens and that the onset of non-linearity was significantly 
higher for the flat configuration. After the peak shear stress was reached the shear 
stress-strain response for the flat and square configurations differed from the 
benchmark. In the benchmark specimens the shear stress reduced after the peak, 
tapering out as the applied shear strain increased. However the flat and square 
configurations both show a region of rapid shear stress reduction with little increase in 
applied shear strain (unstable crack growth). In the flat specimens this unloading lead to 
catastrophic failure, but in the square specimen the unstable crack growth was arrested 
and a knee in the shear stress-strain response was observed, after this the response 
followed the same trajectory as the benchmark specimen. 
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Figure 4-17: Typical shear stress-strain response representing the influence of profile shape for flat, 
square and benchmark (curved) specimens 
For change in profile curvature (R) and profile width (W) relatively little difference was 
observed in the trajectory of the shear stress-strain response between the specimens 
(Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19). However, the onset of non-linearity, peak shear stress 
and peak applied shear strain all increased as the curvature (R) and width (W) increased. 
In addition, a rapid decrease in the shear stress was observed in both the curve-15 and 
width-51 specimens after the peak shear stress was reached. The rapid decrease was 
later arrested. 
  
Figure 4-18: Typical shear stress-strain response representing the influence of (a) profile curvature 
(R = 5, 12, and 15) and (b) profile width (W = 31, 41 and 51). 
The average shear modulus of each of each configuration is represented in Figure 
4-19(a). Figure 4-19 illustrates that the flat specimen had the highest average shear 
modulus of 77.4MPa, and that the shear modulus was reduced for all specimen with a 
side grooving. The shear modulus increased slightly with increase in profile curvature 
(R) and profile width (W). The square and benchmark configurations had a similar 
cross-sectional profile area and therefore have a similar shear modulus (Figure 4-19).  
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The average peak shear stress for each specimen is represented in Figure 4-19(b). The 
average peak shear stress was highest for the flat specimen at 3.30MPa compared to 
2.33MPa for the benchmark specimen. The peak shear stress was observed to increase 
with increase in both profile curvature (R) and profile width (W). No significant 
difference was observed in the average peak shear stress between the benchmark and 
square specimens.  
  
Figure 4-19: Influence of specimen geometry on (a) the average shear modulus (MPa) and (b) the 
average peak shear stress (MPa) (Error bars show minimum and maximum value) 
4.4.3.3 In-situ Fracture Process 
After testing, video images of the in-situ fracture process of each specimen 
configuration were analysed. The details of crack initiation, crack saturation, crack 
density and crack spacing were determined for each specimen.  
In both the profile curvature (R) and profile width (W) configurations the fracture 
process of each specimen was similar to the benchmark (Figure 4-7). Cusps were 
observed to form in the fracture surface by the initiation, propagation and coalescence 
of S-ligands identical to the benchmark passing from crack initiation through peak load 
and lastly crack saturation.  
In the flat configuration (Figure 4-20) cracks were observed to initiate across the entire 
thickness of the specimen in an unstable nature, resulting in fairly straight cracks angled 
at an average 66⁰ to the loading plates (range 54⁰ to 74⁰). Generally these cracks were 
widely spaced, did not form S-ligands and consequently did not coalesce. Complete 
failure of the flat specimens, occurred shortly after crack saturation, when the 
uppermost loading plate pulled away from the fracture surface. 
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Figure 4-20: Typical fracture process of the flat configuration  
In the square configuration (Figure 4-21) a series of parallel cracks were observed to 
initiate across the thickness of the specimen, in an unstable manner, with an average 
angle of 66⁰ (range 56⁰ to 72⁰). The cracks were arrested at the top and bottom of the 
square side-groove and the crack tips turned to produce S-shaped cracks. The S-cracks 
cracks were widely spaced and did not form cusps. As the loading plates opened, at 
applied displacements above 10mm, tuft features were observed along the top face-
edges of the foam. 
 
Figure 4-21: Typical fracture process of the square configuration 
For all specimens, except the flat and square configurations, the peak load occurred 
between crack initiation and crack saturation (Figure 4-22). In the flat and square 
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configurations crack initiation occurred after the peak load for two out of three 
specimens. Figure 4-22 also demonstrates that for an increase in profile curvature (R) 
there was a corresponding increase in all three applied displacements (initiation, peak 
load and saturation). Increase in profile width (W) showed a similar trend but the 
significance was smaller.  
 
Figure 4-22: Influence of specimen geometry on the applied displacement (mm) associated with 
crack initiation, peak load and crack saturation (Error bars show minimum and maximum values) 
The average crack density, crack spacing and S-ligand spacing was determined for each 
specimen configuration, and the results are depicted in Figure 4-23.  
  
Figure 4-23: Influence of specimen geometry on the average (a) crack density (cracks/mm) and (b) 
spacing between cracks and S-ligands (mm) (Error bars show maximum and minimum value) 
Figure 4-23 clearly shows that profile shape (curved, flat or square) had the most 
significant influence on the crack density and crack spacing. The crack density was 
measured to decrease from 0.108cracks/mm in the benchmark to an average 
0.017cracks/mm in the flat specimens and 0.027cracks/mm in the square specimens. 
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This reduction was consistent with an increase in the crack spacing from 10mm 
(benchmark) to 68mm (flat) and 32mm (square). 
The results (Figure 4-23) also showed that increase in the profile curvature (R) caused a 
decrease in the crack density from 0.133cracks/mm (curve-5) to 0.073cracks/mm 
(curve-15), consistent with an increase in the crack spacing from 7mm (curve-5) to 
12mm (curve-15). The S-ligand spacing was also found to increase with profile 
curvature from 10mm (curve-5) to 22mm (curve-15). 
In contrast, change in the profile width dimension (W) did not indicate any significant 
trend in crack density or crack spacing (Figure 4-23). But the S-ligand spacing was 
found to increase from 14mm (width-31) to 20mm (width-51) as the profile width 
dimension (W) increased.  
4.4.3.4 Energy Absorbed During Fracture 
The energy per unit volume required before crack initiation, during crack formation and 
during cusp formation was calculated for each specimen. The average total energy 
absorbed during fracture is illustrated in Figure 4-24 and the individual results are 
illustrated in Figure 4-25.  
 
Figure 4-24: Influence of specimen geometry on the average total energy absorption  
The total energy absorption results (Figure 4-24) show that most energy was absorbed 
in the flat specimens (1087kJ/m
3
) and that total energy absorbed for all other specimens 
ranged from 416kJ/m
3
 (curve-5) to 609kJ/m
3
 (square). No particular trend in the total 
energy was observed for the profile curvature (R) and profile width (W) specimen. But, 
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Figure 4-24 clearly illustrates that the profile shape had a significant influence on the 
energy absorbed up to crack initiation.  
For the individual energy absorption regions (crack initiation, crack formation and cusp 
formation) the results demonstrate trends for all the specimens. Up to crack initiation 
the profile shape had the most significant influence on the amount of energy absorbed 
(Figure 4-25) which was calculated to increase from 166kJ/m
3
 (benchmark) to 801kJ/m
3
 
(flat)
 
and 373kJ/m
3
 (square). Also an increase in both the profile curvature (R) and 
profile width (W) showed an increase in the energy absorbed up to crack initiation. This 
trend was most noticeable in the profile curvature specimens where the energy increased 
from 61kJ/m
3 
(curve-5) to 236kJ/m
3 
(curve-15).   
 
Figure 4-25: Influence of specimen geometry on the average energy absorption due to (a) crack 
initiation, (b) crack formation and (c) cusp formation & deformation (error bars represent 
minimum and maximum values) 
The region of energy absorption during crack formation did not appear to be 
significantly influenced by profile shape, profile curvature (R) or profile width (W) 
(Figure 4-25). The work done during crack formation increased from an average 
91kJ/m
3
 in the square configuration to 179kJ/m
3
 in the flat configuration. The data 
scatter was largest for this energy region for most specimens (Figure 4-25).  
In the last region, energy absorbed due to cusp formation, the energy was mostly 
influenced by the profile curvature (R), whereby; increase in curvature dimension (R) 
corresponded to a decrease in energy from 239kJ/m
3
 (curve-5) to 102kJ/m
3
 (curve-15). 
No particular trend was observed in the profile shape or profile width (W) 
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configurations. However, the flat and square configurations both absorbed about 50% 
less energy than the benchmark, 226kJ/m
3
.  
Lastly Figure 4-25 illustrates that for most configurations the energy up to crack 
initiation was largest, the energy for crack formation was next largest and the energy for 
cusp formation was smallest. This trend holds for all configurations except the 
benchmark and curve-5 where the reverse trend was observed. The total energy 
absorbed in crack initiation and crack formation (i.e. up to crack saturation) exceeded 
the energy absorbed after crack saturation in all specimens except the curve-5 
configuration.  
4.4.3.5 Post Fracture Morphology 
The post fracture morphology of each specimen was analysed and the influence of 
profile shape, profile curvature (R) and profile width (W) is discussed. Most noticeably 
cusp formation was not found to occur in the flat or square specimens. The fracture 
morphology typical to the profile shape configurations (curved, flat and square) are 
illustrated in Figure 4-26 and Figure 4-27.  
 
Figure 4-26: Typical aspect view of the fracture morphology of profile-shape configurations 
 
Figure 4-27: Typical side view of the fracture morphology of profile shape configurations 
The fracture morphology clearly showed that cusp features formed only in benchmark 
specimens, across the thickness of the curved side-groove (12mm). By comparison the 
flat and square specimens both exhibited a series of straight cracks across the width and 
through the thickness of each specimen. Crows-feet were only observed on the face 
edges of the benchmark cusp features (Figure 4-26), but the square specimen exhibited a 
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series of tuft features, 2mm to 5mm in depth (size along specimen length) along the top 
face-edges of the specimens. These tufts were not visible during testing and did not 
propagate across the side of the face-edges.   
Figure 4-26 also illustrates that the cracks in the flat specimens were fairly straight, 
cracks in the square specimens were slightly S-shaped and that cracks in the benchmark 
specimens were highly S-shaped. Little rotation appeared to have occurred in the flat 
specimens compared to the square and benchmark specimens where the foam was 
clearly pulled away from the lower surface (Figure 4-27). 
The fracture morphology for the profile curvature (R) specimens was similar to the 
benchmark, in that cusp features, crows-feet and scallop features formed in each 
specimen (Figure 4-28). Figure 4-28 illustrates that as the profile curvature (R) 
increased the average cusp depth (size along the specimen length) and average cusp 
height (size along the specimen thickness) both increased slightly. In addition, the 
number of crows-feet on the specimen face-edges decreased and the cusp features 
became more block-like.  
   
Figure 4-28: Typical side view of the fracture morphology of profile curvature configurations 
 
Figure 4-29: Typical side view of the fracture morphology of profile width configurations 
Similar, to the profile curvature (R) specimens the profile width (W) specimens all 
exhibited cusp features, crows-feet and scallop features on the fracture (Figure 4-29). As 
the profile width (W) increased the cusp depth was also observed to increase, and the 
number of crows-feet decreased so that the cusp features became more block-like. In 
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contrast to the profile curvature specimens the cusp height did not appear to be 
influenced by the profile width.    
The cusp features formed across the full width of each specimen regardless of the 
specimen dimensions, as illustrated by (Figure 4-30). The crack features in the flat and 
square specimens also formed across the full width of each specimen.  
  
Figure 4-30: Typical top view of the fracture morphology of profile width configurations 
4.5 Case Study III: Influence of Precracking on Cusp Formation 
4.5.1 Aims 
The aim of the experiments detailed in this section were to observe and detail the 
influence of precracking on the frequency, morphology and size of macrofractographic 
cusps in PVC foam and to determine if crack formation was influenced by proximity to 
the crack tip. It was anticipated that this would mimic the influence of precracking in 
mode II loaded CFRP laminate coupon specimens.   
In a similar manner to the benchmark testing, detailed observations of the in-situ and 
post fracture initiation, deformation and elongation of macrofractographic cusp 
formation in each specimen configuration was recorded. Results were then compared 
directly with the benchmark results in Section 4.3.  
4.5.2 Specimen Configuration and Materials 
To make a direct comparison between benchmark and precracked specimens, each 
precracked specimen had the same profile configuration as the benchmark specimens, 
with width (W) 41mm, curve (R) 6mm and length 300mm (Figure 4-5), with a 70mm 
precrack inserted at one end. Four nominally identical specimens were manufactured. 
Each specimen was manufactured from Divinycell® H200 PVC foam using a band-saw 
and 6mm ball ended diamond cutter to mill the edges. A 75mm precrack was inserted 
along the mid plane of each specimen using a band-saw blade and then the precrack tip 
was sharpened by hand using a Stanley knife. 
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4.5.3 Results 
4.5.3.1 Comments on Testing and Analysis 
In general the test method and data analysis was repeated successfully. Some variation 
in precrack length was noted in the specimens and has been incorporated into the data 
analysis to allow a comparison of the results. 
The problems due to discerning crack initiation and exact location along the specimen 
length carry through all the foam experiments as detailed in Section 4.3.3.1. 
4.5.3.2 Shear Stress-Strain Response 
The average shear stress-strain response of the precracked configuration had a similar 
shape to the benchmark response (Figure 4-31). Indeed the average shear modulus of 
the pre-cracked specimens was 52.84MPa, compared to an average of 53.33MPa for the 
benchmark (non-precracked) specimen (Table 4-6) and the average peak shear stress 
was 2.33MPa for both specimen configurations.  
 
Figure 4-31: Typical shear stress-strain response representing the influence of precracking 
 
Table 4-6: Influence of precracking on the shear stress-strain response 
 Units Benchmark Precracked 
Density kg/m
3
 165.22 ± 0.9% 163.00 ± 0.7% 
Shear Modulus MPa 53.33 ± 1.9% 52.84 ± 1.5% 
Applied Peak Shear Strain  - 0.15 ± 6.0% 0.15 ± 6.1% 
Peak Shear Stress (specimen) MPa 2.33 ± 1.7% 2.33 ± 1.0% 
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4.5.3.3 In-Situ Fracture Process 
The pre-cracked specimens fractured in a similar manner to the benchmark specimens; 
via the initiation, propagation and coalescence of S-ligands to form cusps. In addition, 
crack propagation from the precrack tip was observed to occur before crack initiation 
elsewhere in the specimen. Figure 4-32 represents the in-situ fracture of a typical 
precracked specimen.  
 
Figure 4-32: Typical fracture process of a precracked specimen 
 
Similar to the benchmark specimen the onset of non-linearity occurred before any 
fracture of the specimen was observed. At an average applied displacement of 1.66mm 
the precrack propagated, at an average angle of 85⁰ from the mid-plane of the specimen, 
towards the lowermost loading plate. The propagating precrack tip later coalesced with 
the next S-ligand to form closest to the initial precrack tip position.  
After the precrack began to propagate crack initiation was observed to occur at an 
average applied displacement of 2.97mm, compared to 3.25mm in the benchmark 
specimen. The number of cracks initiating along the mid-plane of the precracked 
specimen then increased up to crack saturation at an average applied displacement of 
4.59mm, compared to 5.15mm in the benchmark specimen. The peak load in the 
precracked specimen occurred between crack initiation and crack saturation at an 
average applied displacement of 3.71mm, similar to the benchmark at 3.90mm.  
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Compared to the benchmark configuration (Table 4-7) the precrack caused a slight 
increase in the average crack density from 0.108cracks/mm (benchmark) to 
0.118cracks/mm (precracked). This was consistent with a slight, but not significant, 
decrease in the average crack spacing and S-ligand spacing. The data scatter was 
smaller in the precracked specimens than the benchmark, particularly in crack spacing 
where the coefficient of variation was 14.4% (precracked) compared to 21.2% 
(benchmark). 
Table 4-7: In-situ fracture data for benchmark and precrack specimens 
 Units Benchmark Precracked 
Density kg/m
3
 165.22 ± 0.9% 163.00 ± 0.7% 
Crack Density Cracks/mm 0.108 ± 16.7% 0.118 ± 12.0% 
Crack Spacing mm 10 ± 21.2 % 9 ± 14.4% 
S-Ligand Spacing mm 17 ± 11.2 % 16 ± 9.9% 
 
Lastly, Figure 4-33 demonstrates that there was a slight improvement in the uniformity 
of S-ligands along the length of the precracked specimen, and that a slightly higher 
density of cracks initiated in the region closer to the crack tip. Figure 4-33 also 
demonstrates that in general a higher density of cracks formed along the length of the 
precracked specimens compared to the benchmark specimens. Aside from the slight 
increase in crack density, there were no other significant changes in crack and cusp.   
 
Figure 4-33: Typical crack formation along the length of (a) precracked specimens and (b) 
benchmark specimen. Bold dotted lines indicate S-ligand position along the specimen length. 
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4.5.3.4 Energy Absorbed During Fracture 
The work done per unit volume before crack initiation, during crack formation and 
during cusp formation was calculated for each specimen and the results are represented 
in Table 4-8. 
Table 4-8: Energy absorbed during cusp formation for benchmark and precracked specimens 
 Units Benchmark Precracked 
Energy absorption to Crack 
Initiation 
kJ/m3 166 ± 30.5% 150 ± 14.0% 
Energy absorption during 
Crack Formation 
kJ/m
3
 169 ± 21.2% 133 ± 22.2% 
Energy absorption during Cusp 
Formation 
kJ/m
3
 226 ± 14.0% 252 ± 20.1% 
 
Table 4-8 shows that there was no significant variation in the energy absorbed for crack 
initiation, crack formation or cusp formation due to the inclusion of a precrack. Similar 
to the trend observed for the benchmark configuration, the precracked configuration 
exhibited larger energy absorption during cusp formation (252kJ/m
3
) than during both 
crack initiation (150kJ/m
3
) and crack formation (133kJ/m
3
).  
4.5.3.5 Post Fracture Morphology 
The precracked specimen displayed fracture morphology identical to that displayed by 
the benchmark specimen and illustrated in Section 4.3.3.5. No visible differences were 
observed in the formation of cusps, crows-feet or scallop features. Given the similarity 
in crack spacing and S-ligand spacing measured between the benchmark and precracked 
specimens (Table 4-7) a similar fracture pattern was not unexpected.  
4.6 Case Study IV: Influence of Material on Cusp Formation 
4.6.1 Aims 
The aim of the experiments detailed in this section was to observe and detail the 
influence of material density and material type on the frequency, morphology and size 
of macrofractographic cusps in foam. In a similar manner to the benchmark testing, 
detailed observations of the in-situ and post fracture initiation, deformation and 
elongation of macrofractographic cusp formation in each specimen configuration was 
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recorded. Results were then compared directly with the benchmark results in Section 
4.3.  
H200 PVC foam with a density of 216kg/m
3
 was used to investigate the influence of 
material density on cusp formation. Two brittle WF-grade PMI materials (WF51 and 
WF110), were used to investigate both the influence of material and density on cusp 
formation. 
4.6.2  Specimen Configuration and Materials 
To make a direct comparison with the benchmark specimens, each density and material 
specimens were manufactured with an identical configuration to the benchmark; profile 
curvature (R) 6mm, profile width (W) 41mm and specimen length 300mm (Figure 4-5).  
The density specimens were manufactured from a Divnycell® H200 PVC foam panel 
with average density of 216kg/m
3
 and the material specimens were manufactured from 
Rohacell® WF110 foam and WF51 foam. Specimens were cut to shape using a band-
saw and the side-grooving of each specimen was achieved using a 6mm radius diamond 
cutter. The WF110 materials had an average density of 110kg/m
3
 and shear modulus of 
74MPa, comparable to the benchmark H200 foam (84MPa). WF51 specimens had an 
average density of 52kg/m
3
 and shear modulus of 24MPa.  
The density and material specimens are referred to as H216, WF51 and WF110 
throughout the thesis. Three nominally identical specimens were tested for each 
configuration. 
4.6.3 Additional Methodology 
The WF51 and WF110 specimens were loaded at a displacement rate of 0.5mm/min, so 
that material failure occurred after at least three minutes, as required by the ASTM 
C273 test standard
100
. All other specimens were loaded at a displacement of 3mm/min 
according to the original methodology detailed in Section 4.2.1.  
No other changes were made to the methodology detailed in Section 4.2. 
4.6.4 Results 
4.6.4.1 Comments on Testing and Analysis 
Specimen preparation and test procedure was repeated successfully for all the 
specimens tested.  
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In comparison to the benchmark H200 material the cell size of the WF110 and WF51 
material was noticeably larger. As a result more adhesive was used to bond the WF 
foam and loading plate surfaces, as adhesive escaped into the larger cells. Care was 
taken to avoid damaging the surface of the WF materials during the bonding process, 
and the minimum amount of adhesive was applied where possible. A weight was placed 
on top of the bonding specimen, as in all other experiments, to even the bond thickness.  
Problems due to discerning the exact position (mm) and time of each crack initiation 
along the specimen length were found as detailed in Section 4.3.3.1. 
4.6.4.2 Shear Stress-Strain Response 
The typical shear-stress strain response of H216, WF110 and benchmark specimens are 
shown in Figure 4-34 and the average shear modulus and peak shear stress of all 
specimens is illustrated in Figure 4-35. 
The shear stress-strain response (Figure 4-34) was noticeably different for the WF110 
material compared to both the benchmark and H216 specimens, which exhibited plastic 
deformation. The shear stress-strain response of WF51 was similar to WF110 but the 
average peak shear stress was reduced from 1.22MPa (WF110) to 0.54MPa (WF51). 
Figure 4-34 also illustrates that the H216 specimen followed a similar shear stress-strain 
response as the benchmark but with an increase in the shear modulus, onset of non-
linearity and peak shear stress. 
 
Figure 4-34: Typical shear stress-strain response representing the influence of material density and 
material type 
Results showed that the shear modulus of each specimen increased with material 
density for both the PVC and PMI materials (Figure 4-35). In the PVC material the 
average density increased by 51kg/m
3
, between the benchmark and H216 specimens, 
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and the shear modulus increased from 53.33MPa (benchmark) to 88.74MPa (H216). For 
the PMI materials the average density increased by 58kg/m
3
, between the WF51 and 
WF110 specimens, and the shear modulus increased from 15.91MPa (WF51) to 
20.67MPa (WF110). Noticably the shear modulus was similar in the benchmark and 
WF110 configurations as expected. 
The average peak shear stress (Figure 4-35) was observed to increase as the density 
increased in both the PVC material and the PMI material. However the peak shear stress 
was most significantly influenced by material type and the peak shear stress reduced 
from 2.33MPa in the PVC material (benchmark) to 1.22MPa in the PMI material 
(WF110).  
  
Figure 4-35: Influence of material density and material type on (a) the shear modulus (MPa) and 
(b) the average peak shear stress (MPa) (error bars represent the minimum and maximum values) 
4.6.4.3 In-Situ Fracture Process Cusp Formation 
After testing, video images of the in-situ fracture process of each specimen 
configuration were analysed. The details of crack initiation, crack saturation, crack 
density and crack spacing were consequently determined for each specimen.  
The fracture process of the H216 material loaded under shear was similar to the 
benchmark fracture depicted in Figure 4-7. Cusps were observed to form in the fracture 
surface by the initiation, saturation, propagation and coalescence of S-ligands identical 
to the benchmark passing from crack initiation through peak load and lastly crack 
saturation.  
The fracture process of WF51 is illustrated in Figure 4-36. In the WF51 specimens 
crack initiation was observed to start at the same applied displacement as the peak load, 
just after onset of non-linearity. A maximum of three cracks initiated along the length of 
each specimen at an average angle of 38°, with respect to the loading plates, and no 
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further cracks initiated (Figure 4-36). After peak load, the load dropped rapidly to 0.5kN 
and the load was then sustained as the displacement increased. As the displacement 
increased the initiated cracks began to propagate parallel to the loading plates. 
Examples of the two crack propagations observed are illustrated in Figure 4-37. In 
general wide spaced cracks coalesced at the top and bottom of the curved profile side-
groove but some cracks coalesced across the thickness of the curved profile side-groove 
(Figure 4-36 and Figure 4-37). The crack spacing was much smaller between the cracks 
that coalesced across the specimen thickness. 
 
Figure 4-36: Typical fracture process of WF51 
   
Figure 4-37: Typical crack propagation along the curved profile side-groove in WF51 
In comparison to the fracture process observed in the WF51 specimens, the fracture 
process of the WF110 specimen could not be discerned after the peak load. In each of 
the WF110 specimens the load increased linearly with displacement up to peak load and 
no crack initiation was recorded on the outer face-edges of the foam. At peak load the 
WF110 specimens failed instantly and the uppermost loading plate suddenly fell away. 
The post fracture morphology of the WF110 specimens revealed that a series of six 
parallel cracks extended across the thickness of each specimen, at an average angle of 
35° to the loading plates.  
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Table 4-9 shows that the crack density increased with the material density in both the 
PVC (benchmark and H216) and PMI (WF51 and WF110) materials and that the crack 
density decreased in the PMI materials compared to the benchmark. Consequently the 
crack spacing decreased as the density increased in both materials, this was most 
noticeable in the PMI specimens. Lastly, the S-ligand spacing decreased as the PVC 
material density increased. No S-ligands formed in the PMI material.   
Table 4-9: Influence of material density and material type on the in-situ fracture 
 Density Crack Density 
Crack 
Spacing 
S-Ligand 
Spacing 
Units kg/m
3 
Cracks/mm mm mm 
Benchmark 165.22 ± 0.9% 0.108 ± 16.7% 10 ± 21.2 % 17 ± 11.2 % 
H216 216.17 ± 1.3% 0.115 ± 10.2% 7 ± 16.2% 15 ± 16.0% 
WF51 49.53 ± 2.4% 0.010 ± 33.3% 62 ± 24.3% - 
WF110 107.37 ± 3.8% 0.021 ± 9.1% 21 ± 10.8% - 
4.6.4.4 Energy Absorbed During Fracture 
The energy per unit volume required before crack initiation, during crack formation and 
during cusp formation was calculated for each specimen and the average results are 
tabulated in Table 4-10.  
The energy absorbed up to crack initiation was observed to increase with material 
density in both the PVC (benchmark and H216) and PMI materials (WF51 and WF110). 
This trend was most significant in the PVC material where the energy required for crack 
initiation increased from 166kJ/m
3
 (benchmark) to 340kJ/m
3
 (H216), for a 51kg/m
3
 
density increase. Significantly less energy was absorbed up to crack initiation in the 
PMI material compared to the PVC material, where the energy reduced from 166kJ/m
3
 
in the PVC (benchmark) to 12kJ/m
3
 in the PMI (WF110) material. 
The energy absorbed during crack formation was also found to increase with density in 
the PVC materials, although the increase was not as significant as for crack initiation 
(Table 4-10). The energy associated with crack formation could not be calculated for the 
PMI materials.   
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The energy absorbed during cusp formation was calculated to be similar for both the 
PVC materials, and significantly larger than in the PMI materials. Cusp formation 
energy could not be calculated for WF110 as failure was instant at peak load (i.e. no 
further displacement occurred after the peak load).  
Table 4-10: Influence of material density and material type on the energy absorbed during fracture 
 Density Crack Initiation Crack Formation Cusp Formation 
Units kg/m
3 
kJ/m
3
 kJ/m
3
 kJ/m
3
 
Benchmark 165.22 ± 0.9% 166 ± 30.5% 169 ± 21.2% 226 ± 14.0% 
H216 216.17 ± 1.3% 340 ± 0.8% 249 ± 7.5% 247 ± 2.3% 
WF51˜ 49.53 ± 2.4% 12 ± 13.4% - 2 ± 51.0% 
WF110* 107.37 ± 3.8% 16 ± 20.0% - - 
˜cusp formation energy equivalent to crack propagation up to specimen failure 
*energy at peak load 
4.6.4.5 Post Fracture Morphology 
After complete failure of each specimen the loading plates were removed from the test 
machine and the fracture surface of each specimen was examined.  
The typical fracture morphology of H216 is illustrated in Figure 4-38 which 
demonstrates the formation of cusp features, crows-feet and scallops similar to the 
benchmark (Figure 4-39). By comparison, the cusp features in H216 were more S-
shaped, more deformed so that the spacing between the cusps was increased, and the 
cusps were more S-shaped. In addition the crows-feet on the cusp faces were more open 
and had propagated further into the cusp width, compared to the benchmark.    
 
Figure 4-38: Typical fracture morphology of the H216 material 
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Figure 4-39: Typical fracture morphology of the benchmark configuration 
In contrast, the fracture morphology of the WF51 and WF110 materials did not 
demonstrate the formation of cusps similar to the benchmark. In the WF110 material 
large block-like features were observed on one loading plate and scallop features on the 
other (Figure 4-40). Compared to the cusp features of the benchmark specimen (Figure 
4-39) the block cusps in the WF material were much larger and no crows-feet formed 
(Figure 4-40). Both the WF51 and WF110 fracture morphology produced the same 
fracture pattern.  
 
Figure 4-40: Typical fracture morphology of the WF110 and material 
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4.7 Case Study V: Influence of fibres on Cusp Formation 
4.7.1 Aims 
The aim of the experiment detailed in this section was to study the influence of fibres 
and the influence of the fibre/foam interface on the frequency, morphology and size of 
macro-fractographic cusps in PVC foam. It was anticipated that this would mimic the 
influence of carbon-fibres in the matrix of CFRP laminates and also the influence of the 
fibre/resin interface which is acknowledged to play an important role in crack initiation 
and cusp formation
18,27,72
. 
In a similar manner to the benchmark testing, detailed observations of the in-situ and 
post fracture initiation, deformation and elongation of macro-fractographic cusp 
formation was recorded for each specimen. Results were then compared directly with 
the benchmark results in Section 4.3, to compare foam both with and without a fibre 
included. 
4.7.2 Specimen Configuration and Materials 
With the aim of understanding the influence of fibre inclusion on the frequency, 
morphology and size of cusps a fibre/foam configuration was adapted from the 
benchmark configuration and is represented in Figure 4-41. Fibres are represented in 
grey colour and each fibre was 300mm in length, equivalent to the length of the foam 
specimen. 
 
Figure 4-41: Profile shape and dimensions of the fibre/foam configuration 
The foam section of the fibre/foam configuration had the same profile dimensions as the 
benchmark specimen, R=6mm and W=41mm, and two rods were designed to be 
inserted along the side-groove length of each specimen. The rods were made from mild 
steel, density 7800kg/m
3
 and shear modulus 80GPa, and were machined to fit the side-
groove of the foam exactly. The steel rods (or fibres) were roughened by grit blasting so 
that an adhesive layer could be applied and the rod bonded into the side-groove channel 
of the Divinycell® H200 PVC foam. Three nominally identical specimens were tested. 
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4.7.3 Additional Methodology 
In addition to the Methodology detailed in Section 4.2 some modifications were made 
to the bonding procedure for the fibre/foam specimens. The bonding procedure was 
carried out over a period of three days. 
Firstly the foam was bonded between the loading plates using Araldite 420 and left to 
cure overnight. Next day, one steel rod was bonded into a side-groove of the foam, 
using Araldite 420, by applying a thin layer of adhesive to both the side-groove in the 
foam and the steel rod. This rod was then inserted into the side-groove, along the length 
of the foam. A steel plate, 5mm thick and 300mm long, was bolted to the rod and onto 
the side of the lowermost loading plate to prevent the rod moving during testing (Figure 
4-42). The bolts fixing the steel-rod to the lower loading plate were tightened at the 
centre of the specimen length first and then each bolt was tightened progressively from 
the centre towards the specimen edges. This allowed excess adhesive between the steel-
rod and the foam to be pushed towards the free ends of the rod and wiped away and also 
prevented thick adhesive pockets from forming between the rod and foam.  
The first rod was left to cure overnight and on the next day the process was repeated for 
the second steel-rod to be bonded into the other side-groove of the specimen. The 
specimen was left to cure overnight before testing. Figure 4-42 represents the cross-
sectional view of the fibre/foam specimen bonded between the loading plates and the 
fibres bolted to the lowermost loading plate. 
 
Figure 4-42: Configuration of the fibre/foam specimen fixed between two loading plates 
An event marker, measuring load and displacement output from the test machine, was 
used by the author to note particular acoustic events occurring throughout the test. 
These events were compared to the full load-displacement response of each specimen 
after testing. No other changes were made to the methodology detailed in Section 4.2. 
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4.7.4 Results 
4.7.4.1 Comments on Testing and Analysis 
Of the three fibre/foam specimens tested, two specimens demonstrated good 
repeatability; however one specimen failed via debonding between the upper loading 
plate and the adhesive due to inadequate surface roughness of the loading plate. This 
specimen did not produce any failure within the foam and was therefore not considered 
in the results. 
The in-situ fracture process of the fibre/foam specimens could not be determined from 
video analysis, due to the steel fibres obscuring the side-groove of the foam. 
Consequently details of cusp size were determined directly from the post-fracture 
morphology of each specimen and not in-situ as with all other specimens investigated in 
Chapter 4 for S-ligand spacing. However, the lack of information regarding crack 
initiation and crack saturation meant that the energy absorbed during crack formation 
and cusp formation could not be discerned. Instead the energy absorbed up to peak load 
and in total was compared for the fibre/foam and benchmark specimens.  
On the post fracture surface of the specimens some debonding was noted between the 
fibre/foam interfaces, in patches along the specimen length. These areas of debonding 
were no bigger than 5mm. During the bonding process a fair amount of adhesive was 
squeezed out at the free ends of the specimen and it was thus possible that the 
fibre/foam interface was not even along the length of the specimen, giving rise to the 
debonding observed. There was some possibility that this debonding influenced crack 
initiation within the foam. 
4.7.4.2 Load-Displacement Response 
The typical load-displacement response of the fibre/foam configuration compared to the 
typical benchmark specimen is depicted in Figure 4-43. The shear stress-strain response 
was not calculated for the fibre/foam specimens due to the unknown influence of mock 
fibres in the specimen. In comparison to the benchmark the fibre/foam specimen 
produced a much different load-displacement response. 
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Figure 4-43: Typical load-displacement response of (a) fibre/foam and (b) benchmark specimens 
To begin with, the load-displacement response of the fibre/foam specimen increased 
with an average initial stiffness (initial slope) of 164.92MN/m, compared to 
35.02MN/m in the benchmark, up to onset of non linearity at approximately 70kN. 
Unlike the benchmark the stiffness in the fibre/foam specimen was not reduced 
significantly and the maximum load was reached shortly after onset of non-linearity at 
an average applied displacement of 2.64mm, compared to 3.90mm in the benchmark 
specimen (Table 4-11). After peak load the fibre/foam configuration experienced two 
regions of rapid unloading separated by a region of slower unloading before a final knee 
in the curve was observed and the response continued along the same trajectory as the 
load-displacement response of the benchmark specimen. 
Table 4-11: Influence of fibres on the load-displacement response 
 Units Benchmark Fibre/Foam 
Density kg/m
3
 165.22 ± 0.9% 164.38 ± 1.1% 
Stiffness MN/m 35.02 ± 10.9% 164.92 ± 11.5% 
Applied displacement at 
Peak Load 
Mm 3.90 ± 7.4% 2.64 ± 4.0% 
Peak Shear Stress MPa 3.19 ± 1.6% 3.78 ± 0.04% 
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The average peak shear stress along the mid-plane of the fibre/foam specimen was 
observed to increase slightly from 3.19MPa in the benchmark configuration to 3.78MPa 
in the fibre/foam specimens.  
4.7.4.3 In-Situ Fracture Process 
After testing, video images of the in-situ fracture process of each specimen was 
analysed and the consequent fracture process observed is depicted in Figure 4-44. The 
fracture observed on the outer face edge of the specimen was limited to the region 
between the steel fibre and the uppermost loading plate. Consequently crack initiation 
and crack saturation labelled on Figure 4-44 represents cracks forming in this region 
and not the initiation and saturation of cracks that form cusps within the specimen. 
Crack initiation and saturation in the benchmark configuration refers to cracks that form 
cusps.  
 
Figure 4-44: Typical fracture process of the fibre/foam configuration 
The fracture process of a typical fibre/foam specimen, represented in Figure 4-44, 
shows that crack initiation on the outer face edge of the specimen coincided with onset 
of non-linearity. Shortly after this point some cracking sounds were heard within the 
specimen, but no other cracks were observed on the outer face edge of the specimen 
until after peak load.  
After the peak load, a number of cracks formed instantly across the spacing between the 
fibre and the loading plate coinciding with rapid unloading from 85kN to 65kN. Crack 
saturation on the outer face-edge was reached at an average 4.7mm. Shortly before 
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crack saturation was reached some peeling of foam at the top of the lowermost loading 
plate was observed. However this peeling was restricted by the presence of the fibres 
unlike in the benchmark configuration. At the same time as the peeling, seven distinct 
crack sounds were heard within the specimens, starting at a displacement of 4.45mm 
and ending at crack saturation. These cracking sounds did not appear to coincide with 
any of the small cracks forming on the outer face edge of the specimen. In general most 
of the cracks on the face edge of the specimen formed shortly after crack initiation, 
during which time no crack sounds were heard. 
After crack saturation a second region of rapid unloading occurred between 55kN and 
30kN, after which a knee in the load-displacement response was observed and the 
loading plates began to open up. As the plates opened up the cracked foam at the face 
edges of the specimen formed tuft features, approximately 5mm in depth (dimension 
along specimen length). Eventually the loading plates opened sufficiently that cusp 
features could be seen within the specimen, beyond the tuft features. As the 
displacement increased the load continued to decrease until complete failure of the 
specimens.  
Since the steel fibres concealed cusp formation within the fibre/foam specimen, it was 
not possible to measure crack density, crack spacing or S-ligand spacing. The cusp 
spacing was measured directly from the post fracture surface of the fibre/foam 
specimens, and was found to average 19mm, slightly higher than the average 17mm  S-
ligand spacing measured in the benchmark configuration.  
4.7.4.4 Energy Absorbed During Fracture 
During testing the fibres obscured crack formation leading cusp formation in the 
fibre/foam specimens. As a result the energy absorbed up to crack initiation, during 
crack formation and during cusp formation could not be calculated. Instead the energy 
absorbed up to peak load, and after peak load was determined for both the benchmark 
and fibre/foam specimens. The results are given in Table 4-12.  
The energy absorbed up to the peak load was found to be similar for the benchmark and 
fibre/foam specimens (Table 4-12). But the average energy absorbed after the peak load 
was much higher for the fibre/foam specimens (513kJ/m
3
) compared to the energy 
absorbed in the benchmark (286kJ/m
3
). 
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 Table 4-12: Influence of fibres on the energy absorbed during fracture 
 Units Benchmark Fibre/Foam 
Energy absorption for 
Peak Load 
kJ/m
3
 275 ± 9.4% 285 ± 0.1% 
Total Energy absorption kJ/m
3
 561 ± 9.0% 798 ± 0.3% 
4.7.4.5 Post fracture Morphology 
After complete failure of the fibre/foam specimens the fracture morphology of the 
fibre/foam specimens was compared to the benchmark and the results are detailed in 
this section. The post fracture morphology is illustrated in Figure 4-45 to Figure 4-47. 
    
Figure 4-45: Cusp and scallop features on the fracture surface of the fibre/foam specimen 
 
 
Figure 4-46: Aspect view of the benchmark and fibre/foam specimen 
 
Figure 4-47: Cusp features in the benchmark and fibre/foam specimen 
Similar to the macro-fractographic features prevalent to the benchmark configuration, a 
number of cusp and scallop features developed along the length of the fibre-foam 
specimens (Figure 4-45). A majority of the cusp features remained on the lowermost 
loading plate, between the steel fibres, and the scallop features were imprinted in the 
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foam on the corresponding loading plate. A series of tuft features were observed on the 
face-edges of the cusps near the steel fibres (Figure 4-45). The tuft features formed 
between the uppermost loading plate and the steel fibres. 
Comparing the benchmark and fibre/foam cusp features in more detail (Figure 4-46 and 
Figure 4-47) illustrates that the cusps were similar in depth (size along the specimen 
length) and height (size along specimen thickness). But, some of the cusp features, in 
the fibre/foam configuration, were displaced from the lowermost loading plate and 
appear „ragged‟ compared to the neatly formed cusp features in the benchmark 
configuration. Also cusps extended across the full width of the fibre/foam configuration 
in a more stepped manner than the benchmark, where the face cracks propagated across 
the width of the specimen to produce mainly smooth cracks (Figure 4-46). The average 
cusp spacing in the fibre/foam specimen was 19mm, measured post-fracture, compared 
to 17mm in the benchmark specimen, measured in-situ. Examining the individual cusp 
features revealed that a higher density of crows-feet formed at the cusp edges in the 
fibre/foam specimen, compared to the benchmark (Figure 4-47).  
4.8 Summary of Results 
4.8.1 Comments on Testing and Analysis 
Shear load was applied to each of the foam specimens according to the ASTM C273 
Standard
100
, and in general the experiment was repeated successfully for each specimen. 
The experimental method was maintained for each specimen so that the bonding 
process, loading conditions and analysis techniques were carried out under the same 
conditions. In a few tests the specimens debonded from the loading plates as the plates 
were not roughened sufficiently to allow adequate bonding.  
During shear loading cracks were observed to initiate at both ends of the specimens near 
the loading-plate/foam interface and caused the foam to peel away from the loading 
plates. Further investigations showed that this peeling was prevented by reducing the 
ends of the specimen (Appendix C) and that the peeling did not influence the cusp 
formation process within the specimen. According to other researchers the peeling-type 
fracture observed is inherent to the ASTM C273 test
84,112,113
. 
When analysing the in-situ fracture process it was noticed that the resolution of the 
video cameras used to record the process was not always sufficient to capture the exact 
point of crack initiation. This meant that it was difficult to discern the exact point of 
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crack initiation, which added a scatter into the gathered data. In addition the specimens 
were marked with 10mm increments so that the position of the initiating cracks was to 
the nearest 1-2mm, adding further scatter into the data measurements. The scatter in 
data was minimised where possible by the Thesis Author. For future testing it would be 
beneficial to focus the cameras on a smaller fracture area and to use 1mm markers to 
potentially capture the time and position of crack initiation with more accuracy. 
4.8.2 Cusp Formation in PVC Foam (Benchmark) 
The post fracture morphology of the benchmark specimens all exhibited fractographic 
features prevalent to shear fracture; cusp formation, crows-feet and scallops (Section 
4.3.3.5). These features were similar to those observed previously in CFRP laminates 
(Figure 2-6 and Figure 2-8) and indicate that the cusp formation process in PVC foam 
can be used to understand the process in CFRP laminates.    
In the benchmark specimen cusp formation was observed to form in three stages, crack 
initiation, crack saturation and cusp formation. First the specimen exhibited elastic-
plastic deformation behaviour, then shortly before the peak load a number of cracks 
began to initiate along the mid plane of the specimen, on both face edges of the foam. 
As the load increased up to the peak load the number of initiating cracks increased and 
some cracks began to propagate towards the loading-plate/foam interface. After the 
peak load a point of crack saturation was reached and no more cracks initiated. Once 
crack saturation had been reached a number of cracks began, or continued, to propagate 
to form S-ligands and tunnelled inwards across the width of the specimen. As the S-
ligands formed the loading plates were observed to move apart and continued to move 
apart as the S-ligand coalesced to form cusp features. Final failure occurred when all the 
S-ligands had coalesced. An illustration of the fracture process is given in Figure 4-48. 
The average cusp spacing (L) in the benchmark specimens was 17mm and the crack 
angles measured during propagation were between 40° and 60° (Section 4.3.3.3). 
 
Figure 4-48: Representation of cusp formation (lt-rt): (a) cracks initiate at a spacing L apart, (b-c) 
cracks propagate to form S-ligands and finally (d) cracks coalescence to form cusps 
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The fracture process illustrated in Figure 4-48 and observed in the benchmark 
specimens was similar to that observed previously in brittle adhesive layers and brittle 
CFRP laminates
17-19,79
. However, in the benchmark specimens a number of cracks were 
observed to initiate that did not form cusp features. Instead these cracks either closed or 
coalesced to form crows-feet on the face-edges of the cusp features (Section 4.3.3.5). 
The presence of crows-feet indicated that cracks initiated along the curved face-edges of 
the benchmark specimens, and tunnelled inwards across the specimen width, rather than 
initiating in the centre of the specimen and tunnelling outwards. The post fracture 
morphology also demonstrated that cracks tunnelled into the specimens, as the width of 
the cusp features had a stepped fracture surface (Section 4.3.3.5). If initiation occurred 
in the middle of the specimens, cracks would be expected to propagate outwards 
towards the face edge of the specimens leaving a smoother fracture surface, and no 
crows-feet. 
As cusp formation occurred in three distinct stages crack initiation, crack saturation and 
cusp formation and deformation, the energy absorbed up to crack initiation, during 
crack formation and during cusp formation and deformation was determined by the 
work done in each region (Section 4.3.3.4). The fracture process of the benchmark 
specimens indicated that work done in region one was due to the plasticity of the foam, 
in region two was due to crack formation, some crack propagation and further plasticity, 
and in region three was due to S-ligand deformation and crack coalescence. The results 
of the benchmark specimens indicate that the work done up to crack initiation and 
during crack formation were both equal to 30% of the total energy and the work done 
during cusp formation was equal to the remaining 40% of the total energy. 
4.8.3 Influence of Specimen Geometry on Cusp Formation 
The specimen geometry was investigated by varying three dimensions of the benchmark 
specimen; the profile curvature (R), profile width (W) and the profile shape (flat, square 
and curved). These parameters were chosen to mimic the influence of fibre diameter, 
inter-fibre spacing and fibre shape in CFRP laminates on cusp formation.  
The most significant finding was that cusp formation only occurred in specimens that 
had curved side-grooves (i.e. not the square or flat specimens). This indicated that the 
presence of the curved-side grooves (and hence fibres in CFRPs) were necessary for 
cusp formation. In all the specimens that formed cusps the fracture process was by crack 
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initiation, crack saturation and cusp formation and the general shape of the load-
displacement response was similar for each specimen (Figure 4-18).  
The shear modulus was found to vary with specimen geometry. In Particular, the shear 
modulus was found to increase with increase in profile curvature (R) and profile width 
(W). In addition the shear modulus of the flat specimen was significantly larger than in 
all other specimens, indicating that the side-grooving introduced a considerable amount 
of flexibility into the specimens.  
Similarly the average peak shear stress varied with specimen geometry and was highest 
in the flat specimens. The peak stress was observed to increase with both curvature (R) 
and width (W) and as the peak shear stress varied the crack spacing also varied. For 
example, as the peak shear stress increased with curvature (R) the crack spacing was 
also observed to increase, indicating that the crack spacing was determined by the shear 
lag
19
 (Figure 2-14). In addition the cusp spacing was also influenced by width (W), 
which indicated that the inter-fibre spacing may influence crack tunnelling and hence 
the cusp size. 
In addition to the curvature and width influencing the cusp spacing, the cusp height was 
also observed to increase as the curvature increased. Generally the cusp height was 
slightly larger than the fibre diameter (Figure 4-28). The width however, did not 
influence the cusp height but instead the cusp features became more block-like as the 
width increased. It is possible that the thickness of the specimen and the presence of the 
loading plates prevented the cusp height from increasing, but research by Russell
42
 
suggests that the cusp depth is determined by the specimen thickness which would 
imply that the cusp depth would not vary with changes in the inter-fibre spacing (Figure 
2-12). This research indicates that the cusp height was restricted by the curvature of the 
fibres, so that the cusp height only increases with fibre diameter.  
Post fracture morphology of all the specimens showed that the number of crows-feet 
decreased on the cusp face edges as the curvature and width increased. The decrease in 
crows-feet was proportional to changes in the peak shear stress at the mid-plane. Neither 
the flat or square specimen exhibited any cusp features. Instead the flat specimens had 
few straight cracks and the square specimens exhibited some tuft features at the top and 
bottom of the square notch (Figure 4-27).   
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Lastly, the results of this research demonstrated that energy absorbed during crack 
formation was 30% of the total energy absorbed regardless of specimen geometry, in all 
the foam specimens that formed cusp features. As the cusp depth was similar in both the 
fibre/foam and benchmark specimens, it is also assumed that the same proportion of 
energy (30%) holds in the fibre/foam specimens for crack formation. It is important to 
note however that during crack formation a significant amount of plasticity was also 
experienced in the foam which contributed to the energy absorbed.   The energy 
absorbed up to crack initiation and during cusp formation varied with specimen 
geometry.   
Both the flat and square specimens absorbed very little energy during cusp formation in 
comparison to crack initiation. This was consistent with the fact that neither 
configurations formed cusp features and indicated that the formation and deformation of 
cusps was significant to the energy absorbing process in curved profile specimens.  
4.8.4 Influence of Precracking on Cusp Formation 
The influence of precracking on cusp formation in foam was investigated by inserting a 
70mm precrack along the mid-plane length of the benchmark configuration (Section 
4.5).  
Results showed that precracking did not influence the cusp formation process in any 
way, except for the propagation of the precrack tip shortly after the onset of non-
linearity in the load-displacement response. The precrack tip was measured to propagate 
at an average angle of 85°, with respect to the specimen mid-plane, towards the fixed 
loading plate/foam interface. 
The frequency (crack density), size (S-ligand spacing) and shape (fracture morphology) 
of the cusp features in the precracked specimens were very similar to the benchmark. In 
addition the energy absorbed during crack initiation, crack formation and cusp 
formation was also similar. 
A slight, but not significant, increase in crack density and crack uniformity was noted in 
the region close to the crack tip, between 0mm and 90mm away. But this was not 
significant to indicate whether the precrack tip influences crack initiation. The first 
crack to initiate was outside this region. 
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4.8.5 Influence of Material on Cusp Formation 
The influence of material was investigated by using a second panel of H200 with a 
density of 216kg/m
3
 (labelled H216) and using two brittle PMI foams (WF51 and 
WF110). The results indicated that changes in the material type and the material density 
had a significant influence on cusp formation. In particular cusps were only found to 
initiate in the PVC foam.  
In comparison to the PVC specimens, that exhibited elastic-plastic fracture behaviour, 
both PMI materials exhibited linear-elastic fracture behaviour (Section 4.6.4.2). This 
could indicate that material plasticity plays an important role in cusp formation, 
possibly as the S-ligands deform before coalescence.  
Increase in material density was found to cause an increase in the shear modulus and the 
peak shear stress for both PVC and PMI materials (Section 4.6.4.2). This indicates that 
the material strength increases with density, which agrees with the relation between the 
material property data and density discussed in Section 2.3. In addition the crack density 
also increased with material density, and the crack spacing and S-ligand spacing 
decreased (Section 4.6.4.3). This implies that the cusp frequency increases with material 
density.  
The post fracture morphology of each specimen (Section 4.6.4.5) revealed that the 
number of crows-feet on the face-edge of the PVC specimens increased as the density 
increased. The crows-feet also appeared to propagate further into the specimen width in 
comparison to the benchmark and the crack faces were more open. This clearly 
indicates that density, and consequently material strength, influences cusp morphology. 
No cusp features were observed in the PMI specimens, but instead the average crack 
angles were measured to be 38° in WF51 and 35° in WF110.  
Lastly, the energy absorbed up to crack initiation was found to increase with material 
density for both the PVC and PMI materials (Section 4.6.4.4). Compared to the 
benchmark specimen, where the work done during cusp formation was largest the work 
done up to crack initiation was largest in the H216 material. This indicates that as the 
density increases in a material more energy is absorbed before crack initiation, possibly 
due to plasticity effects but also because the strength of the material increases with 
density.  
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4.8.6 Influence of Fibres on Cusp Formation 
The influence of fibres on cusp formation was investigated by bonding two curved steel 
rods along the side-grooving of the benchmark specimens. Thus the inter-fibre spacing 
was 41mm. 
In comparison to the benchmark specimen (no fibres) it was clear that the presence of 
fibres significantly altered the load-displacement response (Section 4.7.4.2). Initially the 
response was similar to the benchmark in that the load-displacement increased linearly 
up to a point of non-linearity, and then the slope of the response decreased as the load 
increased up to peak load. After peak load the fibre/foam load decreased via two regions 
of rapid unloading, compared to only one in the benchmark. The final trajectory of the 
fibre/foam response was the same as the benchmark. Compared to the benchmark 
specimen the initial stiffness of the fibre/foam specimens was 371% larger and the onset 
of non-linearity was 50% larger, indicating that the fibres add a significant stiffness to 
the specimen, as expected. 
The in-situ fracture process of the fibre/foam specimens could not be observed. 
Considering that crack initiation in the foam occurred before peak load in the 
benchmark specimens it is likely that the same fracture process took place in the 
fibre/foam specimens. Indeed some cracking sounds were heard from within the 
fibre/foam specimen shortly before the peak load, which could indicate crack initiation 
in the foam (Section 4.7.4.3). In addition seven distinct crack sounds were heard after 
the first region of rapid unloading, after the peak load, which could indicate further 
crack initiation or crack tunnelling within the foam.     
Post fracture morphology revealed that the fibres did not influence the cusp size 
significantly, but the cusp morphology was influenced (Section 4.7.4.5). In the 
fibre/foam specimens the number of crows-feet and tuft features on the face-edge of the 
foam was notably more than in the benchmark, indicating that the presence of a 
fibre/foam interface influences the number of cracks initiating along the length of the 
specimen. No adhesive was evident on the crows-feet which further indicated that 
fracture did not occur due to fibre/foam debonding. Instead fracture occurred in the 
foam near the fibre/foam interface.  
The cusp features in the fibre/foam specimens were also found to be less smooth across 
the width of the specimens, compared to the benchmark specimens. This further 
indicates that cracks form near the fibre/foam interface and propagate inwards and that 
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the position of crack initiation on one face edge is not influenced by crack initiation on 
the other. 
Lastly, the energy absorbed during the fracture process could not be calculated for crack 
initiation, crack formation or cusp formation in the fibre/foam specimens. Instead the 
energy absorbed up to the peak load was compared to that in the benchmark specimens 
and the two values were found to be similar (Section 4.7.4.4). This could imply that the 
presence of fibres does not influence the energy absorbed up to crack initiation and 
possibly the energy absorbed up to crack saturation.  
After the peak load however, the energy absorbed by the fibre/foam specimens was 
approximately 80% larger than in the benchmark, indicating that significantly more 
energy is absorbed during cusp formation and deformation. It is possible that the fibres 
restrict the deformation of the cusps, thus requiring more energy for the cusps to 
fracture from either the upper or lower loading plates. Indeed the post fracture surfaces 
revealed that the cusps were mainly contained between the fibres and the cusps were 
more upright as if pulled, more than in the benchmark specimens (Section 4.7.4.5). 
The increase in energy absorbed after the peak load could also be due to the increased 
number of crows-feet forming on the face-edge of the cusps. However, as the number of 
crows-feet increased in the profile-width and profile-curvature specimens the energy 
was found to unexpectedly decrease (Section 4.4.3.4). It is therefore more likely that the 
increase in energy absorbed after the peak load is due to the initiation and propagation 
of cracks on the outer face-edge of the fibre/foam specimens that formed tuft features 
(Section 4.7.4.5), in addition to the energy absorbed due to cusp deformation.   
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5 Experimental Studies: Mode II Interlaminar Fracture of 
Composite Laminates 
5.1 Introduction 
To understand the fracture processes involved in mode II interlaminar fracture of 
carbon-fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) laminates it was necessary to carry out a detailed 
micro-fractographic investigation of cusp formation in CFRPs to be used as a 
comparison to the macro-fractographic cusp formation in foam (Chapter 4).  
To investigate the cusp formation in CFRP laminates, a series of interlaminar shear tests 
were conducted to determine the in-situ fracture process of cusp formation and to 
determine the influence of resin type and ply orientation on the frequency, morphology 
and size of cusp formation. Two carbon-fibre epoxy prepregs (IM7/8552 and IM7/977-
2) and two ply orientations (0//0 and 0//90) at the interface, were considered for the 
investigations. The prepregs were chosen as both are used in aircraft structures and 
exhibit brittle fracture morphologies (Chapter 3). The two ply orientations were chosen 
to the give the largest angle mismatch at the delamination front, and so that the 
influence of inter-ply thickness on the cusp formation could be investigated given that 
0//0 interfaces can exhibit fibre nesting that reduces the inter-ply thickness. 
Two four-point test fixtures were utilised for these investigations to load a series of 
four-point end notched flexure (4ENF) specimens. The two test fixtures are referred to 
as the miniature 4ENF and standard 4ENF fixtures, in which specimens of 55mm and 
120mm in length were used, respectively. The miniature 4ENF specimen was designed 
to fit within the chamber of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) so that in-situ S-
ligand and cusp formation could be captured between the plies of the CFRP laminates. 
The standard 4ENF fixture was used to determine the mode II critical SERR of each 
specimen and the post fracture surface of each specimen was analysed so that the cusp 
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size could be measured. Details of the panel manufacture and experimental 
methodologies are given in Section 5.2 to Section 5.4  
Two case studies were carried out in this research to investigate the influence of resin 
(matrix) on cusp formation (Section 5.5) and the influence of ply orientation on cusp 
formation (Section 5.6). Details of the materials, stacking sequence and results are given 
for each case study. A summary of results (Section 5.7) concludes Chapter 5. 
 
4ENF fixture notation used in this Chapter: 
 
5.2 Laminate and Coupon Manufacture 
Four laminate panels (Figure 5-1) were manufactured for both the miniature 4ENF and 
standard 4ENF tests. The laminates were manufactured from either IM7/8552 or 
IM7/977-2 and had different lay-ups. Further details of the laminate stacking sequences 
are given in Section 5.5.2 and Section 5.6.2. 
The stacking sequence of each laminate was designed with minimal bend-bend (Dc) and 
bend-twist (Bt) coupling to ensure that skew in the crack front was minimised and 
twisting in the loading arms of each specimen was also minimised
74,115
. The bend-twist 
and bend-bend coupling were minimised by ensuring that conditions in Equation 5.1 
were satisfied, where Dij are determined from the laminate stiffness matrix.  
  
(Equation 5.1) 
The panels for the miniature 4ENF specimens were 150mm by 150mm and the panels 
for the standard 4ENF specimens were 330mm by 300mm. For each of the panels the 
plies were cut to size from a roll of prepreg using the specified template size and a 
Stanley knife. Four plies were stacked together at a time and then degassed for at least 2 
minutes to draw out any excess air between the ply layers. The four ply sections were 
then stacked together and degassed for a further 3 minutes.  
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A 13μm thick polytetrafloroethylene (PTFE) film was included in the stacking sequence 
along the mid-plane interface of each panel, to artificially induce delamination 
propagation in the coupon specimens. In the miniature 4ENF panels one PTFE film was 
included along one side of each panel and 50mm into each panel, but in the standard 
4ENF panels two PTFE films were included as illustrated by Figure 5-1. 10mm of 
PTFE film was allowed to overhang the edge of each panel so that the location of the 
insert within the panel could be easily identified after curing. 
 
Figure 5-1: Illustration of PTFE inserts and specimen cutting pattern in a standard 4ENF panel 
Once the lay-up of each panel was complete the panels were cured according to the 
manufacturers‟ recommendations. The cured laminates were then C-scanned to check 
for any imperfections or damage that may have influenced the test results. Some 
damage was found at the edge of one of the miniature 4ENF panels, this area was not 
included in the specimen cutting. 
Finally, miniature 4ENF and standard 4ENF specimens were cut from the panels using 
a dry saw with a 2mm thick diamond blade. A series of specimens were cut from each 
panel and at least five specimens were chosen at random for testing, from each panel. 
An example of the cutting pattern is illustrated in Figure 5-1 and details of the specimen 
dimensions are given in Section 5.5.2 and Section 5.6.2.  
5.3 Miniature 4ENF Testing 
5.3.1 Test Fixture Design 
The miniature 4ENF test fixture was designed as a scaled down version of the standard 
4ENF test fixture. The design required that the fixture should be able to load a CFRP 
specimen in four-point bending, to retain the load applied to the specimen, to be small 
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enough to be loaded into a polishing machine (≤ 50mm diameter) and to be able to fit 
into an SEM chamber.  
The resulting design comprised of a 4ENF loading system fixed on to an aluminium 
disc of radius 23.5mm and thickness 10mm. An example of a specimen loaded in the 
miniature 4ENF fixture is illustrated in Figure 5-2. 
 
Figure 5-2: Miniature 4ENF fixture with a CFRP specimen loaded 
The four-point bend loading system was achieved by fixing two carbon-fibre pins 
(1.5mm radius) across the middle of the disc at a spacing of 37mm (2L) and using a 
CFRP loading plate with two milled loading points and a spacing of 19mm (d). The 
CFRP loading plate was manufactured to be 5mm thick, and the loading pins were 
11mm long with 5mm drilled into the aluminium base. The dimensions for the 
miniature 4ENF fixture (2L and d) were chosen to be approximately a quarter the size 
of a standard 4ENF fixture, with a precrack length a0=12mm so that the crack front was 
between the inner loading positions, promoting stable crack growth
50,108
. 
A brass bracket (5mm thick) was fixed to the centre-top of the aluminium disc and a 
screw (1.5mm radius) was inserted though the middle towards the CFRP loading plate. 
This screw was used to apply load to the loading-plate and consequently onto the 
specimen. A separate miniature 4ENF fixture was produced for each coupon specimen 
tested. 
5.3.2 Experimental Methodology 
First, each specimen was placed centrally on top of the two loading pins of the 
miniature 4ENF fixture and the carbon-fibre loading plate was screwed down gently 
onto the top of the specimen to hold it in place. Care was taken not to apply any load to 
the specimen at this point. For the multidirectional specimens with 0//90 interface the 
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specimen was loaded to ensure that the 0º ply was on the compressive side of the 
coupon (nearest the loading bar), to prevent the crack migrating ply-interface during 
loading. 
Loading was then applied to the specimen under constant displacement, using an Allen 
key to drive the loading screw and push the loading bar onto the specimen. 
Displacement was applied until either a cracking sound was heard within the specimen, 
or the beam deflected by up to 3mm. The 3mm deflection was estimated as the 
maximum deflection required to advance a crack through the interface in each 
specimen, based on the mode II critical SERR of the laminates. 
After loading, two spring pins were drilled into the aluminium disc, close behind the 
loading bar, and the brass bracket and screw were removed. In this way the loading bar 
retained the loading condition on each specimen so that the in-situ fracture could be 
observed under SEM. Each specimen (coupon, loading plates and fixture base) was set 
in a poly-ester based resin and left to cure at room temperature, for at least 12hours. 
Then the front edge-face of each specimen (including fixtures, loading pins and resin) 
was ground and polished. Approximately 1mm was removed from the face edge of each 
specimen during the grinding and polishing process (Figure 5-3). The loading plates and 
pins were manufactured from CFRP material so that no cross contamination was 
introduced during polishing and so that no damage incurred to the polishing machine. 
 
Figure 5-3: Illustration of a polished miniature 4ENF specimen set in resin 
The front face of each specimen was then gold coated and each specimen was placed in 
a Hitachi S-3400N Variable Pressure SEM so that the in-situ fracture ahead of the insert 
induced crack tip could be observed. Secondary electron scatter was used to capture 
images of the in-situ microcracking and S-ligand formation in each specimen. 
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5.3.3 Data Analysis Techniques 
Once the SEM had been used to capture images of the in-situ fracture in each miniature 
4ENF specimen, the S-ligand depth and crack density was measured. The S-ligand 
depth was determined as the ligament thickness as illustrated on Figure 5-4 and the 
crack density was determined as the number of S-ligands per micrometer of specimen 
length. The tilt angle of the S-cracks, with respect to the plies, was also measured. 
 
Figure 5-4: Example of measuring S-ligand and cusp features in the miniature 4ENF specimens 
5.4 Standard 4ENF Testing 
5.4.1 Test Fixture Design 
A 4ENF fixture was provided for this research that could be used in an Instron test 
machine for specimen sizes of 120mm (standard 4ENF). The test fixture and test 
method was similar to that used in previous research
50,51
. The 4ENF fixture (Figure 5-5) 
was set up with the loading bar separated by 60mm (d) and the loading supports 
separated by 120mm (2L), giving a ratio of a/L>0.6 to promote stable crack 
growth
50,51,108
. 
 
Figure 5-5: Representation of the Standard 4ENF test fixture with specimen 
5.4.2 Experimental Methodology 
After specimen manufacture, one face edge of each standard 4ENF specimen was 
coated with a thin layer of white paint. Onto this a series of 1mm marks were pencilled 
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along the length of the specimen starting at the end of the insert and continuing for 
40mm beyond the crack tip (Figure 5-6). A longer mark was drawn across the thickness 
of the specimen every 5mm and numbered consecutively from 1 to 9. 
 
Figure 5-6: Typical marking along the length of a standard 4ENF specimen showing short 1mm 
marks and long 5mm marks. 
The length, width and thickness of each specimen was measured and collated. For the 
width and thickness dimensions three measurements were recorded along the length of 
the specimen, one at 25mm from each end of the specimen and one at the mid-length. 
Specimens with a thickness variation more than 0.1mm were rejected. After preparation 
each specimen was placed in the test fixture and an illustration of the experimental setup 
is given in Figure 5-7. The 4ENF test fixture was fitted into an Instron test machine with 
a 1kN load-cell. 
 
Figure 5-7: Illustration of (a) standard 4ENF specimen in the test fixture and (b) the experimental 
setup showing the fixture in the Instron test machine and a video camera to capture crack 
propagation in-situ 
When each specimen was placed in the 4ENF fixture a very small load (<10N) was 
applied to check that the specimen would lie flat on all the loading rollers. For 
specimens with a 0//90 interface at the crack tip, the 0º-ply was placed on the 
compressive side of the specimen to ensure that the crack front was maintained between 
the 0//90 interface and delamination ply-migration was prevented. A further load was 
then applied at a displacement rate of 0.2mm/min, to precrack the specimen in mode II, 
allowing the crack tip to advance through the resin-rich region at the end of the insert
46
. 
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The applied load was monitored during precracking and as soon as the load dropped the 
specimen was unloaded. Typically a drop in the load indicated crack advancement and 
was accompanied by an audible cracking sound. 
Once all the specimens had been precracked, a video camera and television monitor was 
set-up to capture and display crack propagation. The specimens were then replaced in 
the 4ENF fixture so that the painted edge of the specimen faced the camera and the 0º-
ply was always on the compressive side of the specimen. Each specimen was then 
loaded continuously at a displacement rate of 0.2mm/min and crack propagation was 
monitored.  
As the crack tip was observed to reach one of the 1mm or 5mm marks along the 
specimen length a place marker was used in the data logger. After testing, the place 
marker was correlated directly with the applied load and displacement recorded by the 
Instron test machine. This was used to determine the mode II critical SERR at initiation 
and during crack propagation, for each specimen. The propagated crack length was 
equal to the length that the crack reached on the marked edge of the specimen length 
(an) minus the initial crack length (a0). 
After propagating the crack tip up to 40mm, the specimens were unloaded and removed 
from the 4ENF fixture. The arms of each specimen were then pulled apart to enable the 
insert length to be accurately measured and to check the shape of the advanced crack 
front, where possible. 
Lastly each arm of the specimens was cut into shorter sections, gold coated and placed 
individually in a Hitachi S-3400N Variable Pressure SEM. The specimen sections were 
cut 60mm long with 5-10mm of insert length and 50-55mm of fracture surface. The 
SEM was used to analyse the fracture surface of each specimen and details of cusp 
frequency, morphology and size were recorded.  
5.4.3 Data Analysis Techniques 
5.4.3.1 Mode II Fracture Toughness 
The mode II critical SERR of each specimen was calculated using the compliance 
calibration (CC) data reduction method. The CC method was used as the precise 
specimen geometry and material properties do not need to be known and beam theory 
does not need to be applied
51
. For CC data reduction crack growth is assumed to be self-
similar and the material is assumed to have a linear elastic behaviour
50,51
. 
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Using the points of the crack propagation, marked with a trigger during testing, in 
relation to the load and displacement response, the compliance (C=δ/P) versus 
delamination length (a) was plotted for each specimen. A line of least squares fit was 
determined for the plot so that the gradient (m) could be resolved by Equation 5.2. This 
was then used to determine the mode II critical SERR (Equation 5.3) at the points NL, 
Pmax and 5% (Figure 5-8). These points represented the deviation from non-linearity 
(NL), the point of maximum load (Pmax) and the point at which the initial stiffness of the 
material was reduced by 5%. 
 
(Equation 5.2) 
 
(Equation 5.3) 
 
 
Figure 5-8: Typical load-displacement response of a specimen loaded in shear illustrating the points 
of non-linearity (NL) 5% stiffness reduction (5%) and maximum load (Pmax) 
5.4.3.2 Post Fracture Analysis 
Using the SEM the inter-fibre spacing (I), cusp spacing (L) and cusp tilt angle (β) were 
measured along the length of each specimen as illustrated by Figure 5-9. The inter-fibre 
spacing and cusp spacing were both measured from top view images of the fracture 
surface, but the cusp tilt angle had to be measured with the specimens tilted at 27° to the 
electron beam, so that the face-edge of each cusp could be clearly discerned. The 27° tilt 
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was equivalent to the maximum tilt angle available in the SEM platform. The average 
cusp density (number of cusps per μm) was also recorded. 
 
Figure 5-9: Inter-fibre spacing (I), cusp spacing (L) and cusp tilt angle (β) measurements 
 
5.5 Case Study I: Influence of Matrix Properties on Cusp Formation  
5.5.1 Experimental Aims 
The aim of the investigation was to determine the influence of the CFRP matrix on S-
ligand and cusp formation. Two prepregs IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 were used to 
investigate the influence and a series of in-situ and post fracture analyses were carried 
out.  
In-situ testing was carried out using a series of miniature 4ENF specimens loaded under 
four-point bending. The specimens were individually analysed under SEM and 
microcrack formation ahead of the crack tip was captured. Details of the miniature 
4ENF testing are given in Section 5.3. 
In addition the mode II fracture toughness of each material was determined and the 
interlaminar fracture surfaces of each material were investigated post fracture using an 
SEM. A series of standard 4ENF test specimens were used for the investigation and 
details of the standard 4ENF testing is given in Section 5.4. 
5.5.2 Specimen Manufacture  
To investigate the influence of the CFRP matrix on cusp formation IM7/8552 and 
IM7/977-2 prepreg materials were manufactured into four unidirectional laminates, two 
8-ply miniature panels and two 24-ply standard panels (and // indicates the position of 
the starter film): 
 [04//04] and [012//012] 
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The panels were manufactured according to the methodology detailed in Section 5.2. 
The miniature 4ENF specimens had dimensions of length 55mm, width 5mm, thickness 
1mm and a film length of 21mm, giving a precrack length (a0) of 12mm. Five nominally 
identical miniature 4ENF specimens were used from each panel, giving a total of ten 
specimens. 
The standard 4ENF specimens had dimensions of length of 140mm, width of 20mm, 
thickness 3mm and a film length of 50mm, giving a precrack length (a0) of 40mm. 
Seven nominally identical standard 4ENF specimens were used from each panel, giving 
a total of fourteen specimens. 
For the remainder of the thesis the miniature 4ENF specimens are labelled by the 
notation - M-resin-interface - e.g. M8552-0 referring to a miniature (M) coupon 
manufactured from IM7/8552 with a 0//0 interface at the precrack tip. The standard 
4ENF coupon specimens are labelled by the notation – S-resin-interface - e.g. S9772-0 
referring to a standard (S) specimen manufactured from IM7/977-2 with a 0//0 interface 
at the precrack tip. 
5.5.3 Results 
5.5.3.1 Comments on Testing and Analysis 
The loading of most specimens was repeated successfully using the miniature ENF 
fixture. However, for two specimens (one M8552-0 and one M9772-0) the loading bar 
slipped off-centre during loading so that the specimens were no longer loaded under 
pure mode II conditions. These two specimens were not analysed under the SEM. 
Of the remaining ten specimens only five exhibited any evidence of S-ligand features 
ahead of the precrack along the 0//0 interface. In many of the specimens the crack faces 
had opened up so the depth of each feature was collated rather than the spacing between 
the features. In addition the matrix features were often smeared, possibly due to the 
grinding and polishing of the surface in preparation for the SEM. Potentially this could 
be avoided by grinding and polishing the specimen edges before loading the specimens 
under interlaminar shear. But a new test procedure and possibly a new test fixture, 
would be necessary to carry this out. Measurements of the crack spacing and S-ligand 
spacing were collated for two specimens of M9772-0 and three specimens of M8552-0. 
A limitation of the miniature 4ENF test fixture was that no rotation was allowed in the 
fixture parts that contacted with the specimen (i.e. the loading points). Usually these 
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parts comprise of rollers to allow the specimen plies to slide over each other as the 
specimen is loaded, so it is possible that a pure shear stress was not present at the crack 
front. After loading the specimens in the miniature 4ENF fixture, the top half of each 
specimen was displaced from the lower half implying that the fixed loading points did 
not hinder the shearing. 
In general the standard 4ENF tests were repeated successfully for each of the S8552-0 
and S9772-0 specimens. The crack front was maintained along the 0//0 interface during 
crack propagation so that the mode II critical SERR could be calculated. One S8552-0 
specimen was rejected as the thickness varied along the length of the specimen by more 
than 0.5mm. 
5.5.3.2 In-situ Fracture Morphology 
The 0//0 interface of each specimen was analysed using electron microscopy and the 
typical fracture features observed are shown in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. S-ligand 
type features were observed in all specimens.  
  
Figure 5-10: Matrix damage in a typical M8552-0 specimen 5mm ahead of the insert film (crack 
growth from left to right) 
In the M8552-0 specimens, a series of ligaments were observed to stretch across the 0//0 
interface (Figure 5-10). The smaller ligaments were S-shaped, but the larger ligament 
features were fairly straight and uniform in size. These features were possibly cusp 
features that formed as the crack tip progressed through the 0//0 interface. No crack tip 
was observed in any of the M8552-0 specimens, because the crack had propagated 
through the specimen length. 
In the M9772-0 specimens no S-ligands were observed in three specimens as the crack 
front had advanced completely along the 0//0 interface. In one M9772-0 specimen S-
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ligand type features were observed on both sides of the inter-ply region (Figure 5-11). 
Compared to the ligament features in M8552-0 specimens the ligaments in the M9772-0 
specimen were more curved. No crack tip was observed in the any of the M9772-0 
specimens. 
 
Figure 5-11: Matrix damage in a typical M9772-0 specimen 5mm ahead of the insert film (crack 
growth from left to right) 
Further inspection of the fracture features in the M9772-0 specimens indicated that the 
ligaments on either side of the 0º plies could be the result of the crack tip propagating 
through the centre of the ply interface. On the lower 0º ply the base of the cusp-like 
features are tilted from left to right, in the direction of crack growth, but on the upper 0º 
ply the base of the cusp features are tilted from right to left, in the opposite direction to 
crack growth. 
The depth of the S-ligands (or ligament features), the crack density and the crack tilt 
angle were measured where possible in each of the M8552-0 and M9772-0 specimens. 
The results are tabulated in Table 5-1.  
Table 5-1: Influence of resin on the S-ligand spacing and crack density. 
 Units M8552-0 M9772-0 
S-ligand depth μm 1.78 ± 34% 4.04 ± 24% 
Crack density Cusps/μm 0.382 ± 3% 0.134 ± 4% 
S-ligand tilt degree 68 ± 4% 64 ± 2% 
 
The results demonstrate that the S-ligand spacing was approximately 50% smaller in 
IM7/8552 than in IM7/977-2, and consequently the crack density was largest in the 
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IM7/8552 material. The scatter in the S-ligand spacing was noticeably larger than 10% 
for both materials. Despite the S-ligand spacing and crack density varying with material 
the average crack tilt angle was not influenced by changes in the resin. 
5.5.3.3 Mode II Fracture Toughness 
The mode II critical SERR was calculated at both the deviation of non-linearity (NL) 
and the maximum load for all specimens, and the results are tabulated in Table 5-2. At 
the max load the results indicate that the mode II critical SERR of IM7/8552 is higher 
than that for the IM7/977-2 at the 0//0 interface. But the scatter indicates that there is 
significant overlap in the measured critical SERR so that the toughness is not 
significantly different for the two materials. 
Table 5-2: Influence of resin on the mode II critical SERR in CFRP laminates. 
 Units S8552-0 S9772-0 
Mode II critical SERR (NL) J/m
2
 1293 ± 15% 1217 ± 20% 
Mode II critical SERR (Max) J/m
2
 1389 ± 15% 1209 ± 22% 
 
5.5.3.4 Post Fracture Morphology 
The typical fracture surfaces of IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 unidirectional laminates are 
illustrated in Figure 5-12 to Figure 5-15. 
In the S8552-0 specimens the lower fracture surface was generally matrix dominant and 
the upper fracture surface was fibre dominant. Figure 5-12 shows that near the edge of 
the precrack the fracture morphology of the lower surface tended to exhibit more cusp 
features, scallops and fibre imprints, compared to the upper surface that was dominated 
by the IM7 fibres. Further along the crack face the fracture surface morphology was 
observed to be more similar for the upper and lower surfaces (Figure 5-12). In this 
region fibres and cusp features were prevalent on both surfaces. The fracture surface 
was uneven, indicating that the crack front did not propagate along a flat 0//0 interface. 
In unidirectional laminates it is common for fibre nesting to occur so that the 0º-plies 
above and below the interface intermingle. This could explain the uneven fracture 
surface.   
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Lower Fracture Surface Upper Fracture Surface 
 
Figure 5-12: Typical fracture surface of S8552-0 at the precrack edge (a-b) and at 4mm from the 
precrack edge (c-d), (crack growth from left to right) 
Closer inspection of the cusp features in the S8552-0 specimens showed that the cusp 
width varied with inter-fibre spacing and that the cusp depth appeared to be fairly thin 
along the specimen length (Figure 5-13). Crows-feet were observed on the face edges of 
the cusp features. The cusp height also increased as the inter-fibre spacing increased. 
  
Figure 5-13: Typical fracture surface of S8552-0 illustrating (a) the influence of inter-fibre spacing 
on cusp width and (b) crows feet on the cusp face-edges, (specimen tilt at 27°) 
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In the S9772-0 specimens the fracture surface near the precrack was similar on both the 
upper and lower side of the interface. In particular fibres were visible on both surfaces, 
as illustrated by Figure 5-14. Further along the crack front the lower surface was matrix 
dominant and the upper surface was fibre dominant (Figure 5-14). This behaviour was 
opposite to that observed in the fracture surface of S8552-0 where the upper surface was 
fibre dominant near the precrack and the upper and lower fracture surfaces had similar 
morphology further along the crack front. The S9772-0 specimens also showed some 
evidence of voidage in the resin near the pre-crack tip (at the insert film), typical of poor 
resin quality. 
Lower Fracture Surface Upper Fracture Surface 
 
Figure 5-14: Typical fracture surface of S9772-0 at the precrack edge (a-b) and at 4mm from the 
precrack edge (c-d), (crack propagation from left to right) 
Compared to the S8552-0 specimens there appeared to be slightly fewer cusp features 
near the edge of the insert film, suggesting that the crack density was less in this region 
in the S9772-0 specimens. Closer inspection of the cusp features in the S9772-0 
specimens revealed that the features appeared more drawn and upright compared to the 
cusp features in the S8552-0 specimens and a number of crows-feet were observed 
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along the cusp face-edges. Similar to the S8552-0 specimens the cusp height increaed as 
the inter-fibre spacing increased.  
  
Figure 5-15: Typical fracture surface of S9772-0 illustrating (a) matrix cracking along the fibres 
and (b) crows feet on the cusp face-edges 
The average cusp depth, cusp tilt angle and inter-fibre spacing were measured for each 
of the S8552-0 and S9772-0 specimens and the results are given in Table 5-3. The 
results indicate that the average cusp depth and cusp tilt angle were not influenced by 
changes in the matrix resin. The scatter in the results was larger than 20% for both 
materials. Matrix features smaller than 1.0μm were not measured in this study as these 
features tended not to form cusps.  
Table 5-3: Influence of resin on cusp formation 
 Units S8552-0 S9772-0 
Cusp Depth μm 3.5 ± 38% 3.6 ± 46% 
Cusp depth range μm 1.4 - 6.3 1.3 - 7.9 
Inter-fibre spacing μm 12.9 ± 34% 12.3 ± 30% 
Inter-fibre spacing range μm 4.9 - 21.5 4.1 - 18.7 
Cusp tilt angle Degrees 71 ± 9% 73 ± 11% 
Cusp Density cusps/μm 0.189 ± 32% 0.139 ± 39% 
Inter-ply thickness μm 1.78 ± 5% 1.82 ± 9% 
 
In both the IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 materials the cusp features were found to extend 
fully between the fibres so that the inter-fibre spacing was equivalent to the cusp width. 
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As the inter-fibre spacing increased the cusp width also increased. The results in Table 
5-3 demonstrate that the scatter in the cusp depth and inter-fibre spacing was similar and 
Figure 5-16 illustrates that as the inter-fibre spacing increased the cusp depth was also 
found to increase slightly. The relation between the two measurements was not found to 
be particularly strong in this research (R
2
=0.3). 
 
Figure 5-16: Correlation of inter-fibre spacing and cusp spacing in unidirectional IM7/977-2 
Further investigation of the fracture surfaces revealed that the cusp spacing decreased 
very slightly in S8552-0 specimens near the edge of the insert film, suggesting that the 
crack density was slightly higher in the precrack region for the S8552-0. The crack 
spacing did not vary in the S9772-0 specimens in relation to the precrack edge. The 
average cusp density (number of cusps per μm) was highest in the S8552-0 specimens at 
0.189cusps/μm compared to 0.139cusps/μm in the S9772-0 specimens (Table 5-3). 
5.6 Case Study II: Influence of Ply-Orientation on Cusp Formation  
5.6.1 Experimental Aims 
The aim of the investigation was to determine the influence of the ply-orientation at the 
delamination interface on S-ligand and cusp formation in CFRP laminates. Two 
prepregs (IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2) and two ply interfaces (0//0 and 0//90) were used 
to investigate the influence, and a series of in-situ and post fracture analyses were 
carried out. Results for the 0//0 interface influence were taken from case study one 
(Section 5.5). 
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In-situ testing was carried out using a series of miniature 4ENF specimens loaded under 
interlaminar shear. The specimens were individually analysed under SEM and 
microcrack formation ahead of the crack tip was captured. Details of the miniature 
4ENF testing are given in Section 5.3. 
In addition the mode II fracture toughness of each material was determined and the 
interlaminar fracture surfaces of each material were analysed using an SEM. A series of 
standard 4ENF test specimens were used for the investigation and details of the standard 
4ENF testing is given in Section 5.4. 
5.6.2 Specimen Manufacture  
To investigate the influence of the ply-orientation on cusp formation in CFRP laminates 
specimens were manufactured from eight panels. Panels were manufactured according 
to specimen size (miniature and standard), mismatch angle (0//0 and 0//90) and prepreg 
material (IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2). The following stacking-sequences were used for 
the miniature 4ENFspecimens: 
 [04//04] 
 [0/902/0//90/02/90] 
The following stacking sequences were used for the standard 4ENF specimens: 
 [012//012] 
 [0/-45/+45/90]S[0/+45/-45/90]S//[90/+45/-45/0]S[90/-45/+45/0]S 
The panels were manufactured according to the methodology detailed in Section 5.2. 
The miniature 4ENF specimens had dimensions of length 55mm, width 5mm, thickness 
1mm and a film length of 21mm, giving a precrack length (a0) of 12mm. Five nominally 
identical miniature 4ENF specimens were used from each panel, giving a total of ten 
specimens. 
The standard 4ENF specimens had dimensions of length of 140mm, width of 20mm, 
thickness 3mm and a film length of 50mm, giving a precrack length (a0) of 40mm. 
Seven nominally identical standard 4ENF specimens were used from each panel, giving 
a total of fourteen specimens. 
For the remainder of the thesis the miniature 4ENF specimens are labelled by the 
notation - M-resin-interface - e.g. M8552-90 referring to a miniature (M) coupon 
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manufactured from IM7/8552 with a 0//90 interface at the precrack tip. The standard 
4ENF coupon specimens are labelled by the notation – S-resin-interface - e.g. S9772-90 
referring to a standard (S) specimen manufactured from IM7/977-2 with a 0//90 
interface at the precrack tip. 
5.6.3 Results 
5.6.3.1 Comments on Testing and Analysis 
The loading of most specimens was repeated successfully using the miniature ENF 
fixture. However, in three specimens (one M8552-90 and two M9772-90) the loading 
bar slipped off-centre during loading so that the specimens were no longer loaded under 
pure mode II conditions. These three specimens were not analysed under the SEM. 
Measurements of the crack spacing and S-ligand spacing were collated for three 
M8552-90 and three M9772-90 specimens. 
Limitations of the miniature test fixture are discussed in Section 5.5.3.1. 
In general the standard 4ENF tests were repeated successfully for each of the S8552-90 
specimens and the S8552-0 and S9772-0 specimens as detailed in Section 5.5. However, 
all of the S9772-90 specimens were rejected. Three were rejected as the specimen 
thickness varied along the specimen length by more than 0.6mm and the other four 
specimens were rejected as the delamination had migrated from the 0//90 interface 
during loading. 
5.6.3.2 In-situ Fracture Morphology 
The 0//90 interface of each specimen was analysed using SEM and the typical fracture 
features observed in the miniature specimen are shown in Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-18 
in comparison to the fracture morphology at the 0//0 interface. S-ligand formation was 
observed in each specimen. 
In the M8552-90 specimens the development of microcracks into S-ligand features was 
captured ahead of the macrocrack tip (Figure 5-17). The M8552-90 specimens were the 
only type to demonstrate this fracture pattern and the space between the crack tip and 
the next S-ligand was measured to average 9.41μm. By comparison the M8552-0 
specimens showed ligament type features (Figure 5-17) that stretched across the inter-
ply thickness. In Figure 5-17, some resin debris and scratch marks are visible across the 
M8552-90 specimen surface. These were due to the grinding and polishing process used 
to prepare the specimens for observation under the SEM. 
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Figure 5-17: Typical matrix damage in (a) M8552-0 and (b) M8552-90 5mm ahead of the insert 
film, (crack growth from left to right) 
In both the M9772-0 and M9772-90 specimens ligament features were observed along 
the ply interfaces. But by comparison (Figure 5-18) the features were on both the upper 
and lower ply in the M9772-0 specimen and only on the lower (90° ply) in the M9772-
90 specimens. Also the ligament features appeared more curved in the M9772-0 
specimens, whereas the ligaments in the M9772-90 specimens were much longer. No 
crack tip was observed in the any of the M9772-0 or M9772-90 specimens. 
  
Figure 5-18: Typical matrix damage in (a) M9772-0 and (b) M9772-90 5mm ahead of the insert 
film, (crack growth from left to right) 
The spacing between the S-ligands, or ligament features, and the crack tilt angles were 
measured where possible in each of the specimens and the results are tabulated in Table 
5-4. The results indicated that the size of the cusp features increased as the mismatch 
angle at the interface increased from 0//0 to 0//90 and consequently the crack density 
decreased. This trend was most noticeable in the IM7/977-2 material where a 50% 
increase in the length of the cusp features was measured. For IM7/8552 the increase was 
only 6%.  
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The results also demonstrated the S-ligand tilt angle was not influenced in the IM7/8552 
material as the interface mismatch orientation varied from 0//0 to 0//90, but in the 
IM7/977-2 material the tilt angle decreased by approximately 17%. 
Table 5-4: Average cusp depth and crack density for miniature 4ENF specimens. 
 Units M8552-0 M8552-90 M9772-0 M9772-90 
S-ligand depth μm 1.78 ± 33.6% 1.87 ± 47.5% 4.04 ± 24.1% 8.17 ± 4.9% 
Crack density Cusps/μm 0.382 ± 3.3% 0.287 ± 1.0% 0.134 ± 3.6% 0.071 ± 6.4% 
S-ligand Tilt ° 68 ± 4.0% 63 ± 3.6% 64 ± 2.3% 53 ± 3.7% 
 
Despite similar fracture features forming in each of the different specimens tested, the 
data scatter for the depth of the cusp features was significantly above 10% for all but the 
M9772-90 specimens (Table 5-4).  
5.6.3.3 Mode II Fracture Toughness 
The mode II critical SERR was calculated at both the deviation of non-linearity (NL) 
and the maximum load for all specimens, and the results are given in Table 5-5. The 
mode II critical SERR of S9772-90 specimens could not be determined, due to crack 
migration from the 0//90 interface, so only the S8552-0 and S8552-90 results are 
compared.  
Results showed that the mode II critical SERR decreases from 1389J/m
2
 in S8552-0 to 
1176J/m
2
 in S8552-90. This indicates that the toughness decreases as the size of the ζ-
ply increases across the 0//ζ interface. Scatter shows that there is some overlap in the 
measured SERRs so that the decrease in mode II critical SERR is less than 15%. 
Table 5-5: Influence of ply orientation on the mode II critical SERR in CFRP laminates. 
 Units S8552-0 S8552-90 
Mode II critical SERR (NL) J/m
2
 1293 ± 15% 1106 ± 17% 
Mode II critical SERR (Max) J/m
2
 1389 ± 15% 1176 ± 11% 
 
5.6.3.4 Post Fracture Morphology 
Post fracture analysis revealed that delamination migration occurred in all of the S9772-
90 specimens, so consequently the influence of cusp formation at 0//0 and 0//90 
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interfaces was only determined for the IM7/8552 materials. Details of the fracture 
morphology prevalent in the S8552-0 specimens was given in Section 5.5.3.4 and 
referred to in the following paragraphs. 
The fracture surfaces in the S8552-0 specimens and the S8552-90 specimens were both 
matrix dominant on the lower fracture surface and fibre dominant on the upper fracture 
surface. Both ply interfaces also showed that in the region near the insert film relatively 
little matrix resin remained on the upper 0° ply. In contrast however, the resin on the 
lower 90° ply had a grid like pattern (Figure 5-19) whereas the matrix resin on the lower 
0° ply at the 0//0 interface did not.  
Lower Fracture Surface Upper Fracture Surface 
 
Figure 5-19: Typical fracture surface of (a-b) S8552-0 and (c-d) S8552-90 at the precrack edge, 
(crack propagation from left to right) 
Further away from the insert edge, the upper fracture surface of the S8552-90 specimens 
remained fibre dominant, whereas along the 0//0 interface both surfaces had a similar 
fracture morphology (Figure 5-20). In addition the fracture surface at the 0//0 interface 
was relatively uneven across the specimen width compared to that in the 0//90 interface. 
When matrix resin was present along the upper fracture surface of the 0//90 interface the 
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matrix was more block-like, compared to thin cusp features on the lower fracture 
surface (Figure 5-20). The cusp features on the lower surface also exhibited a number of 
thin serrated feet. 
Closer inspection of the lower fracture surfaces of the S8552-90 specimens revealed the 
grid pattern in the matrix was caused by deep cracks (or ribs) running across the width 
of the specimen and perpendicular to the crack growth direction (Figure 5-21). Feather  
lines at the edges of these ribs indicated that they had propagated upwards from the 
unexposed side of the matrix near the 90° fibres. 
Lower Fracture Surface Upper Fracture Surface 
 
Figure 5-20: Typical fracture surface of (a-b) S8552-0 and (c-d) S8552-90 4mm from the insert film, 
(crack propagation from left to right) 
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Figure 5-21: Typical fracture surface of S8552-90 illustrating the deep cracks (or ribs) 
perpendicular to the direction of crack growth 
The average cusp depth, cusp tilt angle and inter-fibre spacing were measured for each 
of the S8552-0 and S8552-90 specimens and the results are given in Table 5-6. The 
results show that the cusp depth, cusp tilt angle and cusp density all decreased as the 
mismatch angle increased from 0//0 to 0//90. But the scatter was significantly more than 
20% for all measurements so no conclusion can be made whether the ply orientation 
influenced cusp formation.  
Further investigation of the fracture surfaces showed that as the inter-fibre spacing 
increased the cusp depth also increased, but no specific function could be determined to 
relate the two measurements in this investigation, due to scatter. The ranges of these 
measurements are given in Table 5-6. 
Table 5-6: Influence of ply orientation on cusp formation in CFRP laminates 
 Units S8552-0 S8552-90 
Cusp Depth μm 3.5 ± 38% 3.0 ± 60% 
Cusp depth range μm 1.4 - 6.3 1.1 - 9.9 
Inter-fibre spacing μm 12.9 ± 34% 8.5 ± 42% 
Inter-fibre spacing range μm 4.9 - 21.5 3.3 – 13.1 
Cusp tilt angle Degrees 71 ± 9% 66 ± 5% 
Cusp Density cusps/μm 0.189 ± 32% 0.136 ± 26% 
Inter-ply thickness μm 1.78 ± 5% 0.64 ± 15% 
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5.7 Summary of Results 
5.7.1 General Comments 
In general the cusp formation of IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 was captured successfully 
using both the miniature and standard 4ENF test specimens. The fracture surface 
morphology of all the standard 4ENF specimens revealed numerous fracture features 
such as cusps, crows-feet, scallop and serrated feet, and the miniature 4ENF specimens 
captured the in-situ S-ligand formation. 
Each of the standard 0//90 interface IM7/977-2 specimens were rejected as the 
delamination migrated from the 0//90 interface. Consequently the specimens did not fail 
by interlaminar fracture along the 0//90 interface. 
The most significant finding was that all of the cusp features were measured to have an 
average tilt angle between 66° and 73°, with respect to the laminate ply. This angle was 
significantly more than the expected 45° considered to be the maximum tilt angle at 
initiation of shear fracture. Taking into account that the expected 45° is the theoretical 
value for crack initiation
17-19
 it is possible that the cusps initiated at 45° then rotated to 
the measured angles. This rotation would have occurred as further shear loading was 
applied to the arms of the specimen.  The cusp tilt angles measured in this investigation 
for IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 have a good agreement with measurements by 
Greenhalgh
78
 where the average cusp tilt angle was measured to be 73° for T800/5245 
and 76° for T800/924. Other researchers
11,67
 measured cusp angles between 45° and 54° 
in CFRPs, but the method of determining the cusp tilt was not discussed, which makes it 
difficult to compare the results directly. 
In all of the standard 4ENF test specimens the cusps extended across the inter-fibre 
spacing so that the cusp width varied with the inter-fibre spacing. As the inter-fibre 
spacing increased the cusp width, cusp depth and cusp height also increased. 
5.7.2 Influence of Matrix Properties on Cusp Formation 
Investigations revealed that in general there was no significant difference between the 
post fracture morphology of unidirectional IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 and the cusp, 
scallop and serrated-feet features were similar in all the standard 4ENF specimens. 
Given that the resin and laminate properties
106,107
 of the two materials were comparable 
(Chapter 3) the similar fracture morphology was not unexpected. In addition the average 
cusp tilt angle was the same in both materials, although the crack tilt was slightly lower 
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in the miniature specimens, demonstrating that the crack faces rotate before cusp 
formation.    
In all of the standard 4ENF IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 specimens the cusp depth, cusp 
width and cusp height were all observed to increase with inter-fibre spacing. The 
average cusp depth (3.55μm) and inter-fibre spacing (12.6μm) were comparable in both 
materials. The results support similar findings where the cusp size was observed to 
increase with the inter-fibre spacing in brittle CFRPs
42,65
 and glass/epoxy laminates
73
. 
Research by Russell
42
 also indicated that the cusp depth is influenced by the inter-ply 
thickness and in this investigation the average inter-ply thickness was similar for both 
the IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 materials. The results of this investigation indicate that the 
cusp depth was influenced by the inter-ply thickness, given that the average cusp size 
and inter-ply thickness was similar for both materials. However, further research would 
be required to determine an exact correlation between the inter-ply thickness and the 
cusp depth in the CFRP materials. 
In the miniature 4ENF specimens the average S-ligand depth was not similar for both 
materials. The average S-ligand depth was measured to be 50% larger in the IM7/977-2 
specimens (4.04μm) than in the IM7/8552 specimens (1.78μm). At the outset the inter-
ply thickness of both materials was similar, but the fact that the S-ligand size varied so 
significantly could be due to the influence of inter-fibre spacing, which could not be 
observed in the miniature specimens. The depth of the S-ligand and cusp features in the 
miniature and standard IM7/977-2 specimens were comparable in size. This indicates 
that the miniature 4ENF specimens successfully capture the in-situ fracture process of 
cusp formation. 
From the standard 4ENF tests the mode II critical SERR was measured to be slightly 
higher for IM7/8552 (1389J/m
2
) compared to IM7/977-2 (1176J/m
2
), although the data 
scatter indicated that this difference was not significant. Both results agree fairly well 
with previous research
12,46,50,61,108
 that determined the mode II critical SERR of 
IM7/8552 between 1250J/m
2
 and 1500J/m
2
 and the mode II critical SERR of IM7/9772 
between 1260J/m
2
 and 1515J/m
2
. Noticeably, the mode II critical SERR for the 
IM7/977-2 was slightly lower than that measured previously. Analysis of the fracture 
surface revealed that some voidage was present in the resin at the insert, indicating that 
the quality of the prepreg material was poor which most likely influenced the fracture 
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toughness measurement. However, the mode I critical SERR of the 977-2 resin (Table 
3-4) and the IM7/977-2 laminate (Table 3-5) are slightly smaller than those for the 8552 
resin and IM7/8552 which also indicates that the mode II fracture toughness of the 
IM7/977-2 would be smaller.      
Finally, the fracture morphology of the standard 4ENF specimens showed that as the 
delamination advanced further away from the insert the fracture surface became more 
uneven across the specimen width, particularly in the IM7/8552 material. This was 
likely due an increase in fibre nesting further from the insert, which would prevent the 
macrocrack advancing along the 0//0 inter-ply region, and instead the crack front would 
advance parallel to the fibres but within a 0° ply.     
The miniature IM7/977-2 and standard IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 specimens all 
demonstrated that the crack growth direction can be determined from the cusp tilt 
direction, as expected
63
 (Section 2.2.2.1). The fracture pattern is illustrated in Figure 
5-22 which shows how cusps tilted away from the crack growth on fibre dominated 
fracture surfaces and towards the crack growth on matrix dominated fracture surfaces.  
 
Figure 5-22: Illustration of cusp tilt with respect to crack growth direction (single head arrow) and 
shear direction (half head arrow) in a laminate to form fibre dominant and matrix dominant 
fracture surfaces. 
5.7.3 Influence of Ply orientation on Cusp Formation 
Investigations revealed that the post fracture morphology at the 0//0 and 0//90 interfaces 
was significantly different in the IM7/8552 standard 4ENF specimens. Most noticeably 
the cusp features formed along the 0//0 interface tended to be contained between the 
fibres, or fibre imprints, where as the cusp features formed a grid-like pattern on top of 
the 90°-fibres along the 0//90 interface (Figure 5-19). The fracture morphology 
exhibited at the 0//0 and 0//90 was similar to those observed in previous research
7,27,63
 
and the grid-like pattern at the 0//90 interface was due to the formation of rib cracks, 
initiating at or near the 90° fibres (Section 2.2.2.4). These investigations also showed 
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that the cusp tilt angle was not influenced by the ply orientation. A similar observation 
was made by Greenhalgh
78
 in T800/924. 
 In the standard 4ENF specimens the cusp depth, cusp width and cusp height were all 
observed to increase with inter-fibre spacing, similar to previous observations
42,65,73
. In 
the miniature 4ENF specimens the average cusp depth was measured to increase as the 
interface varied from 0//0 to 0//90 in both the IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 materials. But 
the increase was only 6% in the IM7/8552 compared to 50% in the IM7/977-2 material. 
By contrast the average cusp depth decreased by 14% as the interface varied from 0//0 
to 0//90 in the standard IM7/8552 materials. Further analysis of the standard IM7/8552 
specimens showed that the inter-ply thickness and the average inter-fibre spacing were 
both smaller along the 0//90 interface than at the 0//0 interface. Comparing the results of 
the miniature and standard specimens indicates that, to compare the influence of ply 
orientation on cusp formation, the inter-ply spacing and inter-fibre thickness should also 
be considered. Therefore the results of this investigation did not reveal any significant 
influence of the ply orientation on the cusp size.  
From the standard 4ENF tests the mode II critical SERR of IM7/8552 was measured to 
decrease by 15% from 1389J/m
2
 at the 0//0 interface to 1176J/m
2
 at the 0//90 interface. 
This trend was in agreement with that determined by Hiley
69
 also for IM7/8552 and 
similar to the trend observed in other brittle CFRP laminates
74,75
. As previously 
mentioned, the fracture surface at the 0//90 interface exhibited a large number of rib 
cracks that were not observed along the 0//0 interface (Figure 5-19). The difference in 
fracture morphology could explain the reduction in fracture toughness, and indicates 
that less energy is required for a delamination to advance via the initiation and 
propagation of the rib cracks than via cusp formation along the 0//0 interface. As the 
macrocrack advances further away from the insert however, the influence of fibre 
nesting at the 0//0 interface will also influence the measurement of the interlaminar 
fracture toughness.   
Lastly, the fracture surfaces of both the 0//0 and 0//90 interfaces in the IM7/8552 
materials demonstrated that cracks had been driven upwards towards the compressive 
side of the specimen
63,66,72,75
 (Figure 2-10). This was demonstrated by the fact that the 
upper fracture surfaces were fibre dominant indicating that the delamination front had 
been driven along the fibres. In addition the cusp features on the matrix dominant 
surfaces were rotated up from the lower surface. The fracture morphology demonstrated 
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by these specimens supports the microcrack driving force theory
63
 detailed in Section 
2.2.3.4. 
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6 Discussion 
In this Chapter, the results of the two experimental investigations, macro simulation of 
mode II fracture (Chapter 4) and mode II fracture of composite laminates (chapter 5) are 
discussed in relation to previous research (Chapter 2). The relationship between macro-
cusp formation in foam and micro-cusp formation in composite laminates is discussed 
throughout this Chapter. 
6.1 Test Methods and Analysis 
During these investigations three distinct test methods were used; shear testing of foam 
using the ASTM C273 Standard Test Method, and 4ENF testing using a standard test 
fixture and a miniature test fixture of CFRP material.  
For the shear testing of foam the ASTM C273 test standard
100
 was followed and each 
specimen was loaded successfully. In a few tests the specimen debonded from the 
loading plates, but the fracture of these specimens was ignored in the data analysis. 
Debonding was generally avoided by ensuring that the loading-plates were sufficiently 
roughened, using a fine milling machine, and an adequate layer of adhesive was applied 
evenly and thinly to both the specimen and loading plates surfaces. 
During shear loading of the foam, cracks were observed to form at either end of the 
specimen near the loading-plate/foam interface, and caused the foam to peel away. The 
cracks formed in regions of high tensile stress and propagated up to 25mm into the 
specimens parallel to the loading plate/foam interface. According to other 
researchers
84,113
 this fracture is inherent to the ASTM C273 test standard. Further 
investigation showed that the peeling did not influence the cusp formation process in the 
foam (Appendix C). 
The fixtures and test machine demonstrated a significant amount of movement during 
shear loading, so that the machine compliance had to be corrected for each specimen. 
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The true material load-displacement response was achieved successfully using the 
methodology detailed by Kalidindi et al
111
 (Section 4.2.2).  
For fracture analysis the main problems occurred in determining the exact time and 
position of crack initiation. Video cameras were used to capture the complete in-situ 
fracture process, but as the specimen length was 300mm long it meant that video 
resolution was not clear for the initiating cracks which were less than 1mm. 
Consequently, this contributed to the data scatter measured for the applied displacement 
at crack initiation and saturation in all specimens, except the flat and square 
configurations where cracks formed instantly across the thickness of the specimens.  
The positions of cracks along the length of each specimen were measured using a series 
of 10mm marks along the length of the loading plates. This meant that the positions of 
cracks were measured to the nearest one or two millimetres. In hindsight it would have 
been better to mark the loading plates with 1mm increments, so that the crack position 
was more accurate. 
CFRP coupon specimens were loaded successfully in shear using a 4ENF test fixture 
and the post fracture surface morphology of each specimen was characterised using 
SEM. The biggest problem arose in that all of the specimens manufactured from 
IM7/977-2 with a 0//90 interface had to be rejected. The specimens were rejected due to 
thickness variation along the specimen length or that ply crack migration occurred at the 
pre-crack tip. It is possible that the specimens were loaded with the 90°-ply on the 
compressive side of the specimen, so that ply jumping occurred. But also the material 
was beyond its shelf life, which may have influenced the curing process of the laminate.   
The design of the miniature 4ENF test fixture provided an adequate shear loading to the 
specimens. In some cases the loading bar slipped off centre during loading; this could 
probably have been prevented by indenting the top of the loading bar by a few 
millimetres. After fracture the S-ligand formation was observed along the ply interface 
using an SEM. This provided one snap shot of the in-situ fracture process and in most 
specimens the macrocrack tip had progressed completely through the specimen, so that 
no microcracks were visible. The polishing process also damaged the resin so that some 
crack features could not be seen. In hindsight it would be better to apply load to 
specimens in stages so that significantly more of the in-situ fracture process could be 
captured. This would require a redesign of the test fixture. 
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6.2 Macro Simulation of Mode II Fracture Using PVC foam 
6.2.1 Material Behaviour 
Due to the microscopic size (μm) of shear fracture in CFRP laminates, the shear fracture 
of PVC foam was instead used as a means to characterise the shear fracture process on a 
macroscopic size (mm). In particular the formation of cusp features was investigated in 
PVC foam, IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 materials. Yet despite the fact that all three 
materials form cusps it is necessary to compare the material behaviour and material 
properties to fully establish the relation between PVC foam and the CFRP laminates.  
Each of the three matrix materials, PVC foam, 8552 and 977-2 resin are manufactured 
from plastic polymers and are cured so that the polymer chains cross-link. In a pure 
resin state the three materials exhibit similar material properties
99,106,107,116
 for instance, 
the tensile strength and mode I fracture toughness of PVC are 65MPa and 2.45MPa√m, 
of 8552 are 121MPa and 1.6MPa√m and of 977-2 are 81MPa and 1.34MPa√m, 
respectively (Chapter 3). But in this investigation a H-grade PVC foam (H200) was 
used rather than the pure PVC polymer and the tensile strength and mode I fracture 
toughness were reduced to 7.0MPa and 0.34MPa√m, approximately 10% of the pure 
PVC polymer properties
81,92
 (Table 3-2). 
H200 PVC foam is considered to be a high density, high strength foam
81
, with an 
extensive elastic-plastic regime as exhibited in this investigation and in previous 
research
88
. According to Gibson and Ashby
82
 the influence of cell wall buckling is 
reduced in high density foams, so that energy is mainly absorbed by cell-wall stretching 
and cell-wall fracture during loading. Thus under shear loading the deformation of PVC 
foam, and epoxy based 8552 and 977-2, is similar in that all three materials exhibit 
plastic deformation (stretching) and local mode I fracture. It is thus reasonable to 
assume that the fracture process of all three materials is similar under shear loading.  
In contrast to the plasticity exhibited in the pure resin, mode II interlaminar fracture of 
IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 specimens did not reveal any significant plastic deformation 
before crack initiation (Figure 5-8). Similarly no significant plasticity was exhibited 
when mock-fibres were included in the PVC foam specimens (Figure 4-43). Given the 
resemblance in behaviour of the fibre/foam and CFRP materials and the fact that the 
fracture morphology was similar (Figure 6-1) indicates that the general fracture process 
is the same in both materials. 
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Furthermore, analysis of the fibre/foam fracture surface revealed that the inclusion of 
mock-fibres in the PVC foam did not influence the cusp size, in comparison to the 
benchmark specimens with no fibres. Thus it is also reasonable to assume that the 
fracture process characterised in the benchmark represents the same process in the 
fibre/foam specimen and consequently the actual fracture process of the CFRP matrix. 
To further support the relation between the fibre/foam and carbon-fibre/matrix materials 
it would be desirable to investigate cusp formation in the neat 8552 and 977-2 resin.  
6.2.2 Cusp Morphology 
The curved profile PVC foam specimens were all observed to form cusp features 
(Chapter 4) and these features compare directly with the post fracture morphology of 
IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 (Chapter 5), as illustrated in Figure 6-1. No particular 
differences in fracture morphology were observed between the IM7/8552 and IM7/977-
2 materials. By comparison the fibre diameter in the fibre/foam specimen (and the 
benchmark curved profile) was 2400 larger than in the IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 
materials and the average cusp size was found to be approximately 3500 times larger. 
 
Figure 6-1: Similarity of cusp formation in (a) benchmark PVC foam, (b) H216 PVC foam, (c) 
fibre/foam and (d) IM7/8552 
Figure 6-1 illustrates that the cusp features formed between the curved profile-shape of 
the benchmark and H216 specimens, between the curved steel fibres in the fibre/foam 
specimen and appear to be pulled from between the carbon-fibres in the IM7/8552 
material. This indicates that crack initiation, leading to cusp formation, occurs between 
the curved-fibres, across the inter-fibre region. Indeed no cusps were observed to form 
in PVC foam that did not have a curved-profile shape, indicating that the presence of the 
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curved-side grooves (and hence the fibres) are necessary for cusp formation. In previous 
research cusp formation was assumed to form in the inter-ply region
18,22,42,79
 rather than 
in the inter-fibre region. 
Figure 6-1 further indicates that crows-feet were present on the face-edge of cusps in 
both the PVC foam and the epoxy matrix. The number of crows-feet were observed to 
increase as the density of the matrix increased (benchmark and H216) and when fibres 
were present (fibre/foam and IM7/8552). The presence and location of the crows-feet 
indicated that cracks initiated at or near the fibre/matrix interface and propagated 
inwards across the inter-fibre width. Also the increase of crows-feet in fibre/matrix 
environment indicated that the presence of the fibre/matrix bond influenced crack 
initiation. Previous researchers
18,27,71,72
 have also indicated that the presence of stiff 
fibres in the resin and the fibre/matrix bond strength directly influences the number of 
crows-feet and serrated-feet developing at or near the fibre/matrix interface. According 
to Olsson
71
 and Purslow
27
 materials with a strong fibre/matrix bond tend to exhibit 
matrix dominant fracture and the number of crows-feet forming along the fibre/matrix 
interface increases. Indeed the results of this investigation demonstrated that the number 
of crows-feet increased with the presence of a fibre/matrix bond, but further 
investigation is required to prove whether crack initiation is influenced by the 
fibre/matrix strength
27,71,72
 or the fibre stiffness
18
. In this investigation other factors such 
as inter-fibre spacing and fibre diameter were also found to influence crack initiation, 
and these factors are discussed later. 
In addition to cusp formation in PVC foam and CFRP laminates, other fracture features 
prevalent to mode II failure (e.g. serrated-feet and scallops) were observed in both 
materials. Figure 6-2 illustrates the similarity of tuft-features in PVC foam and serrated-
feet in IM7/8552 and Figure 6-3 further illustrates the similarity of the crack pattern 
across the inter-fibre spacing between cusps in PVC foam and IM7/8552. Each of the 
features exhibited in the PVC foam, IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 materials were 
comparable to the fracture features observed in other brittle, thermosetting CFRP 
laminates
1,27,63
 (Section 2.2.2).  
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Figure 6-2: Similarity of (a) tuft-features in PVC fibre/foam specimen and (b) serrated-feet in 
IM7/8552 
 
Figure 6-3: Similarity of cusp features in the fibre/matrix environment in (a) steel/foam and (b) 
IM7/8552 
Given that the post fracture morphology of PVC foam and brittle CFRP was quite 
similar it was assumed that the general fracture process in both materials was the same. 
Thus the fracture process of cusp formation determined in PVC foam was considered to 
qualitatively represent the fracture process of cusp formation in brittle CFRP materials. 
This was further supported by the fact that changes in the profile width of the PVC 
foam specimens influenced the cusp size in the same manner as observed in CFRP 
laminates, due to changes in the inter-fibre spacing
42,73
. The profile width of the foam 
specimens was therefore considered to be representative of changes in inter-fibre 
spacing and the profile curvature was considered to be of changes in fibre diameter. 
6.3 Characterisation of Cusp Formation  
6.3.1 Fracture Process 
The fracture process leading to cusp formation was characterised successfully using 
PVC foam. Most noticeably cusp features were only found to form in the curved-profile 
specimens and the cusp process occurred in three stages; crack initiation, crack 
coalescence and cusp deformation.  
First, the load increased in each specimen, under elastic-plastic behaviour, then shortly 
before peak load one or more cracks were observed to initiate on the face edge of the 
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specimens (crack initiation). The number of cracks continued to increase up to a point 
of saturation (crack saturation) after the peak load, and between initiation and saturation 
a number of cracks began to propagate. These cracks propagated towards the loading-
plate/foam interface, at an angle, and grew to a length no more than 5mm. After crack 
saturation a number of cracks grew above 5mm in length and the crack faces opened up. 
As the cracks impinged on the upper and lower edge of the curved side-groove the crack 
tips curved so that a series of S-ligands were formed. At this point it was seen that the 
cracks forming S-ligands had also begun to tunnel through the specimen width. 
Second, the S-ligands continued to grow and eventually coalesced with neighbouring S-
ligands to form cusp features. S-ligands that formed on either side of the specimen also 
coalesced across the specimen width, via crack tunnelling. A number of the cracks that 
initiated along the specimen length did not propagate to form S-ligands, or tunnel into 
the specimen. Instead these cracks either stopped propagating shortly after crack 
initiation or propagated to coalesce with the nearest S-ligand, forming crows-feet. S-
ligand (or cusp spacing) is discussed further in Section 6.3.2.  
Third, the cusp features were deformed as the loading plates continued to displace. In 
particular the cusps rotated and the cusp tilt angle increased. As the cusp features 
rotated the loading plates opened up and eventually all the cusp features broke away 
from either the upper or lower loading plate and final failure occurred. Relatively little 
load was applied to the specimen during cusp deformation and cusp rotation, but a 
significant amount of displacement occurred in both the shear direction and the opening 
direction. 
A schematic representation of cusp formation is depicted in Figure 6-4 This illustration 
does not depict the cracks that initiated between the S-ligands and propagated to form 
crows-feet on the cusp faces. 
 
Figure 6-4: Representation of cusp formation (lt-rt): (a) crack initiation as spacing L apart, (b-c) 
crack propagation to form S-ligands and finally (d) crack coalescence to form cusps 
In general the fracture process characterised by the PVC foam is similar to the fracture 
process previously determined to occur in adhesive layers and CFRP laminates (Section 
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2.2.3). According to previous research
17-19,79
 cusp formation was assumed to occur by 
the initiation of a series of regularly spaced tensile microcracks, which propagated to 
form S-ligands which coalesced to form cusps. The fracture process characterised in 
PVC foam differs however in that cracks did not initiate with a regular spacing, or in a 
particular order, and all the cracks propagated at different rates. In addition not all 
cracks formed cusp features, and cusp formation was contained within the inter-fibre 
region, not in the inter-ply region. 
The most significant comparison to the fracture process characterised in this research 
was proposed by the models by Fleck
22
 and Xia and Hutchinson
23
. In particular Fleck
22
 
characterised the shape of microcrack growth in adhesive layers and Xia and 
Hutchinson
23
 incorporated progressive crack initiation and crack tunnelling, up to a 
point of saturation.  
In both failure models, crack coalescence was determined to occur in adhesive layers 
when the ratio of crack length to crack spacing (b/L) was larger than 2.6
22,23
 and the 
ratio of adhesive thickness to crack spacing (t/L) was greater than 0.81
23
. Fleck also 
determined that the maximum possible crack height would be equal to 84% of the crack 
spacing (0.84L). In PVC foam these conditions were also satisfied when crack 
coalescence occurred. This further indicates that the mode II fracture process of PVC 
foam behaves in a similar way to that in adhesive layers and CFRP matrices. 
The model by Xia and Hutchinson
23
 also determined that crack tunnelling was arrested 
and crack saturation was reached when the ratio of adhesive thickness to crack spacing 
(t/L) was greater than 8.3. In PVC foam the average crack spacing implied that t/L<8.3, 
implying that crack saturation was not reached and cracks continued to tunnel. Indeed 
the cracks that formed S-ligands continued to tunnel across the full width of the 
specimen, but crack saturation was reached before crack tunnelling began. 
Both failure models proposed by Fleck
22
 and Xia and Hutchinson
23
, appear to capture 
the fracture process of cusp formation in foam, through the initiation, propagation and 
coalescence of microcracks. A limitation of the Fleck model however, is that all the 
cracks are assumed to initiate at the same time, and grow at the same rate and that no 
rotation occurs in the initial trajectory of the crack path; all conditions in contrast to the 
fracture process observed in PVC foam. The model by Xia and Hutchinson however, 
captures the fact that cracks initiate in succession, but the cracks are forced to initiate so 
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that the crack spacing decreases linearly (i.e. L, L/2, L/4, etc.). In PVC foam crack 
formation was more random due to variation in properties (Appendix D). The latter 
model also includes conditions for crack tunnelling and crack arrest, which despite not 
agreeing with results for the PVC foam, could account for the cracks that form crows-
feet in CFRP materials. 
Comparison of the fracture process of PVC foam to these complex analytical models 
demonstrates that it is both mathematically and computationally expensive to model the 
full failure process of mode II interlaminar fracture, given that the initiation, 
propagation and rotation of crack faces needs to be incorporated, and that the cracks do 
not initiate at the same time or propagate at the same rate. However, characterisation of 
the cusp formation process in PVC foam revealed that the fracture process was divided 
into three distinct regions; crack initiation, crack saturation and cusp formation. In turn 
the energy absorbed in each of these regions was calculated and can instead be used to 
determine the interlaminar fracture toughness. This is discussed further in Section 6.3.4.  
6.3.2 Crack Spacing and Cusp Depth  
During this research the average crack spacing and the cusp depth was determined in-
situ in each of the PVC specimens that formed cusp features. The crack spacing was 
equal to the length between each crack and the cusp depth was equal to the length 
between the cracks that formed S-ligands (S-ligand spacing). The average S-ligand 
spacing and cusp depth was also measured in each of the CFRP specimens. 
The main findings of the research were that crack spacing was influenced by the fibre 
diameter (as represented by side grooving radius) and the fibre/matrix interface 
(presence of fibres in foam), and the cusp spacing was influenced by the fibre diameter 
and the inter-fibre spacing. Also the crack spacing was found to vary considerably along 
the length of each specimen whereas the cusp depth was more uniform, indicating that 
there was an interaction between the cracks that grew to form S-ligands and cusps. 
In the PVC foam the crack spacing and cusp spacing was found to increase as the 
profile curvature (fibre diameter) increased. Incidentally, the peak shear stress in the 
specimen also increased, indicating that the distance over which the shear stress had to 
increase from zero, at one crack, to a value sufficient to initiate the next crack also 
increased (shear lag theory
19
). Indeed the peak shear stress did not vary as significantly 
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as the profile width (inter-fibre spacing) increased, and the crack spacing was not 
influenced. 
According to the plastic deformation model proposed by Lee
19
 (Figure 2-15) the 
average crack spacing in PVC foam is estimated to increase from 7mm to 21mm when 
the curvature (R) increases from 5mm to 15mm. This indicates that model by Lee
19
 
determines the cusp depth rather than the initial crack spacing, as the crack spacing 
increased from 7mm to 12mm and the cusp spacing increased from 10mm to 22mm. 
Further comparisons show however that the model does not account for changes in the 
inter-fibre spacing as the model predicts the crack spacing to be 17mm regardless of 
profile width. Experimentally the crack spacing was 11mm but the cusp spacing 
increased from 14mm to 20mm as the inter-fibre spacing increased. Results of the PVC 
foam investigations demonstrate that the inter-fibre spacing influences crack tunnelling, 
but not the crack spacing. 
Similar to PVC foam, the cusp depth was also observed to increase slightly in the 
IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 along the 0//0 interface as the inter-fibre spacing increased. In 
both CFRP materials the inter-fibre spacing varied between 4μm and 22μm and the cusp 
depth varied between 1.3μm and 7.9μm. Due to the data scatter in the PVC foam and 
CFRP specimen results, no specific relationship (function) between the inter-fibre 
spacing and cusp depth could be inferred from this research. In previous research cusp 
depth was also found to increase with inter-fibre spacing in both carbon-fibre/epoxy 
materials
19,42
 and glass-fibre/epoxy materials
73
. 
The presence of the steel-fibres in the PVC foam also caused an increase in the crack 
spacing and a higher proportion of crows-feet were observed on the fracture surface. 
This indicated that the presence of the fibre/foam interface influenced crack initiation. 
Similarly previous research indicates that the fibre/matrix interface in CFRP materials 
has a direct influence on the fracture process
27,71,72
. But the cusp depth was not 
influenced by the fibre/matrix interface, suggesting that crack tunnelling was not 
influenced by the fibre/matrix interface. Crack tunnelling propagated under matrix 
dominated fracture. 
Further research by Lee
19
 and Russell
42
 also illustrated that cusps should increase in 
height as the inter-fibre spacing increases. Indeed the cusp height was observed to 
increase with inter-fibre spacing in both IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2. But in PVC foam 
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the cusp height, and consequently the cusp depth, was only found to increase with the 
profile curvature. However, the cusp features became more block like as the inter-fibre 
spacing increased in PVC foam, suggesting that the loading plates inhibited the 
development of taller cusps. This demonstrates that cusp height is restricted by the 
length of the inter-ply thickness and the fibre diameter, but the cusp depth is not 
restricted. 
6.3.3 Cusp Angle 
During the foam investigations crack angles were measured to be between 40° and 60° 
in all of the specimens that formed cusps. The crack angles were measured in-situ 
between crack initiation and cusp formation, when the cracks were sufficiently long (at 
least 5mm). During testing a significant amount of rotation was observed in the curved-
profile specimens, so it was not possible to assume that the crack angles were the same 
at initiation. 
Rotation of the foam was seen in the post fracture analysis of each PVC specimen, as 
the foam was pulled away from the loading plates. The post fracture morphology 
illustrated that little rotation occurred in the flat specimens before final failure, some 
rotation occurred in the square specimens and most rotation occurred in the benchmark 
specimens. In the square specimens it was possible to determine that cracks rotated by 
up to 30° between crack initiation and complete specimen failure; Thus as the cracks in 
the benchmark specimens undergo the most rotation it is likely that the crack initiation 
angles were less than 40° in some cases, for the range 40° to 60°. 
The average cusp tilt in two CFRP materials (IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2) was measured 
both in-situ and post fracture. In-situ the average S-ligand tilt angle was found to be 68° 
in IM7/8552 and 53° in IM7/977-2 at a 0//0 interface and post fracture the average cusp 
tilt angle was measured to be 71° in IM7/8552 and 73° in IM7/977-2 at a 0//0 interface. 
The results demonstrate that between S-ligand formation and crack coalescence some 
rotation occurs and the cusp tilt angles increase. In particular, the post fracture 
morphology (Chapter 5) showed that the cusp features were pulled up and away from 
the laminate plies, indicating that they had undergone significant rotation. According to 
the fracture process in the square PVC foam specimens, rotation after crack initiation 
increased the crack tilt by up to 30°. This could indicate that the crack initiation angles 
in IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 are as little as 40° at the 0//0 interface. This is in agreement 
with the crack initiation angles determined in PVC foam.  
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Noticeably the cusp tilt angles measured in this investigation for IM7/8552 and 
IM7/977-2 have a good agreement with measurements by Greenhalgh
78
 where the 
average cusp tilt angle was measured to be 73° for T800/5245 and 76° for T800/924. 
Other researchers
11,67
 measured cusp angles between 45° and 54° in CFRPs, but the 
method of determining the cusp tilt was not discussed, which makes it difficult to 
compare the results directly. 
Theoretically microcracks initiate at 45° under pure shear loading
17,19,22,42
 and the 
results of this investigation indicate that cracks initiate at a minimum 40° in the PVC 
foam, IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 materials, as discussed in the previous paragraphs. 
Given the data scatter in the cusp tilt measurements it is reasonable to assume that 
microcrack initiation angle was in fact at the theoretical 45°.  
The fracture process in PVC foam demonstrated that the angle of the cusp features after 
final failure was dependant on the rotation and deformation of the S-ligands. 
6.3.4 Cusp Energy 
The energy associated with cusp formation was determined in detail for each PVC foam 
specimen. Given that the fracture process occurred in three stages, the load-
displacement response of each specimen was used to calculate the work done per 
volume up to crack initiation, during crack formation and during cusp formation and 
deformation (Figure 4-4).  
Investigations revealed that up to crack initiation most of the energy absorbed in the 
PVC foam was due to plastic deformation. This plasticity was due to the cell-walls of 
the foam stretching under the shear loading
82,83
. A similar plastic response was recorded 
in other PVC foams
87
.  
During crack formation most of the energy was absorbed due to plastic deformation of 
the foam, although a small amount of energy was absorbed due to the initiation of 
cracks and some crack propagation. Indeed, the load-unload response of PVC foam 
indicated that there was very little difference in compliance before and after crack 
initiation, indicating that plasticity dominates energy absorption in the PVC foam 
during crack formation (Chapter 4.2.2.3). During crack formation cracks initiated at 45° 
to the shear loading direction, on a plane normal to the principal tensile direction 
(tensile crack initiation) and thus  a small proportion of energy contributing to the crack 
formation was elastic. In PVC foam the elastic fracture was due to cell-wall fracture
82,83
, 
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similarly elastic energy is also released when new fracture surfaces form in adhesives 
and CFRP matrices. 
During cusp formation, the fracture process indicates that the energy is absorbed due to 
crack propagation, crack tunnelling, S-ligand coalescence and cusp deformation. In 
general the contribution of cusp deformation to the total energy absorbed was relatively 
small, so that most of the energy absorbed during cusp formation was due to crack 
tunnelling and S-ligand deformation. 
In the benchmark and precracked PVC specimens it was found that the total work done 
during fracture was 30% up to crack initiation, 30% during crack formation and 40% 
during cusp formation. In the fibre/foam specimen the energy proportions could not be 
determined directly from the fracture process, but the energy absorbed up to peak load 
was the same for both the benchmark and fibre/foam specimens. Consequently the 
energy proportions for crack initiation (30%), crack formation (30%) and cusp 
formation (40%) are assumed to be the same.  
Compared to the fracture process of the foam however, the fibre/foam specimens did 
not exhibit any significant plasticity before the peak load. Although the presence of the 
fibres did not appear to influence the proportion of energy contributions the stiffness of 
the specimen and the total energy absorbed was increased. Lee
19
 also noted that plastic 
deformation was limited in CFRP materials and further suggested that plastic 
deformation was only induced after crack saturation, if at all. Similarly the load-
displacement response of the IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 material tested in this research 
also demonstrated that plasticity was limited before crack initiation; however analysis of 
the fracture surface showed a number of cusp features indicating that some deformation 
and likely plasticity occurred (Figure 5-8).  
Most significantly this research indicated that 30% of the total energy absorbed during 
the shear fracture process of PVC foam was absorbed during crack formation, due to the 
initiation of tensile cracks and significant plasticity, regardless of the specimen 
configuration. This applied for changes in the material density, inter-fibre spacing, fibre 
diameter, precracking and the presence of the fibre/foam interface. Given the similarity 
in fibre/foam, IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 fracture features and shear load-displacement 
response it is similarly likely that 30% of the total mode II critical SERR is equivalent 
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to the formation of tensile microcracks and a proportion of the matrix plasticity in the 
resin of CFRPs. This is further discussed in Section 6.3.5. 
6.3.5 The Relation between Mode I and Mode II 
As discussed in the previous sections the fracture process of PVC foam revealed that 
cracks initiated along the specimen length, inclined at approximately 45° to the shear 
loading direction. Similarly the cusp formation process in foam indicated that the initial 
crack angles in IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 were also 45°. Thus crack initiation occurs on 
a plane normal to the principal tensile stress, indicating that crack initiation in shear 
fracture is related to the mode I critical SERR of the matrix. 
Investigations showed that the energy associated with crack formation was equal to 
30% of the total energy absorbed in all the PVC foam specimens that formed cusp 
features. This energy was due mainly to plasticity of the foam (Chapter 4.2.2.3) 
indicating that the mode II fracture toughness of the foam is a function of the material 
plasticity in addition to the mode I fracture toughness. These results indicate that it is 
not reasonable to assume that the mode II fracture toughness can be related entirely to 
the mode I fracture toughness of the material.  
In previous research for cusp formation in brittle adhesive layers, Fleck
22
 determined 
that GIIC=2.7GIC under pure shear loading and Xia and Hutchinson
23
 determined that 
GIIC=4.2GIC when the adhesive was constrained to move in shear only and GIIC=3.1GIC 
when the adhesive was able to displace in mode I and mode II. Results of this 
investigation however, indicate that the mode II critical SERR of the material cannot be 
related entirely to the mode I critical SERR and that the plasticity of the adhesive should 
also be considered. Given also that cusp formation in CFRP laminates occurs in the 
matrix, or resin, of the composite it is similarly assumed that the mode II critical SERR 
of the laminate is also represented by a function of the resin mode I critical SERR and 
the plasticity of the resin. Indeed Lee
19
 and Bradley
68
 both determined that the mode II 
critical SERR of a laminate was not proportional to the mode I critical SERR of the 
matrix. Lee
19
 determined instead that the mode II critical SERR of the laminate was 
proportional to a function of the matrix shear yield stress and the shear modulus of the 
matrix (Equation 2.9).  
In this research the presence of fibres in the foam was not found to influence the size of 
the cusp features but the load-displacement response and consequently the total energy 
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absorbed during fracture was altered. The results indicate that the fracture process in the 
fibre/foam, and thus the fibre/matrix, system is dominated by the material properties of 
the matrix and that the plasticity of the matrix is related to the resulting cusp spacing. 
But the results also indicate that the presence of the fibres influences the deformation of 
the matrix and possibly the crack coalescence (cusp formation). In this research the in-
situ crack coalescence could not be observed in the fibre/foam specimens so further 
experiments would be required to determine the influence of the fibre/matrix interface 
using PVC foam. Research by Lee
19
 indicates that changes in the fibre/matrix interface 
could influence the relation of the mode I critical SERR of the matrix to the mode II 
critical SERR of the laminate.    
In addition to the tensile crack initiation, the fracture process of PVC foam revealed that 
during cusp formation the loading plates moved apart to accommodate for the 
propagation of S-ligands, and opened further as the S-ligands began to coalesce. Thus 
indicating that both mode I and mode II loading was present before the macrocrack 
advanced. Further investigation showed that the contribution of mode I opening was not 
present until after crack saturation and after some crack propagation to form small S-
ligands. This meant that at least 80% of the total energy was absorbed before any mode 
I opening was present in the benchmark specimen. 
Paris and Poursartip
21
 similarly determined that a local mode I component was present 
in pure mode II loading of unidirectional AS4/3501-6, and contributed as much as 25% 
of the mode I critical SERR of the laminate to the global mode II fracture toughness. 
But Paris and Poursartip
21
 determined that the mode I opening occurred as a result of 
the surface roughness that forced the crack tip to open as the surface features slid over 
each other. In PVC foam however the mode I opening was due to the loading plate 
movement and not due to cusp features sliding over each other. The research by Paris 
and Poursartip
21
 indicates that the contribution of the mode I opening to the global 
mode II fracture toughness is significant. Indeed the opening displacement in PVC foam 
was approximately 55% of the shear displacement, indicating that the contribution is 
significant in the cusp formation region. But the weight of the loading plates also played 
some part in the opening movement, increasing the mode I component. To determine 
the energy contribution accurately in PVC foam it would be necessary to measure both 
the shear and opening displacements, and possibly constrain the loading plates so that 
the weight of the upper loading plates do not influence the opening. 
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It is clear from the fracture process of PVC foam that cusp formation involves both 
local and global mode I components. First it has been shown that under pure shear 
loading, cracks initiate in the curved profile PVC foam specimens under tensile stresses 
(local mode I). Second, an opening mode I component was present in the loading plates 
after crack initiation, but the opening of the loading plates is more significant after cusp 
formation (global mode I).  
6.4 Influence of Material Properties on Cusp Formation 
To investigate the influence of cusp formation in different materials two foams (PVC 
and PMI) and two CFRP prepregs (IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2) were tested. Cusp 
features were only found to form in PVC foam, IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 (Chapter 4 
and Chapter 5).  
By comparison to the benchmark PVC specimens both PMI foams (WF51 and WF110) 
exhibited a linear-elastic fracture behaviour and cracks initiated instantly at the peak 
load. The crack angles were measured after crack initiation to be between 35° and 38°, 
for WF51 and WF110 respectively. Given that no rotation occurred after crack initiation 
the crack initiation angles are also assumed to be equal to 35° and 38°. 
It is evident that cracks in the PMI foam are smaller than the theoretical 45° expected 
for shear loading, but Leffler
79
 also measured crack angles lower than 45° in a brittle 
adhesive layer. Leffler presumed that this was due to the presence of an opening mode I 
component in the loading system. Indeed the loading plates in WF110 were observed to 
move apart more rapidly at crack initiation leading to immediate failure, but in WF51 
the plates moved apart only slightly. In the benchmark specimens the loading plates 
were measured to move apart after crack saturation. It is clear that brittle materials have 
a shallower fracture angle, and neither the PMI material or the brittle epoxy material, 
investigated by Leffler, formed cusps. 
The lack of cusp formation is also confirmed by the relations given by Fleck
22
 and Xia 
and Hutchinson
23
, whereby crack coalescence is assumed to occur if the ratio of crack 
length to crack spacing was larger than 2.6
22,23
. In WF51 and WF110 the average crack 
spacing was 62mm and 21mm, respectively, so that the ratio of crack length to crack 
spacing is less than 2.6 for both materials. According to Xia and Hutchinson
23
 a ratio 
less than 2.6 indicates that cracks propagate directly to the loading plate/foam interface 
and failure occurs along the interface. In both WF51 cracks propagated towards the 
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interface initially but then turned to propagate parallel to the loading plates at the top 
and bottom of the curved profile shape. This indicates that, although the models by 
Fleck and Xia and Hutchinson correctly determine the lack of cusp formation, the crack 
propagation is limited by the profile curvature. A similar fracture pattern was observed 
post fracture in the WF110 foam. 
Compared to cusp formation in foam, the fracture morphology of both IM7/8552 and 
IM7/977-2 along the 0//0 interface revealed similar cusp features and no particular 
differences were noted between the 8552 and 977-2 matrix. In both laminates the 
compressive (upper) side of the fracture surface was fibre dominant and the tensile 
(lower) side of the fracture surface was matrix dominant, confirming that the 
macrocrack tip was driven towards the compressive side of the specimen as expected
63
 
(Section 2.2.3.4). The average cusp tilt angle was also unaffected by matrix type, further 
indicating that both materials fracture in the same manner under the same loading 
conditions. Given that the material properties of IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 are 
comparable (Chapter 3), the similarity in fracture pattern is not unexpected.  
From the standard 4ENF tests the mode II critical SERR was measured to be slightly 
higher for IM7/8552 (1389J/m
2
) compared to IM7/977-2 (1176J/m
2
), although the data 
scatter indicated that this difference was not significant. Both measurements agree fairly 
well with previous research
12,54,109,110
 that determined the mode II critical SERR of 
IM7/8552 between 1250J/m
2
 and 1500J/m
2
 and the mode II critical SERR of IM7/9772 
between 1260J/m
2
 and 1515J/m
2
. However the previous research indicates that the 
mode II critical SERR of IM7/977-2 is slightly higher than for IM7/8552, which 
contradicts the measurements in this research. Further investigation revealed the 
fracture morphology of IM7/8552 exhibited a slightly higher crack density in the region 
closest to the precrack which could explain the higher energy absorption. In addition the 
tensile strength of 8552 matrix is higher than 977-2 (Chapter 3) so it is more likely that 
the mode II critical SERR of IM7/8552 should be higher, given that fracture initiates via 
a series of tensile microcracks. 
6.5 Influence of Inter-fibre Spacing on Cusp Formation 
As discussed in Section 6.3.2 the inter-fibre spacing was found to influence the cusp 
size, whereby; increase in inter-fibre spacing caused an increase in both the cusp width 
and cusp depth, in PVC foam, IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2. In all three materials cusp 
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features were observed to spread entirely between the fibres, and the fracture 
morphology was similar to that exhibited in other carbon-fibre/epoxy laminates (Section 
2.2.2). 
In PVC foam the inter-fibre spacing was investigated by changing the profile width 
dimension (W) and as the width increased the cusp depth and crack spacing increased 
and the crack density decreased (Section 4.4). Also the cusp features appeared more 
block-like and the number of crows-feet on the cusp faces decreased with increase in 
profile width. Despite a decrease in the number of cracks initiating along the specimen 
length however, the energy absorbed during the fracture process unexpectedly 
increased. It is possible that the increase in energy is due to the increase in specimen 
volume, so that more energy was absorbed through matrix plasticity before crack 
initiation, and that the larger cusp features absorbed more energy through plastic 
deformation, compared to the energy absorbed due to crack initiation and propagation. 
In IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 the influence of inter-fibre spacing was measured directly 
from the post fracture surface of each unidirectional specimen. Similar to the PVC 
specimens the cusp depth was found to increase with inter-fibre spacing, but the number 
of crows-feet on the face edge of the cusps did not appear to reduce as the inter-fibre 
spacing increased. Both materials were estimated to have an average inter-fibre spacing 
of 1.7-1.8μm according to the fibre volume fraction (Chapter 3), but in reality the inter-
fibre spacing varied from 1μm to 20μm.  
As the inter-fibre spacing varied so much in the CFRP specimens it was not possible to 
determine the energy associated with inter-fibre spacing, but results from the PVC 
investigations indicate that the fracture toughness should increase as the inter-fibre 
spacing increases. This is in agreement with research by Davies
73
 where the fracture 
toughness of glass/epoxy was measured to increase with inter-fibre spacing.  
In addition to the increase in cusp depth with inter-fibre spacing, previous research
19,42
 
showed that cusps should increase in height. Indeed the cusp height did appear to 
increase slightly with inter-fibre spacing in IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2, but no influence 
was observed as the profile width increased in PVC foam. The cusp height was 
observed to increase with profile curvature however, so it was possible that the loading 
plates restricted any increase in cusp height in the profile width specimens. It was clear 
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that in both CFRP laminates and PVC foam that the curvature of the matrix, due to the 
presence of the fibres, determined cusp formation. 
The cusp tilt angle was not influenced by the inter-fibre spacing in the PVC, IM7/8552 
or IM7/977-2 materials. This is in agreement with the previous observations by 
Greenhalgh
63
 in other epoxy based CFRP laminates. 
6.6 Influence of Fibre Diameter on Cusp Formation 
The influence of fibre diameter was investigated in PVC foam by varying the diameter 
of the profile curvature (Section 4.4) and cusp features formed in all specimens. The 
cusp height and cusp depth both increased with curvature. 
For an increase in profile curvature the crack density decreased and consequently the 
crack spacing and cusp spacing increased. As the crack spacing increased the number of 
crows-feet on the cusp edges decreased and the cusp features became more block-like. 
In addition the cusp height increased with curvature, indicating that the cusp size was 
determined by the fibre diameter. 
The total energy associated with cusp formation was not found to vary notably with 
profile curvature. But individually the energy absorbed up to crack initiation, during 
crack formation and during cusp formation was influenced. In particular the work done 
up to crack initiation increased with curvature and the work done during cusp formation 
decreased.  
Unusually the energy absorbed up to crack initiation increased as the specimen volume 
decreased, indicating that the specimen curvature determined crack initiation. As the 
curvature dimension increased it was likely that stress concentrations at the specimen 
mid-plane increased so that more energy was required for cracks to initiate. In fact the 
peak shear stress in the specimen was observed to increase with profile curvature.  
In contrast, the energy absorbed during cusp formation decreased as the profile 
curvature increased and the specimen volume decreased. Given that fewer cracks and 
cusps formed as the curvature increased it seemed evident that less energy was absorbed 
during crack propagation, crack coalescence and cusp deformation. In the profile width 
specimens however, the cusp size increased as the specimen volume increased and the 
energy absorbed during cusp formation also increased (Section 6.5). Compared to the 
profile curvature specimens this indicated that the energy required to propagate cracks 
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through the specimen width (crack tunnelling) was greater than the energy required to 
form S-ligands on the specimen faces.  
The influence of fibre diameter has not been studied in previous research, but research 
by Russell
42
 indicates that as the inter-ply thickness region increases the cusp height and 
cusp spacing should also increase. This correlates with the increase in cusp height and 
spacing observed as the profile curvature increased in PVC foam. However, according 
to Russell
42
 the cusp spacing is limited to the height of the inter-ply thickness, whereas 
in the PVC foam the cusp height was slightly larger than the curvature diameter and the 
cusp spacing was always larger than the curvature diameter.  
The cusp tilt angle was not found to be influenced by the profile curvature and crack 
angles were between 40° and 60° for all specimens, similar to the benchmark. As 
discussed in Section 6.3.3, it is reasonable to assume that at crack initiation the angle 
would be approximately 45°, equivalent to the theoretically expected angle for pure 
shear loading.  
6.7 Influence of Fibre Shape on Cusp Formation 
The influence of fibre shape was investigated in PVC foam by varying the profile shape 
(flat, square and curved) (Section 4.4). Results showed that cusp formation was only 
exhibited in curved profile specimens, clearly indicating that the curved-side groove is 
necessary for cusp formation. In other words, the curvature of the matrix, due to the 
presence of fibres in CFRP laminates, is responsible for cusp formation. 
In both the flat and square specimens a significant amount of energy was absorbed up to 
crack initiation, due to the plasticity of the foam. After crack saturation (cusp formation 
region) relatively little energy was absorbed in the flat and square specimens, consistent 
with the fact that neither configurations formed cusp features. This further demonstrated 
that the formation and deformation of cusps was significant to the energy absorbing 
process, in curved profile specimens. The square specimens absorbed slightly more 
energy after crack saturation, compared to the flat specimens due to the formation of 
tuft features. This indicated that additional fracture features such as tuft features and 
serrated feet added to the total energy absorption, but not significantly. 
As discussed in Section 6.3.3 the in-situ cusp tilt angle in the curved profile specimens 
(benchmark) varied between 40° and 60°, correlating to crack initiation angles of 45°. 
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In the flat and square profile shape specimens however, the average crack angle was 
measured to be 66°.  
Given that each crack formed instantly across the thickness of the flat and square 
specimens, it is possible to assume that the cracks initiated at the same angles (66°); 
particularly as there was no evidence of crack arrest or change in crack growth direction 
before the crack tilt was measured. According to Leffler
79
 an increase in crack angle 
above the expected 45° could be due to the presence of additional compressive stresses 
at the crack tip. Indeed as PVC foam has a cell-wall dominated behaviour
82,83
 
compression failure would be expected to dominate under pure shear. This is due to the 
fact that the cell walls would be loaded half in tension and half in compression, and that 
the compression strength of PVC foam is less than the tensile strength. Possibly the 
higher crack initiation angles were not observed in the curved profile specimens as the 
curvature of the side-groove influenced the stress concentrations in the cell walls in the 
region of crack initiation. 
6.8 Influence of Fibre Orientation on Cusp Formation  
The influence of fibre orientation was determined in-situ in IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 
and the influence of fibre orientation was determined post fracture in IM7/8852 only. 
Delamination along a 0//0 and a 0//90 interface was investigated in both materials.  
Post fracture analysis of the 0//0 failure surface in both IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2 did 
not reveal any significant difference in fracture morphology. But the fracture surface 
along the 0//0 and 0//90 interfaces was significantly different. At both interfaces the 
compressive (upper) ply was fibre dominant and the tensile (lower) ply was matrix 
dominant, but the spacing between the cusp features was larger on the 0//90 surface. 
Along the 0//0 interface cusp features were contained either between the fibres or had 
been removed from between the fibres, and similarly in the 0//90 interface. But the 
matrix on the tensile surface of the 0//90 interface had a grid like pattern where cracks 
initiated at the lower 90°-ply and propagated up to the 0°-ply to form ribs, that 
intersected with the 0° fibre imprints. The fracture features captured in the IM7/8552 
and IM7/977-2 materials along the 0//0 and 0//90 interfaces both agree with the fracture 
morphology of other thermosetting CFRP laminates and the fact that the microcrack are 
driven towards the compressive ply across the 0//ζ interface27,63 (Section 2.2). 
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Although the spacing between the cusp features increased in the 0//90 interface the 
variation in cusp depth at the 0//0 and 0//90 interface in IM7/8552 was negligible. This 
indicated that the cusp size was not influenced by the fibre orientation above and below 
the macrocrack tip. However, the mode II critical SERR was found to reduce by 15% as 
the interface varied from 0//0 to 0//90 in the IM7/8552 material. This trend is in 
agreement with that determined by Hiley
69
 also for IM7/8552 and similar to the trend 
observed in other brittle CFRP laminates
74,75
. The mode II critical SERR could not be 
determined at the 0//90 interface in IM7/977-2, as the crack front was not contained at 
the 0//90 interface, but a similar trend would be expected.  
In addition the in-situ cusp density was measured to decrease in both the IM7/8552 and 
IM7/977-2 as the interface varied from 0//0 to 0//90. This could support the reduction 
observed in the mode II critical SERR as fewer cusps indicate that less energy was 
required for crack propagation and crack tunnelling. 
The cusp tilt was also measured to reduce slightly as the interface varied from 0//0 to 
0//90 in both IM7/8552 and IM7/977-2. But the data scatter indicated that the difference 
was negligible. According to Greenhalgh
78
 the cusp tilt is independent of the interface 
ply-orientation in T800/924 at 0//0 and 0//90 interfaces. 
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7 Conclusions 
7.1 Summary 
The objective of the research detailed in this thesis was to characterise and understand 
the process and mechanisms involved in mode II interlaminar fracture of CFRP 
laminates. Initially a literature survey was carried out to assess the current knowledge of 
cusp formation in composite laminates (Chapter 2). This demonstrated that the use of 
mode II fracture toughness as a material property was questionable, as local mode I 
components are present in the global mode II crack growth. Subsequently this 
influences the use of mode II critical SERR in mixed mode I/II failure criteria used to 
predict delamination growth. Previously PVC foam was observed to exhibit cusp 
features after shear loading (Chapter 2.3) and consequently the same material and 
specimen geometry was used in this research to macro-simulate the mode II 
interlaminar fracture of CFRP laminates (Chapter 4). The fracture process was 
characterised in detail and the energy contributing to cusp formation was determined. 
From the literature review a series of material parameters (resin type, inter-fibre spacing 
and fibre/matrix interface) were found to influence the cusp formation process and these 
parameters were incorporated into the PVC investigations. The influence of these 
parameters on the frequency, morphology and size of cusp formation was determined 
and the energy absorbed was calculated (Chapter 4). A series of in-situ and post fracture 
analyses were then carried out on two different CFRP materials to determine the 
influence of similar parameters (resin type, inter-fibre spacing and ply orientation) on 
the cusp morphology and size and on the mode II fracture toughness (Chapter 5).  
The main findings of the research are presented as follows: 
1. H200 PVC foam was successfully used to macro-simulate shear fracture in carbon-
fibre/epoxy laminates, and the fracture process was characterised in detail via video 
analysis. 
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2. A miniature 4ENF test fixture was designed to fit inside an electron microscope so 
that the in-situ fracture of CFRP coupon specimens could be examined under load.  
3. Cusp formation was via the initiation, propagation and coalescence of a series of 
parallel microcracks inclined at 45° to the shear load direction. Cracks initiated 
along the mid-plane length of the PVC specimens and began to propagate towards 
the loading-plate/foam interface. As the propagating cracks reached the top and 
bottom of the curved profile the propagation direction changed and a series of S-
ligands were produced. Each S-ligand continued to propagate and eventually 
coalesced with neighbouring S-ligands to form cusp features and the macrocrack 
advanced. 
4. Fracture features prevalent to mode II interlaminar fracture of carbon-fibre/epoxy 
laminates were exhibited in PVC foam. Features included cusps, crows-feet, 
scallops and serrated-feet. Thus the process of cusp formation in PVC foam was 
considered to qualitatively represent cusp formation in CFRP laminates. 
5. Cusp features formed only in PVC foam specimens with a curved profile side-
groove, indicating that the curvature of the matrix, due to the presence of the fibres, 
is necessary for cusp formation. 
6. Post fracture morphology of the PVC foam revealed that cracks initiated at, or near, 
the curved profile side groove (fibres) and tunnelled inwards across the inter-fibre 
spacing. Not all cracks tunnelled between the fibres and some cracks coalesced with 
the neighbouring S-ligands to form crows-feet on the cusp faces. The cusp height 
was limited to the diameter of the side-groove (fibre diameter). In the CFRP 
materials the cusp height was limited by the fibre diameter and part of the inter-ply 
region. 
7. The total work done during the shear loading of PVC foam was determined to occur 
in three distinct stages; The work done up to crack initiation, the work done during 
crack formation and the work done during cusp formation. In the three regions the 
work done was firstly due to plastic deformation of the matrix (foam), secondly due 
to tensile crack initiation and plasticity and thirdly due to crack tunnelling and S-
ligand deformation. 
8.  The energy associated with crack formation in PVC foam was 30% of the total 
energy absorbed for cusp formation, regardless of the specimen geometry. It was 
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therefore proposed that the mode II critical SERR of a CFRP laminate is related to a 
function of both the mode I critical SERR and the plasticity of the matrix. The 
influence of the matrix plasticity dominates the relation.  
9. A mode I opening component was present in the loading system after the peak load 
and after some crack propagation to form small S-ligands. At least 80% of the total 
energy absorption due to cusp formation occurred before the mode I component was 
present in the system. More research is required to determine how much energy is 
contributed by the mode I opening displacement. 
 
During the research the influence of material type (matrix resin and foam), inter-fibre 
spacing, fibre diameter, fibre/matrix interface and ply-orientation on the cusp formation 
process and cusp size was investigated. The following conclusions were inferred from 
the results: 
1. The cusp formation process was not influenced by any of the parameters studied 
here, and the fracture process was by crack initiation, crack saturation and crack 
coalescence to form cusp features in each case. 
2. The initial crack spacing in PVC foam increased as the inter-fibre spacing, fibre 
diameter and material density increased and decreased when a fibre/matrix bond 
was present. As the crack spacing decreased the number of crows-feet on the 
specimen face edges increased. The number of crows-feet did not influence the 
overall energy contribution. 
3. The cusp depth increased as the inter-fibre spacing increased in both PVC and 
CFRP materials. In addition the cusp depth increased as the fibre diameter increased 
in the PVC foam. The cusp depth was not influenced by changes in the CFRP 
matrix (8552 or 977-2) along the 0//0 interface, but the average cusp depth was 
slightly smaller at the 0//90 interface. 
4. The cusp tilt angle, measured post fracture, was not influenced by the fibre 
diameter, inter-fibre spacing or material density in PVC foam or by the inter-fibre 
spacing or ply orientation in the CFRP materials. In all cases the cusp tilt angle was 
much larger than the crack initiation angle due to the rotation of the crack faces 
before crack coalescence.  
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5. The total energy absorbed during cusp formation in PVC foam was divided into the 
work done up to crack initiation, during crack formation and during cusp formation. 
It was found that the proportion of energy absorbed during crack formation was 
30% of the total energy regardless of the inter-fibre spacing, fibre-diameter, 
fibre/foam interface or the foam density. But the proportions of energy absorbed due 
to matrix plasticity and during cusp formation were dependent on the cusp size and 
specimen geometry. 
6. The mode II critical SERR decreased by 15% in IM7/8552 as ζ increased from 0° to 
90° at the 0//ζ interface. The fracture morphology revealed fewer cusp features and 
more rib cracks along the 0//90 interface which could explain the reduction in 
fracture toughness. The mode II critical SERR was slightly higher in IM7/8552 
along the 0//0 interface compared to that in IM7/977-2. This was expected given 
that the matrix fracture toughness was slightly higher in the 8552 resin.  
7. No cusp features formed in brittle PMI foam. 
7.2 Implications of the Research 
A major contribution of this research was that a new technique for studying the fracture 
process of mode II interlaminar fracture in CFRP laminates was identified. Using PVC 
foam, the failure process leading to cusp formation was observed in real-time, on a 
macro-scale 3000 times larger than in CFPR laminates. The energy contribution of the 
fracture process was determined, and the material and geometric parameters which 
controlled cusp formation were also identified. Together the results further the 
knowledge of the mode II interlaminar fracture process and work towards the 
development of a physically based failure model for composite laminates. 
The fracture process of mode II failure was characterised successfully using PVC foam 
to macro-simulate mode II interlaminar fracture of carbon-fibre/epoxy based laminates. 
Results indicate that the fracture process occurs in three main stages; first a series of 
tensile cracks initiate near the fibre/matrix interface and ahead of a delamination front 
(macrocrack tip) at an angle of 45°. Second, some cracks propagate near the 
fibre/matrix interface to form S-ligands and then begin to tunnel across the inter-fibre 
spacing. Third, the tunnelling cracks coalesce across the inter-fibre spacing and shortly 
afterwards the S-ligands coalesce to form cusp features, and the delamination front 
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advances. Cracks that do not propagate to form S-ligands, do not tunnel across the inter-
fibre spacing and instead form crows-feet and serrated feet features on the cusp faces. 
Characterisation of the mode II fracture process confirmed that cracks initiate at 45° to 
the shear loading direction, on a plane normal to the principle tensile stress, indicating 
that the local mode I fracture toughness of the matrix material contributes to shear 
fracture. In addition the plasticity of the matrix was also found to significantly influence 
energy absorption during crack formation. In PVC foam crack formation was found to 
account for 30% of the total energy required for complete shear failure. Thus it is 
suggested that the mode II critical SERR of a composite laminate is proportional to the 
plasticity of the matrix and the mode I critical SERR of the matrix. But it is important to 
note that this can only be applied to materials that form cusp features. 
During the fracture of PVC foam it was also noted that a significant amount of mode I 
opening was present after crack propagation to form small S-ligands. The weight of the 
loading plates accounted to some of this opening, but most was due to the propagation 
and rotation of the S-ligands. The contribution of the mode I opening was not 
determined in this research but it is recommended that the contribution of mode I 
opening be considered when calculating the mode II critical SERR of a composite 
material.  
The results of this investigation indicated that mode II interlaminar fracture involves 
both the initiation of tensile microcracks and a mode I opening component. It is 
therefore recommended that the mode II critical SERR is not used to validate failure 
criteria, and only the mode I and mixed mode I/II critical SERR be used to develop new 
failure criteria. When the mode II critical SERR is determined experimentally engineers 
should be aware that the result is likely to be conservative. 
Most noticeably the findings of this research can only be applied to materials that are 
observed to form cusp features as a result of shear loading. Further investigation would 
be required to determine the influence of shear fracture in thermoplastic materials which 
exhibit ductile matrix drawing and fracture by a different process. 
7.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
In this research the development of cusp features in PVC foam was only investigated in 
the inter-fibre region. But it is widely accepted that cusp formation occurs in the inter-
ply region in composite laminates ahead of a delamination, or macrocrack. It is 
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therefore recommended that a new fibre/foam configuration be developed to investigate 
cusp formation in the inter-ply region between fibres. The configuration could be 
modified to capture the influence of ply-orientation and inter-ply thickness on cusp 
formation and also to investigate crack propagation ahead of a precrack, to mimic CFRP 
specimens used in fracture toughness testing. 
It is also recommended that further work be carried out to determine the influence of the 
fibre/foam interface strength on cusp formation and the fracture toughness energy as 
previous research indicates that the fibre/matrix strength influences the fracture 
toughness
27,71,72
. In this investigation the presence of the fibre/foam interface did not 
influence the cusp size, but the total energy absorbed during fracture was increased. 
Further investigation would be required to determine how the fibre/matrix interface 
influences the cusp formation process so that the necessary factor can be incorporated 
into a failure criterion.  
The fracture process of PVC foam also revealed that a mode I opening component was 
present in the system before cusp formation. The mode I opening was present after 
cracks had initiated to form small S-ligands and after at least 80% of the total energy, 
due to shear displacement, had been absorbed. As the S-ligands continued to propagate 
the opening displacement increased indicating that it contributes significantly to the 
total energy absorption. It is therefore suggested that the contribution of the mode I 
opening be investigated further. To do this it would be necessary to modify the C273 
test fixture to mimic laminate shear. In this research the loading plates were free to 
move apart under gravity, thus it would be necessary to prevalent the loading plates 
from opening due to their weight, but allow enough opening so that the plates could 
open as necessary due to the formation of the fracture surfaces. 
Furthermore the investigation of cusp formation on a macro-scale is not limited to PVC 
foam and some preliminary investigations have been carried out on the shear fracture of 
wax in wheat fibres
117
. These investigations were based on the research by Jelf and 
Fleck
118
 in which a series of unconventional fibres (e.g. cocktail sticks, spaghetti, glass 
rods) and resins (e.g. dental wax, plaster of paris and silicone elastomer) were used to 
investigate elastic microbuckling, fibre crushing, matrix failure and plastic 
microbuckling. These investigations indicate that it should also be possible to 
characterise the mode I and mixed mode I/II interlaminar fracture of CFRP materials so 
that the fracture processes can be captured in-situ by video analysis.  
Conclusions 
 175 
Once the fracture process of each mode has been characterised and the most influential 
parameters identified, the results in combination with the findings from this research, 
could be used to develop a delamination growth criteria that can be implemented in to a 
finite element (FE) model. The FE model should then be validated for known fracture 
cases and verified experimentally. Inevitably it is anticipated that one or more 
physically based failure criteria will be developed that do not require extensive 
experimental input. 
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APPENDIX A: Material Property Testing (Foam) 
As a parallel to the research described in this thesis it was necessary to determine 
material properties for the three foam materials (H200, WF51 and WF110). The 
material properties for the H200 material were used in the finite element modelling 
detailed in Appendix C.  
All of the investigations summarised in Appendix A were carried out by Perillo
92
, at 
Imperial College London, and supervised by the thesis Author. This Appendix includes 
a brief overview of the experimental methods, analysis and results discerned by Perillo.  
A.1 Experimental Methodology 
A.1.1 Compression Testing 
The through-thickness strength, Elastic (Young‟s) Modulus and Poisson‟s Ratio for 
H200, WF51 and WF110 were determined using the ASTM 1612-00 test standard 
method for compressive properties of rigid cellular plastics
91
.  
For each material the in-plane specimen length and width (L) was set as 25mm, 50mm, 
75mm and 100mm, and the specimen thickness was limited to the panel thickness 
(25mm). Three nominally identical specimens were tested for each configuration, giving 
a total of thirty six specimens. The range of specimen dimensions was investigated to 
determine the influence of “size-effect” on the recorded Young‟s Modulus and 
Poisson‟s Ratio.  
Each specimen was compressively loaded between two plates (Figure A-1) using either 
a 10kN or 100kN Instron load cell, depending on the expected load capacity of the 
specimen. A displacement rate of 2.5mm/min was applied and the load-displacement 
response of each specimen was recorded from the Instron output. The Young‟s Modulus 
was determined as the gradient in the elastic region of the corresponding stress-strain 
curve. The Poisson‟s Ratio was determined by considering the ratio of translational (in-
plane) and axial (through-thickness) strain in the elastic region of each specimen (Figure 
A-1) and calculated by Equation A-1. 
The full field stress-strain response of each specimen was also measured directly from 
the specimen surface via digital image correlation (DIC). DIC was utilised as a non-
invasive method of strain measurement using a digital speckle photogrammetry (DSP) 
ARAMIS system supplied by GOM mbH
119
. A non-uniform speckle pattern was 
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applied to the surface of each specimen by airbrush and spray paint, and two 35mm 
charged-coupled display (CCD) cameras were used to capture images of the specimen 
throughout the experiment. After testing, the ARAMIS software was used to compute a 
complete three-dimensional strain.  
  
Figure A- 1: Illustration of (a) specimen loaded in compression between two steel plastic and (b) 
measure of Poisson’s Ratio 
y
x
yy
xx
strainaxial
strainnaltranslatio
 (Equation A.1) 
 
A.1.2 Mode I Fracture Toughness Testing 
The mode I fracture toughness of H200, WF51 and WF110 was determined using the 
Compact Tension Test (CTT) specified by the ASTM D5045 standard test method for 
plane-strain fracture toughness and strain energy release rate of plastic materials
101
. 
Each specimen was manufactured with a width (W) of 75mm, thickness (B) of 25mm 
and crack length (a) of 37.5mm (Figure A-2). The specimen dimensions satisfy the 
condition for plane strain at the crack tip (Equation A.2) 
101
. Six nominally identical 
specimens were manufactured for each material, giving a total of eighteen specimens. A 
band-saw was used to insert the pre-crack along the mid plane of the specimen and the 
crack tip was sharpened with a razor blade. 
.  
Figure A- 2: Compact Tension (CT) configuration 
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(Equation A.2) 
Each specimen was loaded in an Instron test machine at a displacement rate of 
2mm/min via the two loading pins at the top and bottom of each specimen. The load-
displacement response of each specimen was recorded by the Instron output and the 
stress-strain field on the face-edge of each specimen was recorded and determined using 
digital image correlation (DIC). The mode I fracture toughness was determined by 
Equation A.3, according to ASTM D5045
101
. 
 
 
 
(Equation A.3) 
 
 
A.2 Results 
Perillo carried out a parametric study to determine the influence of analysis size and 
specimen barrelling (Figure A-3) on the compression properties of H200, WF51 and 
WF110, using the results of the stress-strain field recorded by DIC. From this study 
Perillo determined the optimum analysis area; thus limiting data scatter due to specimen 
edge effects and specimen size. The optimum results for the compression properties and 
the average results for mode I fracture toughness are given in Table A.1. The coefficient 
of variance (CV%) is also tabulated.  
     
Figure A- 3: Schematic representation of (a) analysis size on the specimen face-edge and (b) 
specimen barrelling. 
The Poisson‟s Ratio associated with H200 foam demonstrated considerable scatter, and 
further analysis revealed that the compression of H200 and WF- foam was different. For 
the H200 foam barrelling was prevalent at the specimen edges, whereas all WF 
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specimens displaced laterally with no barrelling (Figure A-4). As the calculation of 
Poisson‟s Ratio requires lateral displacement (Figure A-1) it is likely that the result for 
H200 is inaccurate. If lateral displacement was not prohibited in the H200 it is possible 
that the Poisson‟s Ratio could be similar to that measured for the WF foam.  
 
Table A- 1: Material data for H200, WF51 and WF110 foam 
 Units H200 WF51 WF110 
Density kg/m3 163 ± 0.7% 51 ± 2% 110 ± 2% 
Elastic Modulus MPa 251 ± 19% 60 ± 7% 188 ± 17% 
Compression 
Strength (XC) 
MPa 4.7 ± 8% 0.7 ± 1% 2.9 ± 7% 
Poisson‟s Ratio 
(νxy) 
- 0.12 ± 39% 0.21 ± 12% 0.21 ± 12% 
Fracture toughness 
(KIC) 
MPa√m 0.34 ± 9% 0.06 ± 17% 0.16 ± 20% 
 
 
 
Figure A- 4: Lateral-displacement of H200 and WF foam. 
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APPENDIX B: ASTM C273 Test Fixture 
An illustration of the ASTM C273 Standard Test Fixture used in this investigation. Note 
the loading direction passes through the diagonal corners of the specimen. 
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APPENDIX C: Influence of Peeling in the Foam Fracture 
During shear testing of PVC foam using the ASTM C273 test fixture, cracks were 
observed to initiate at the free-edges of the specimens and propagate along the 
specimen. The cracks propagated parallel to the loading plates near the loading 
plate/foam interface, in the region of higher tensile stress. The two cracks (one at either 
end) propagated no more than 20mm in the curved profile specimens and 10mm in the 
flat specimens. A finite element analysis revealed that the edge effects at the ends of the 
benchmark specimen are only present for 15mm at each end (Figure C.1). Figure C-1 
illustrates the in-plane longitudinal stress (S22), the through-thickness stress (S33) and 
the through-thickness shear stress (S23) along the benchmark specimen. 
 
Figure C- 1: Stresses acting along the benchmark specimen 
 
This peeling-type fracture is believed to be inherent to the C273 test method
84,113
, and 
having no influence on the test results. To clarify that peeling did not influence further 
crack initiation in the PVC foam a short experimental investigation was carried out. 
Results indicated that the peeling had no influence on crack formation.   
C.1 Specimen Configuration 
Three specimens with identical profile geometry as the benchmark specimens; curvature 
(D) 6mm, width (W) 41mm and length 300mm, where manufactured from H200. A 
15mm notch was then cut along each end of the specimens, as demonstrated by Figure 
C-2. It was anticipated that this would reduce the concentration of tensile and 
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compressive stresses at the specimen end and thus eliminate the initiation of the peel 
fracture.  
 
Figure C- 2: Specimen configuration for reduced ends 
 
C.2 Methodology 
Each of the reduced-end specimens were tested in shear according to the ASTM 
standard test method C-273
100
, and identical to the methodology given in Section 4.2.3 
Shear Testing. The load-displacement response, cusp formation process and cusp 
morphology of the reduced-ends specimens were compared with the results of the 
benchmark specimen.  
C.3 Results 
The experimental results displayed little difference in comparison to the benchmark 
results given in Chapter 4. Firstly the load-displacement response was relatively 
unchanged (Figure C-3) and secondly the fracture pattern was also relatively similar 
(Table C-1). No significant difference was determined between the initial stiffness of 
the benchmark and reduced end specimens (35.02MN/m and 33.95MN/m respectively). 
The in-situ results for the reduced-end specimens (Table C-1) gave a slightly higher 
average than the benchmark, but given that the density of the reduced-end specimens 
was higher and that there was an overlap in data scatter this is not a significant 
difference. The density, or frequency, of cracks initiating near the specimens ends was 
unchanged by the presence of the additional notch.  
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Figure C- 3: Typical load-displacement response representing the influence of reduced ends 
Table C- 1: In-situ fracture data for H200 
 Units Benchmark Reduced-ends 
Density kg/m
3
 165.22 ± 0.9% 170.5 ± 1.1% 
Applied Displacement at 
Peak Load 
mm 3.90 ± 7.4% 4.60 ± 4.7% 
Applied Displacement at 
Crack Initiation 
mm 3.25 ±17.1% 3.60 ± 23.5% 
Applied Displacement at 
Crack Saturation 
mm 5.15 ± 13.8% 6.55 ± 10.4% 
Crack Density Cracks/mm 0.108 ± 16.7% 0.077 ± 9.4% 
Crack Spacing mm 10 ± 21.2 % 12 ± 11.1% 
S-Ligand Spacing mm 17 ± 11.2 % 21 ± 6.9% 
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APPENDIX D: Crack Initiation Pattern 
The figures below represent the formation of cracks along the length of a benchmark 
specimen at each step between crack initiation and crack saturation. The cracks formed 
in numerical order from 1 to 14 and cracks that developed into S-ligands are marked by 
bold dotted lines, all other cracks develop into crows-feet. The displacement 
corresponding to the maximum load for the benchmark specimen illustrated in this 
appendix was 3.99mm. 
 
Crack 1: 3.19mm     
Crack 2: 3.29mm     
Crack 3: 3.39mm     
Crack 4: 3.54mm     
Crack 5: 3.64mm     
Crack 6: 3.74mm     
Crack 7: 3.84mm     
Crack 8: 3.99mm     
Crack 9: 4.09mm     
Crack 10: 4.29mm    
Crack 11: 4.89mm    
Crack 12: 5.09mm    
Crack 13: 5.19mm    
Crack 14: 5.79mm  
 
 
